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ABSTRACT 

 
The reduction of shear strength and landslide slope failure is directly associated with elevated 

soil moisture content and pore water pressures in the subsurface, particularly during heavy 

rainfall. The aim of this thesis is to investigate the use geophysical methods to study moisture-

related landslides at two deferent sites. The first field site is a slow moving landslip located at 

Hollin Hill, UK. Self-potential (SP) measurements are used to characterise and monitor 

groundwater movement related to landslide reactivation in this site. The SP results show a 

strong relationship with rainfall, water levels and soil moisture content in the subsurface with 

correlation coefficients of approximately 0.91. Furthermore, the SP results reveal the pattern 

of fluid flow and characterise regions of negative and positive charges related to percolation 

and storage of ground water in the subsurface. In particular, before landslide reactivation, the 

main scarp (the top of the slope) reveals significantly negative SP value (less than -15 mV), 

due to water infiltration. In future work, the SP method could become a more commonly used 

technique for monitoring groundwater conditions as it provides important information 

precursory to landslides. The second field site is a shallow landslide located at Thungsong, in 

southern Thailand. Electrical resistivity tomography (ERT) and P-wave seismic refraction 

tomography (SRT) are applied to characterize internal structure and to study deformation 

mechanisms along 4 profiles. The integrated results of the SRT and ERT are used to produce 

a conceptual ground model, which delineates the remarkable contrast between the displaced 

material and the underlying bedrock. This model delineates zones of relatively low seismic 

velocity (less than 900 m/s) and low resistivity (less than 300 Ωm), which reveal high amounts 

of clay in the colluvium on the relatively steep slopes. A combination of steep slopes, shallow 

basement rock overlain by clay-rich colluvium, and seasonally high rain fall leads to landslides 

in the region. The study shows that ERT and SRT results can be used as a primary tool for 

landslide studies and monitoring landslides in the region, thus providing an early warning 

system and the basis for a landslide mitigation strategy in the future. 
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Figure 5.3 Arrangement of model blocks and apparent resistivity datum (modified 

from Loke, 2001). 

Figure 5.4 Arrangement of model blocks after topographic correction with a 

damped distorted grid (Loke, 2001). 

Figure 5.5 Flowchart of SRT data processing using the SeisImager2D software. 

Figure 5.6 Recorded data before and after low- and high-cut filtering. 

Figure 5.7 (Above) A shot gather showing first break picks in red. (Below) 

Traveltime curves derived from the first break traveltimes for all 

shot gathers along line 4. 

Figure 5.8 Example of SRT result for line 4: a) observed (blue) and calculated 

(black) traveltime curves for each shot gathers; b) the final 2D 

depth-velocity model, with ray coverage superimposed c) the final 
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layered model derived from the tomographic inversion. The RMS 

misfit for this inversion is 3.0 ms. 

Figure 5.9 Map and plan of the geophysical survey at the study site. Dashed brown 

line represents elevation contour line. The x and y coordinates refer 

to the local grid with the origin location.  

Figure 5.10 SRT results for the Borehole Line correlated with lithology from the 

borehole: a) tomographic result for a smoothly varying model b) a 

layered model. 

Figure 5.11 ERT results for the Borehole Line correlated with lithology from 

borehole: a) 2D resistivity model b) model interpretation (black lines 

are layer boundaries, as interpreted from the SRT). 

Figure 5.12 SRT results for line 1 correlated with lithology inferred from the 

Borehole Line: a) tomographic result for a smoothly varying model 

b) a layered model. 

Figure 5.13 ERT results for line 1: a) tomographic model b) the ERT model 

interpreted using the ERT results from the Borehole Line, with the 

SRT interpreted boundaries overlain on the SRT (black line indicates 

layer boundary). 

Figure 5.14 SRT results for line 2 correlated with lithology inferred from the 

Borehole Line: a) tomographic result for a smoothly varying model 

b) a layered model. 

Figure 5.15 ERT results for line 2: a) tomographic model b) the ERT model 

interpreted using the ERT results from the Borehole Line, with the 

SRT interpreted boundaries overlain on the SRT (black line indicates 

layer boundary). 

Figure 5.16 SRT results for line 3 correlated with lithology inferred from the 

Borehole Line: a) tomographic result for a smoothly varying model 

b) a layered model. 

Figure 5.17 ERT results for line 3: a) tomographic model b) the ERT model 

interpreted using the ERT results from the Borehole Line, with the 

SRT interpreted boundaries overlain on the SRT (black line indicates 

layer boundary). 
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Figure 5.18 SRT results for line 4 correlated with lithology from inferred from the 

Borehole Line: a) tomographic result for a smoothly varying model 

b) a layered model. 

Figure 5.19 ERT results for line 4: a) tomographic model b) the ERT model 

interpreted using the ERT results from the Borehole Line, with the 

SRT interpreted boundaries overlain on the SRT (black line indicates 

layer boundary). 

Figure 5.20 Vertical sections of combined ERT and SRT results for Lines 1-4. 

Geologic features based on the ERT interpretation are shown as the 

colour areas. The geological boundaries (black lines) are based on 

the SRT interpretation. 

Figure 5.21 (Top) The resistivity and P-wave velocity images and their geologic 

interpretation for the Borehole Line. Values are picked at the same 

points in these images (plus symbols). (Bottom) Resistivity (y-axis) 

versus P-wave velocity (x-axis) for each point in the SRT and ERT 

images. Each point is colour coded based on geologic interpretation 

from the borehole log. Large black crosses indicate the average and 

standard deviation in resistivity and P-wave velocity for each colour 

group. 

Figure 5.22 Resistivity versus P-wave velocity for the 5 lines acquired in the 

Thungsong region. The colour points with error bar indicates the 

average and standard variation of velocity and resistivity values for 

each line. The black dash line indicates layer boundaries as defined 

by seismic velocity and the colour area (light blue, yellow, and red) 

indicates distinct zones of resistivity values. 

Figure 5.23 Conceptual model of the Thungsong landslide are obtained from joint 

interpretation of the SRT and ERT results and calibrated using the 

borehole data. The model is divided into three zone and six 

geological features (colour areas). The yellow dashed lines and the 

black arrows indicate slip surfaces and water movement. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 

Landslides are becoming increasingly common, dangerous and costly. This is in part due to 

increased use of land by a growing population, but also exacerbated by the Earth’s changing 

climate and the associated increase in extreme weather. Here I investigate the use of 

geophysical methods to study landslides. These are used to develop ground models at sites of 

potential landslide, but I also investigate the use of geophysical methods to monitor temporal 

variations in slopes that experience landslides. In this first chapter I give a brief description of 

landslides including definition, characterization, classification, mechanism and trigger. The 

physical properties of landslide materials are described together with the geophysical 

techniques (Self-Potential (SP), Electrical Resistivity Tomography (ERT), Seismic Refraction 

Tomography (SRT)) utilised in my research. A literature review on the implementation of SP, 

ERT, and SRT for landslide investigation and monitoring is also given. The two last sections 

describe the thesis objectives and hypotheses and provide an outline of the thesis.    

 

1.1 Research overview 

A landslide or landslip is a mass displacement of soil, rock, and debris down a slope, including 

rockfalls, debris flows and mudslides. They often occur with little warning and can be very 

large in scale of area (more than 100 km2). They are a natural disaster which can cause 

considerable loss of life and asset damage (Dijkstra et al., 2014; Glendinning et al., 2014). 

Approximately more than 4,600 people died per year between 2004 and 2010 around the world 

(Froude and Petley, 2018). In addition, landslides can affect the economy by impacting 

infrastructure, public utilities and portage (Uhlemann et al., 2016b). Within the last 100 years, 

the cost of financial loss has exceeded US$1.7 billion due to landslides (Petley, 2012; Petley, 
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2013). Landslides are exceptionally complicated and diverse (Colangelo et al., 2006; Gunn et 

al., 2013; Merritt et al., 2013; Uhlemann et al., 2016a). They exhibit variations in mechanisms 

of mass displacement of soil, rock, and debris, flowing downward a slope by gravity force. In 

1996, Cruden and Varnes presented a classification for types of landslide by based on rate, 

style, state, water content, distribution and characteristics of movement, and material type. The 

triggers of landslide are natural causes, such as earth tremor, rainfall, volcano eruptions, and 

rainfall and human causes, such as changes in land use, deforestation, and industrial works 

(Jackson et al., 2002; Froude and Petley, 2018). In particular, extreme weather events with 

intense rainfall, affecting the movement of groundwater, play an important role in landslide. 

Fluctuations in moisture content directly effects pore pressure and leads to reduce in shear 

strength of the subsurface (Colangelo et al., 2006; Friedel et al., 2006). For example, in Zhouqu 

(North-western China) in 2010, heavy rainfall led to a large landslide comprised of mud and 

rocks, which destroyed 550 houses and approximately 1,800 people died (Durrast, 2014). More 

than 74 people were reported dead due to landslides in Hiroshima, Japan, after heavy rains in 

August 2014 (Figure 1.1). 

 

To study the structure, properties of lithology, and mechanisms of landslide, a ground model 

is commonly acquired by geotechnical and geophysical investigations (Merritt et al., 2013; 

Merritt, 2014). Geophysical explorations, for example self-potential (SP), resistivity, and 

seismic methods are well suited to the study of landslide processes (Chambers et al., 2011), 

because they provide both highly spatial and temporal information about the internal structure 

and physical properties of the subsurface (Uhlemann et al., 2016b). Moreover, the cost of 

investigation is cheap compared to more invasive methods and the data acquisition is relatively 

quick (Jongmans and Garambois 2007; Steeples, 2001; Uhlemann et al., 2016b). Geophysical 

techniques are most effective when they are applied in conjunction with ground-based and 
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remote sensing measurements of external structure, such as surface deformation, morphology, 

and slope angle. 

 

 

 

Figure 1.1 Landslide in Hiroshima, Japan in August 2014 (CNN, 2014). 

 

In the first study site of my thesis, the self-potential (SP) method is used to characterise and 

monitor the groundwater dynamics related to landslide reactivations at the Hollin Hill site, 

located in North Yorkshire in the UK. The geology of this unstable area is Upper Lias in age 

(Early Jurassic). Here the Whitby Mudstone Formation lies at a relatively low slope angle, with 

shallow translational deformation and slope rotations occurring near the top. This type of slope 

is typical of Lias landslides, which constitute approximately 15 percentage of landslides in UK 

(Jones and Lee, 1994). At the second study site of my thesis, I use resistivity and seismic 

methods to describe the internal structure and to study the mechanisms of a landslide location 

in Thungsong, in southern Thailand. I show how geophysical methods can be used to develop 
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a ground model in a remote and difficult to access area. This region often experiences 

landslides, due to the mountainous and hilly topography and prolonged seasons of 

precipitation.  

 

1.2 Introduction to landslides 

My research is focused on understanding the hydrological and mechanical processes at play in 

landslide areas. Consequently, this section provides an overview of landslide classification, 

triggering mechanisms and the physical properties of landslides. 

  

1.2.1 Definition and classification of landslide 

The definition of landslide is the displacement of soil, rock, or both downslope due to 

gravitational force. It can be described by physical laws associated with shear stress, normal 

stress, friction, and cohesion (see section 1.2.3.1). In the past 50 years, several classifications 

of landslide have been proposed (Taboga, 2011). A well-used classification is that of Cruden 

and Varnes (1996), which describes material and movement types in a landslide. This 

classification consists of five types of mass movement (Figure 1.2) and Cruden and Varnes, 

(1996) classified the types of mass movement as: 

1. Fall is defined as instantaneous, downslope displacements of rock or soil at a very steep 

angle across a surface, that has none or little shear strength. The material primarily drops in the 

air by falling, bouncing or rotating;   

2. Topple is defined as the ahead rotational movement away from the mass, soil, or rock slope 

with an axis or spot under the gravitational centre of the unstable mass; 

3. Slide is defined as a sliding displacement of material on a surface of rupture or on 

comparably narrow regions of high shear strain; 
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Figure 1.2 Types of landslides as proposed by Varns (1978) (produced by BGS). Red  

rectangular and green rectangular are types of landslide in Thungsong and Hollin hill field 

sites. 
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4. Spread is defined as an elongation of a soil or rock material of cohesion integrated with a 

regular subsidence of the cracked material of cohesion to below weaker material. The surface 

of rupture shows less intense shear; liquefaction and flow of the weaker material can lead to 

Spread; 

5. Flow is defined as a spatially uninterrupted displacement along a temporary shear surface. 

The velocity distribution in the moving material is similar to that of a viscous liquid. 

 

The flow classified as the debris or mud flow contains extensive amounts of mud, cohesive 

material, and water. This flow can also be explained by a fluid flow with complex properties 

known as a rheological flow. In contrast, the displacement of granular material can be defined 

as a granular flow, where friction is an important factor in this flow dynamics (Durrast, 2014). 

The term complex landslide in Figure 1.2 indicates an integration of more than two major types 

of movement in one landslide. In terms of material classification, a landslide where 80 

percentages of the grains are less than 2mm is defined as ‘earth’, while a landslide which has 

20 – 80 percentages of coarser soil is prefixed as ‘debris’. Landslides containing rocks are 

prefixed as ‘rock’. According to this classification scheme, the landslide studied in this thesis 

are a shallow debris slide (red rectangular in Figure 1.2) in Thungsong, Thailand and a slow 

moving earthslide-earthflow (green rectangular in Figure 1.2) in Hollin Hill, UK. 

 

Shallow landslide 

Rainfall is one of major triggers of shallow landslides. Many landslide events are related to 

patterns of raining seasons (Van Asch et al., 1999; Merritt, 2014). Therefore, acquisition of 

rainfall data is very important. If the data are sufficient and can be compared with the precise 

dates of landslide events, it can potentially be used to determine the critical daily rainfall 

thresholds for triggering slope instability. For complex shallow landslide, the threshold is more 
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difficult to estimate, because the landslide types and movement patterns relate to different 

rainfall threshold conditions. Generally, shallow landslides occur due to the development of 

slip planes within the near surface influenced by rainfall flow through the subsurface, 

unsaturated percolation, and rapid increase of the water table level. Shallow failure takes place 

along a slip plane if the moisture content becomes near saturated (Tu et al., 2009) because of 

the accumulated rainfall resulting in dissipated loss of soil strength and matric suctions 

(Merritt, 2014). The potential locations for shallow landslides are related to soil type, depth of 

top soil, area of groundwater discharge, terrain, and vegetation loss (Montgomery et al., 1994; 

Merritt, 2014). 

 

Slow moving landslide 

Slow moving landslides are often formed by weathered clay-composition rocks or clay 

materials in landscapes, where they are significantly eroded. They occur in temperate and 

tropical climates. In general, slow movement occurs with fine-grained and marine soil 

influenced by plastic silt and clay (Merritt, 2014). The natural factors that control slow 

earthflow distribution are climate, biology, geology, and topography (Kelsey et al., 1978; 

Merritt, 2014). Displacement within very slow to slow landslides are typically less than 13mm 

per month (Cruden and Varnes, 1996). Slow moving landslides displace mostly by moving 

across detached lateral and basal slip surfaces with small scarp of internal shear deformation 

(Keefer et al., 1989; Merritt, 2014). The shear zones are comprised of low permeability 

materials, such as clay, which are more vulnerable to failure than surrounding materials 

(Merritt, 2014). Low permeability materials proceed to separate the landslide from surrounding 

lithology (Hutchinson et al., 1971; Fleming et al., 1989).  
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1.2.2 Terminology of landslides 

The standard terms for the description of landslide features have been created by the 

International Geotechnical Societies, USGS, and UNESCO. This terminology is adopted in my 

thesis and shown in Figure 1.3 and explained by Table 1.1. 

 

 

Figure 1.3 Landslide features and their terminology shown on a block diagram (Varnes, 

1978). 

 

Table 1.1 Description of landslide features (Highland and Bobrowsky, 2008) in Figure 1.3.  

 

Name Description 

Crown Intact material, which is undisplaced and close to the highest 

segments of the main scarp. 

Main scarp 
Steep surface on intact ground above the landslide, produced by 

sliding of unstable material away from the intact ground.  

Top 
Top spot of the boundary between the sliding material and the main 

scarp. 

Head 
Upper regions of the landslide on the boundary between the sliding 

material to the main scarp. 
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Minor scarp 
Surfaces exposed by differential displacements in the sliding 

material. These are smaller and downslope of the main scarp. 

Main body 
Displaced material overlying the surface of rupture between the main 

scarp and toe. 

Foot 
Segment of the landslide moving over the toe of the surface rupture 

and lies on the original undisturbed ground surface. 

Tip Place on the toe furthest away from the crown.  

Toe 
Lower edge of the sliding material furthest margin of landslide from 

the main scarp. 

Surface of rupture 
A surface that is the lowermost margin of the sliding material under 

the original ground surface. 

Toe of surface of 

rupture 

Intersection of the lower part of the surface of rupture and the origin 

of ground surface. 

Surface of 

separation 

Region between the original ground surface and the foot of landslide. 

Displaced material 
Material moved from original position on the slope by landslide 

displacement, formed of evacuated and accumulated masses.  

Zone of depletion 
Landslide region that the sliding material underlies the origin of the 

ground surface 

Zone of 

accumulation 

Landslide region that the sliding material overlies the origin of the 

ground surface 

Depletion 
Capacity surrounded by the main scarp, the evacuated mass, and the 

origin of the ground surface. 

Depleted mass 
Capacity surrounded by the sliding material that lies on the surface 

of rupture and lies under the origin of the surface. 

Accumulation 
Capacity surrounded by the sliding material that overlies the origin 

of the surface 

Flank Stable material close to the lateral parts of the surface of rupture.  

Original ground 

surface 

Ground surface before occurrence of landslide.  
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1.2.3 Physical properties and mechanisms of landslides 

Shear strength is a technical parameter that controls slope and landslides stability. This term 

refers to the maximum shear stress magnitude where material is stable (Durrast, 2014). The 

shear strength of soils is mainly dependent on interactions between grains and the finite normal 

stresses, produced by friction and cohesion parameters (Durrast, 2014). Sawangsuriya, (2012) 

demonstrates that these parameters can be directly calculated in geotechnical laboratories 

applying the direct or triaxial shear test technique (Durrast, 2014).  

 

Friction is a force resisting the movement of material. It is dependent on the friction coefficient 

or the proportion of the friction force to the normal force, compressing the two parallel surfaces 

jointly in perpendicular direction to the surfaces. Cohesion is an electrostatic force bonding in 

clay and silt particles of the soil and adherence between grains (Durrast, 2014). It is 

independent of stress in the soil particles.  Consequently, soils without clay or silt have little 

soil cohesion. However, there is an apparent cohesion which is a result of capillary forces, 

where small amounts of water can make bridges between the soil particles, leading to suction 

or negative pore pressure (Durrast, 2014). The values of rock cohesion are generally much 

greater than soil cohesion, which are values in order of kPa (Selby, 1993). The cohesion and 

friction are influenced by the composition of the soil, structure, age, the nature of the soil 

(intrinsic variables), and the size and shape distribution of the particles (Durrast, 2014).  

  

1.2.3.1 Basic principles of landslides 

Displacements in landslides happen when shear stresses surpass the value of the shear strength 

or resisting stress of the soils or rocks. Shear strength is an important parameter to assess in 

landslide mechanisms and the factors that affect shear stress have been recognised as functions 

of many parameters associated with lithology, rainfall intensity and duration, groundwater 
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table, moisture content in soil, bedrock geology, and pattern of land use. The mass 

displacement in a landslide can be explained using a block diagram of force balance on inclined 

plane (Figure 1.4), where a material mass (soils or rocks) rests on a plane with slope angle β 

to the horizontal. If there are no external forces, the major force pressing on the mass block is 

only weight (W), separated into two parts: parallel part (T = Wsinβ) and perpendicular part 

(N = Wcosβ)	to the slope. Consequently, the major destabilizing force F1  is the part of 

weight going down towards the slope (T = Wsinβ), that can be expressed the term of the shear 

stress (τ4) (Taboga, 2011) as, 

 

τ4 =
5
6
sinβ, (1.1) 

 

where A  denotes the shear plane area. The resisting force (F8)  denotes the component of 

weight acting perpendicular to the slope multiplied by the friction acting on the base of the 

mass, 

 

F8 = Wcosβtan∅, (1.2) 

 

where tan∅ denotes the coefficient of static friction and ∅ denotes the angle of internal friction 

(Taboga, 2011). The mass on the block will start sliding if tanβ > tan∅. The total resisting 

stress (τ8) or shear strength, which opposes movement, is dependent on the resisting force and 

cohesion, 

 

τ8 =
5
6
cosβtan∅ + c = ntan∅ + c, (1.3) 
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where c and n denote the cohesion and the normal stress. The cohesion is referred to the 

intrinsic property of soil, caused by bounds between soil grains. It is unrelated to normal stress. 

The ∅	or angle of internal friction explains the contribution of friction, produced by the normal 

stress, in the soil strength (Taboga, 2011). 

 

 

When the pores contain with water, the water will decrease interactions between the grains. 

This reduces the normal pressure and an effective normal stress is introduced (Taboga, 2011). 

With saturation, the resisting shear stress of the material (τ>) or the maximum shear strength 

can be described by the criterion of Mohr-Coulomb formula (Lambe and Whiteman 1979; 

Cernica, 1995), which is used to explain the condition of stress on the surfaces when the slip 

emerges (Whiteley et al., 2019) as, 

 

τ> = n	 − 	u tanϕB + cB = nBtanϕB + cB, (1.4) 

 

where nB denotes the effective normal stress, u denotes the pore water pressure, ϕB denotes the 

angle of internal friction, which is determined by effective stress. and, cB denotes effective 

cohesion. The pore water pressure is related to the level of groundwater table (Taboga, 2011). 

Generally, evaluation of slope failure is related to the calculation of a factor of safety (FS). 

 

Figure 1.4 Rigid block diagram of the force balance on an inclined plane. 
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This factor for a hillslope is the proportion of the maximum of shear stress (resisting force) a 

slope can support, τ>, to the available shear stress, τ4, (destabilizing force) as, 

 

FS = τ>/τ4. (1.5) 

 

The slope becomes stable when FS > 1, whereas unstable slope will occur with FS < 1.  

 

1.2.3.2 Causes of slope failure 

Two general factors lead to landslides: increases in available shear stress and reduction in shear 

strength (Varnes, 1978). Firstly, factors, increasing in shear stresses on a surface on or within 

an unstable slope include: 1) the removal of lateral or underlying slope, for example river 

erosion, weathering, faulting and subsidence, and human activities (cutting, mining, 

quarrying); 2) over weights, such as the weight of rain water, seepage pressure, accumulation 

of snow or sediments, and human constructions (building and waste piles); 3) transient stresses, 

such as those related to earthquakes, volcanic explosions, and vibration from human activity.  

 

Secondly, factors, depleting of shear strength, include: 1) changes in composition of sediments, 

due to chemical reactions and weathering, such as hydration in clay, fissuring, detachment of 

cement solutions, and decomposition of granular rocks; 2) changes in forces between grains, 

due to water containment in pores and fractures; 3) composition and texture of materials, due 

to weak material that weakens fabric or texture; 4) weakening of structure and geometry in 

slope, due to the plastic material below the existence of massive beds, alternate layering of 

permeable sand or sandstone, impermeable weak clay or shale, and discontinuities (Taboga, 

2011). 
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Moreover, Crozier (1986) classified landslides in term of slope stability, defining three states: 

1) a stable slope; 2) an unstable slope, including marginally stable slopes that will move in the 

future; and 3) active unstable slopes where failure is already occurring. The causes of unstable 

slope can be classified to 3 factors: precursory factors, leading a steady slope to vulnerable 

sliding without any initial movement; triggering factors, that initially cause a slightly stable 

slope to become failure; and controlling factors, which control the feature, period of time, and 

rate of movement in an active unstable slope. However, landslides can be rarely attributed to 

one cause alone (Varnes, 1978; Taboga, 2011). 

 

1.2.3.3 Role of pore water 

Heavy and prolonged rainfall can induce and slide particularly in areas of mountainous and 

hilly topography, where there are steep slope angles and reduced the friction angles in the 

sediment or soil (Durrast, 2014). These slopes are stable up to a certain degree of water 

saturation. Furthermore, soil suction can contribute to apparent cohesion (Fredlund and 

Rahardjo, 1993), adding shear strength to the soil or sediment grains (Durrast, 2014). If the 

water saturation is more than a critical value, the suction and resistance are significantly 

reduced. In particular, heavy rainfall leads to a rise in water saturation that exceeds the critical 

limit of stable slope. This leads to regional failure, which consequently results in an earth or 

debris flow and landslide (Sassa et al., 2010; Durrast, 2014). 

 

Moreover, rapid infiltration of rainfall in slopes can cause fast uplift of water pressures within 

the soil and sediment pores. In particular, air often exists in the vadose zone near the surface. 

This influences the water percolation as the air is able to transfer the pressure in the time of 

percolation (Hartge and Horn, 1999). When rain water is penetrating below layers of low 

hydraulic conductivity in the near surface, these layers formed by sediments and soils with 
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various hydraulic conductivity can produce buoyancy effects (Stadler et al., 2009). The other 

significant parameters that control the rate of rainwater infiltration in the soils are related to 

size, distribution, and amount of pores, including effects due to macropores such as root 

channels, fissures, and soil cracks; these are accountable for the rapid infiltration and higher 

pore pressure in the soils and sediments (Beven and German, 1982). Moreover, the macropores 

in a matrix of low hydraulic conductivity can produce a system of double permeability that will 

have an effect on the water percolation through the slope of a hilly and mountainous area. 

(Durrast, 2014). 

 

Each slope is complicated with various materials, soils and sediments, and properties such as 

porosity, permeability, or the distribution of macropores (Durrast, 2014). Consequently, 

mechanisms, resulting in slope failure or landslides are different from site to site. An 

exploration in details of external and internal structures and geometry is first essential for 

landslide study. Thus geophysical investigation is necessary to initially install early warning 

system for any landslides (Friedel et al., 2006). In particular, resistivity and seismic velocity 

are properties influenced by clay content, porosity, permeability, and water saturation (Sharma 

et al., 2010). The degree of water saturation after rainfall is prone to vary over time because of 

rain water infiltration. This will affect physical properties such as conductivity and density. 

The next section describes the implementation of geophysical investigations for the landslide 

studies. 

 

1.3 Applications of geophysical techniques for landslide research 

To study landslide mechanisms, investigations are required to obtain the structure and 

properties of lithology for the landslide to develop a ground model (Merritt, 2014). Remote 

sensing methods, geotechnical techniques, and geophysical methods can be used to 
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characterise slopes and monitoring conditions before slope movement. Repeat surveys can be 

then employed to identify changes in the ground model before failure. Geotechnical methods 

(e.g. borehole drillings, cone penetration tests, trenching) and laboratory studies, can provide 

real geological features in situ conditions with high resolution (Fell et al., 2000), but they are 

expensive and labour intensive to implement (e.g., drilling on steep and unstable slopes). In 

contrast, Remote sensing method, such as InSAR, and geophysical techniques are well-suited 

to study landslides as they are cheap, entail quick fieldwork for data acquisition, and have high 

spatial resolution (Steeples, 2001; Merritt et al., 2013). However, in this study the geophysical 

techniques (SP, ERT, and SRT) are selected to study two different sites of landslide, because 

the InSAR has been working in Hollin Hill landslide by BGS. In Thungsong landslide, it is not 

suitable to apply due to suffering from severe topographic and atmospheric effects resulting in 

low quality of satellite image.  

 

During the 1960s and 1970s, studies using geophysical methods for landslide characterisation 

were first attempted by many researchers (Cadman and Goodman, 1967; Yamaguchi, 1977). 

The limitations of geophysical methods in the past was mainly caused by difficulties in carrying 

heavy batteries and analogue equipment across steep landslide terrain. The pioneering 

researchers concentrated on a range of techniques, for example, seismic refraction and 

reflection, vertical electrical sounding (VES), self-potential (SP) profiling, and electrical 

resistivity mapping (Taboga, 2011). Over the past decade, techniques have improved in data 

processing for 2D/3D models. Examples include: 2D, 3D, and 4D electrical resistivity 

tomography (ERT) (Bichler et al., 2004; Taboga, 2011; Chambers et al., 2011); 2D/3D self-

potential tomography (SPT) (Lapenna et al., 2003; Colangelo et al., 2006; Chambers et al., 

2011; Perrone et al., 2014); and 2D,3D, and 4D seismic refraction tomography (SRT) (Meric 

et al., 2005; Heincke et al., 2006; Uhlemann et al., 2016b; Whiteley et al., 2020). These 
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geophysical investigations are utilised to indicate the presence and extent of landslide features 

that affect landslide, such as the water table. The next section gives brief details of the 

geophysical methods I use in this thesis. More details of each method are provided in Chapter 

2. 

 

1.3.1 Self-potential (SP) method   

The SP method is the surface measurement between two points of natural electrical potential 

differences, caused by various mechanisms in the subsurface (Telford, 1990). The primary 

origin of SP mechanisms in landslide areas is electrokinetic coupling (the so-called streaming 

potential) (Colangelo et al., 2006). The SP value generated by natural electrical fields is in the 

range between smaller than 1 millivolt (mV) and more than 1 volt (Reynolds, 1997). In 

landslide investigations, SP measurements provide characteristics of hydrology and geology in 

landslide area (Colangelo et al., 2006). The mechanisms of SP in landslide areas are mainly 

streaming potentials caused by the water flow in pores of the soils or rocks due to gradient of 

the pore pressure. Negative voltage anomalies relate to the areas of groundwater infiltration 

and positive voltage anomalies relate to the areas of accumulated groundwater. Moreover, 

repeat SP surveys are likewise utilised to study changes in groundwater flow over time 

(Taboga, 2011).  

 

A case example of using the self-potential method to study landslides is the Varco d’Izzo 

earthflow (Potenza, Basilicata, Italian Southern Apennines). Perrone et al. (2004) and Lapenna 

et al. (2003) applied SP profiling and mapping to investigate the direction of groundwater flow 

(Figure 1.5a) and acquired SP tomography, providing 2D charge occurrence probability (COP) 

models (Figure 1.5b). In this example, the 2D COP model can inform the lateral extent of the 

landslide strong from strong horizontal COP changes. Colangelo et al. (2006) deployed a linear 
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array of electrodes to study temporal changes in SP values within a 1-day duration of 

precipitation. The data were used to calculate the COP and show the dynamics of groundwater 

movement in the subsurface during rainfall. The COP results qualitatively described the 

variation in groundwater flow and areas of groundwater accumulation, showing that time-

dependent changes in the COP are related to rainfall events.  

 

 

1.3.2 Seismic methods 

Seismic methods are sensitive to the elastic properties and density of material through the study 

of seismic wave propagation in the subsurface, refracting and reflecting through the subsurface. 

Seismic methods are able to indicate changes of stress conditions in the subsurface related to 

 

Figure 1.5 Examples of SP result in Varco d’Izzo earthflow (Potenza, Basilicata, Italian 

Southern Apennines)  produced by  Perrone et al. (2004): a)  the SP mapping  to investigate 

the direction of groundwater flow; b) 2D charge occurrence probability (COP) models. 
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movement and are also sensitive to the porosity of material and fluid flow characteristics 

(Whiteley et al., 2019). Compressional (P-wave) seismic velocity is related to various factors, 

such as lithology, porosity, density, pore structure, degree of weathering, fracturing, 

compaction, and pore water saturation. Unstable parts of the subsurface will show changes in 

physical structure and properties, which can be visible as changes in seismic velocities (Bruno 

and Marillier, 2000; Taboga, 2011). The changes of seismic velocity in landslide substance can 

be caused by groundwater movement, degrees of weathering or fracturing, and porosity. 

Consequently, landslide materials are often characterised by lower seismic velocities and 

higher attenuation values than those seen in stable material. Moreover, the range of velocities 

are generally greater over the landslide substance, due to the variations in deformation and 

compaction degrees in the slope (Bogoslovsky and Ogilvy, 1977). 

 

Seismic refraction method is mainly applied in landslide investigations to characterise the 

internal structure, such as geometry, depth of shear zone and bedrock, and thickness of unstable 

material. This in turn can be used to study the mechanical properties of soils or rocks that make 

up the landslide. Many examples of using seismic methods for landslide studies have been 

documented. For example, Uhlemann et al., (2016a) surveyed P and S-wave velocities using 

the SRT method in Hollin Hill (Figure 1.6a). Saturated clays and partially saturated sandy silt 

revealed clearly disparate Poisson’s ratios. Moreover, the estimation of Shear and Young’s 

Moduli verified the unstable materials in the landslide area at this site (Figure 1.6b). In a more 

recent study, time lapse seismic surveys have been applied to monitoring variations in 

subsurface seismic properties at Hollin Hill (Whiteley, et al., 2020). Also, a landslide 

experiment in the Laval Reservoir in Alpes-de-haute Provence, France, was used to determine 

fissure density during rainfall (Grandjean et al., 2009). 
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1.3.3 Electrical resistivity method 

This method uses field investigations of the resistivity values of materials in the subsurface 

(Perrone et al., 2014). To acquire 2D and 3D resistivity models, the ERT is applied by 

deploying multi-electrodes arrays. The arrays can be implemented in many configurations for 

example, dipole-dipole, Wenner, pole-dipole, and Schlumberger, (Perrone et al., 2004). Many 

landslide investigations have applied the dipole-dipole configuration, due to its capability to 

efficiently investigate horizontal and vertical discontinuities of geological features (Loke and 

Baker, 1996) when using multichannel measurement systems. The concept of this method is to 

 

Figure 1.6 Examples of SRT results in Hollin Hill produced by Uhlemann et al., (2016a): a)   

P and S-wave velocity models; b) Shear and Young’s modulus models. 
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drive electrical current through subsurface, measuring voltage differences, which can be used 

to estimate the subsurface resistivity. 

 

Resistivity is easily affected by variations in lithology particularly moisture content and clay 

minerals. The ERT method has been successful in studying landslide structures with the 

distinction between displaced and steady material, depth to bedrock, and composition in the 

subsurface (Chambers et al., 2011). The method can detect the lateral boundary and thickness 

of landslide materials and determine the internal structure, geological features of the slope, and 

depth of shear zone (Taboga, 2011). Moreover, the ERT method is well-suited to study 

groundwater variation and moisture content in different layers of the slope (Sass et al., 2008; 

Perrone et al., 2014). The examples of using the ERT method for landslide investigation 

include studies in Hollin Hill, UK and the Varco d’Izzo landslide (Figure 1.7).  

 

Chambers et al. (2011) published the study in active landslide at Hollin Hill, UK (Figure 1.7a). 

The 2D and 3D ERT were implemented to investigate the slope structure in landslide areas and 

the groundwater pattern in landslide body. The 2D and 3D ERT results show clearly contrasts 

in the slipping and undisplaced sediments, because the unstable sediments are indicated by 

very low resistivity and interpreted as the Whitby Mudstone Formation (WMF). Underneath 

lies higher resistivity, due to lower clay content and is interpreted as the Staithes Sandstone 

Formation (SSF). The ERT results show the extent the WMF slips over the SSF. 

 

Perrone et al. (2004) deployed ERT measurements to investigate the Varco d’Izzo landslide 

(Figure 1.7b). The ERT results shows the detailed information of this landslide. The results are 

successful to identify and interpret the thickness of unstable materials and slip surface in the 

landslide areas with high resolution.  
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1.4 Case studies 

In this thesis, I study two contrasting landslides, for example Hollin Hill landslide, UK and 

Thungsong landslide, Thailand. Further details of the specific study sites are provided in 

chapter 3, but here I give a brief introduction. 

  

1.4.1 Lias Group landslides in North Yorkshire 

The Lias Group in North Yorkshire is in the age of lower Jurassic and extends across Western 

Europe (Jones and Lee, 1994). Slope areas consisting of the Lias Group are subject to being 

 

Figure 1.7 Examples of ERT results: a) 3D ERT model in Hollin Hill produced by Chambers 

et al. (2011); b) ERT measurements in the Varco d’Izzo landslide  produced by Perrone et 

al. (2004). 
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unstable. The Lias Group consists of argillaceous sediments, marine limestone, shale, and clay 

(Chambers et al., 2011). In Wales and England, the Group outcrops in continuous bands from 

the south coast (Dorset) to the north coast (North Yorkshire). The landslide types within Lias 

Group rocks are typically shallow rotations, flows, and slides (Hobbs et al., 2005). In North 

Yorkshire, landslides associated with the Lias Group are around a half of all landslides and the 

main factors controlling landslides in the area are weathering, topography, lithology, and 

stratigraphy (Foster et al., 2007). The landslides are characterised by: 1) a considerable 

thickness of weak materials from weathered rock (mudstone) over a more rigid bedrock, often 

sandstone and limestone; and 2) relatively low slope angle and shallow translational failure, 

indicated by earthflow towards the base and rotational failures at the top (Hobbs et al., 2005). 

Weak materials of mudstone formations, such as Redcar Mudstone and Whitby Mudstone, are 

the majority of formations prone to landslide in the area. The famous landslide events in North 

Yorkshire (Figure 1.8) are Knipe Point, Acklam, Leavening Brow, and Hollin Hill. Here, the 

Hollin Hill landslide is a selected study site and the details of the site are described in Chapter 

3.                           

 

1.4.2 Landslides in southern Thailand 

Thailand, located in southeast Asia has frequent landslides and the associated hazards are of 

increasing concern to the country. The database of landslide events has been gathered and 

established in Thailand from 1970 to 2006 by the Geotechnical Engineering Research and 

Development Centre (CERD), Kasetsart University, Thailand (Figure 1.9). The data reveal that 

major landslide occurrences are mostly in the north and south of Thailand for reasons of 

mountainous and hilly terrain, and heavy rainfall in the regions (CERD, 2006). Furthermore, 

Soralump (2009) indicates that further main determinants, resulting in major landslides in this 

country are mismanagement and changes in pattern of land use, and deforestation, due to a 
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growing inhabitant numbers and the land demand for farming. Consequently, there has been a 

sharp increase in the rate of landslide events from 1996 until now. Based on Koppen’s climate 

classification, the climate types in Thailand consist of Tropical savannah (AW), Monsoon 

(Am), and Equatorial (Af) (Kottek et al., 2006). There are two types of Am and Af in the south 

of Thailand shown in Figure 1.10. These climate types in the south are indicated as strong 

monsoon impacts and high rates of rain intensity, leading to the potential for landslides in steep 

mountainous areas that are mainly underlain by sedimentary bedrock. 

 

 

Figure 1.8 Map of North Yorkshire with annotation of the major landslides (from Merritt, 

2014). 

 

In November 1988, southern Thailand encountered the largest landslide events, caused by 

extremely heavy and prolonged rainfall especially in the Kathun, Nakhon Si Thammarat 

province. Approximately more than 230 people died. The Department of Land Development 

Ministry of Agriculture Thailand indicated that there were three major factors inducing the 
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mass land movement: 1) Climatic circumstance - the strong monsoon from the western coast 

of Thailand led to cumulative daily heavy rainfall of more than 300 mm for many days; 2) 

Condition of geology and terrain - the steep slopes on hilly terrains are mostly overlain by a 

weak layer from high rate of weathered bedrock with joint planes parallel to the slope surface 

- there are many rockslide occurrences due to the saturation of these joint planes; 3) 

Transformations in land use pattern - in the last two decades, half of forest area has been 

quickly reduced from 42% to 22%, based on remote sensing databases.   

 

 

Figure 1.9 Landslide events in Thailand from 1970 to 2006 (Soralump, 2007).  
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Furthermore, there were large landslide events with highly energetic debris flows in 2011 and 

2017, due to torrential rainfall in the Khao Pranom district, Krabi province and Thungsong 

district, Nakhon Si Thammarat province in the south of Thailand. Many villages were ruined 

and there were more than 20 casualties. Further details of the landslide site studied in this thesis 

are given in Chapter 3. 

 

 

Figure 1.10 Climate types in Thailand (modified from Kottek et al., 2006). 

 

1.5 Hypothesises and Objectives 

Slope failure and shear strength reduction, inducing landslides, are directly related to elevated 

pore pressures and moisture content in the subsurface, particularly during heavy rainfall events. 

A number of geophysical parameters are sensitive to variations in moisture content, which are 

in turn related to underlying lithology. The SP method is well suited to study the subsurface 

moisture accumulation, and its effect on the streaming potential is likely to be the principal SP 
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signal mechanism. Consequently, it would be helpful to identify the main controls on SP in a 

landslide area. The SP signature before or during significant landslide movement will be 

investigated, hopefully revealing perturbations linked to failure events. The influence of the 

drainage pattern in a slope and how the SP signature varies with position on the slope will also 

be explored. Thus, it is hypothesised that the SP signature will vary with these factors and 

correlate with landslide movement.  

 

Furthermore, resistivity and seismic velocity are geophysical parameters sensitive to lithology, 

and changes in moisture content. Consequently, ERT and SRT methods are also well-suited to 

the study of subsurface composition, depth to bedrock and landslide structures, highlighting 

differences between displaced and stable material. It is, therefore, hypothesised that resistivity 

and seismic velocity could delineate contrasts between the landslide mass and bedrock and 

indicate regions of higher clay contents in a landslide area.  

 

The overarching purpose of this thesis is to investigate the use of geophysical methods as an 

approach to better understanding and monitoring moisture-related landslides at two different 

sites. The main objectives of the thesis are: 

1) to utilise SP methods to determine correlations between SP signals and groundwater 

flow at an active landslide site in UK;  

2) to demonstrate that if SP can be used to monitor conditions of groundwater at this site, 

it may provide complementary information in early warning systems for these 

landslides; 

3) to use resistivity and seismic methods to characterize the internal structure and to study 

deformation mechanisms of a landslide in Thungsong, Thailand;  
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4) to compare and integrate seismic and resistivity images to produce the first conceptual 

ground model of landslides at this site;  

5) to investigate how these methods could be used as a primary tool to study and monitor 

landslides in southern Thailand, potentially providing an early warning system in the 

future. 

 

1.6 Thesis outline 

The first chapter provides on overview of landslides in terms of definition, characterizations, 

classification, and mechanisms. A range of geophysical methods (the SP, ERT, and SRT) for 

describing the physical properties of landslide materials are introduced. Subsequently, the two 

sites used to study landslide in this thesis are briefly described and the last two sections present 

the objectives and hypotheses to be tested and the outline of the thesis. 

 

The second chapter provides the background theory behind the geophysical methods used in 

my research. The SP is employed at Hollin Hill, UK. The other ground-based measurements 

used to monitor slope movement at Hollin Hill (e.g., tilt meters) and compared with the SP 

results are also explained in the chapter. Next, the ERT and SRT are presented. These are used 

to characterize the internal structure and to study deformation processes of a landslide location 

in Thungsong, Thailand.    

 

Chapter 3 presents a description of the two landslide sites, focusing on the geology, 

geomorphology, and field procedure at each. The first field site is Hollin Hill, UK. The geology 

and geomorphology of Hollin Hill is presented through a landslide ground model derived from 

previous geophysical, and geotechnical investigations in conjunction with a Digital Elevation 

Model (DEM) and Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR). The second field site is Thungsong, 
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Thailand. The details of the geology and lithology of the site are delineated through borehole 

and geological investigations.  

 

The SP results used for investigating and monitoring slope failure at Hollin Hill are presented 

in Chapter 4. The data processing is presented first. The interpretation and discussion 

investigates correlations between SP signals and ground-based measurements, such as rainfall, 

piezometer, GPS, and SAA.  

 

Chapter 5 presents the ERT and SRT (P-wave) results from Thungsong, Thailand. The data 

processing and results are presented first. These provide a conceptual ground model for this 

landslide area, characterising the structure and mechanism of failure. Moreover, this is 

discussed in term of its effectiveness as a method for the investigation and monitoring of 

landslide.  

 

The last chapter is summary of the results from the use of geophysical methods in my research. 

The major conclusions of the study are presented. The outcomes of my research are applied to 

develop recommendations and new guidelines for the future use and application of geophysical 

investigations of landslides. The thesis finishes with some suggestions for future investigation 

and research. 
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Chapter 2 

Research methods 

 

The chapter presents the theoretical background for the geophysical methods that are used in 

my research. The self-potential (SP) method is employed at Hollin Hill, UK. The method is 

used to monitor and study the groundwater accumulation and movement related to landslide 

reactivations. Moreover, the ground-based measurements, that are used to monitoring the slope 

movement and compared with the SP are explained in the chapter. The resistivity and seismic 

methods to characterize the internal structure and study deformation processes of a landslide 

location in Thungsong, Thailand are also presented.     

 

2.1 Geophysical methods for landslide investigation and monitoring 

The details of selected geophysical methods are introduced in the next sections with a summary 

of the background, principles, theory, and data processing of the methods.   

 

2.1.1 Self-potential (SP) method  

This is a passive geophysical investigation, measuring the natural electrical potential 

differences between two locations at the Earth’s surface (Reynolds, 1997). The natural 

electrical potential difference is related to natural sources of electrical currents in the 

subsurface. SP values range from millivolts (mV) to more than a volt (Telford, 1990). The 

strength and sign of SP values indicate the characteristics of the subsurface feature, resulting 

in the SP anomaly. Origins of SP mechanisms are caused by the chemical and mechanical 

process. Among various mechanisms producing the potential, it is important to consider 

streaming potential or electrokinetic potential for hydrologic investigations, because it is 

generated by the relative movement of water flow through the solid surface. Consequently, the 
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streaming potential is widely used for geophysical application such as monitoring groundwater 

movement in the subsurface of geothermal and volcano regions, investigation of seepage in 

embankments, reservoir floors, canals, and dikes (Ogilvy et al., 1969), and mapping the flow 

patterns in sinkholes, faults, and landslides. In order to understand how SP data are related to 

subsurface conditions, knowing the origin of SP is important and discussed in the next section.  

 

2.1.1.1 Origin of self-potentials  

Various mechanisms can generate the natural electrical current in the subsurface. In general, 

SP surveys are used to detect and characterise the electrical sources related to one or more 

mechanism. The major mechanisms are shortly explained below and further details of 

explanation are given in Parasnis (1986) and Friborg (1996). For the purpose of studying 

moisture content related to landslides, it is the streaming potential or electrokinetic effect that 

we are most interested in.    

      

1. Streaming potential (electrokinetic potential) 

The main SP anomalies from streaming potentials are produced by the flow of ions, dissolved 

in the groundwater through porous materials due to a gradient of pore pressure. This 

mechanism generating the natural electrical current is electrokinetic coupling between 

dissolved ions and the capillary walls in the pore materials (Sharma, 1997). The streaming 

potential (V) was first documented by Quincke (1859) in a capillary tube and later developed 

by Helmholtz (1879) and can be expressed as, 

  

V =
ρεξ
η ΔΡ, (2.1) 
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where ε, η, ρ denote the dielectric constant, dynamic viscosity, and resistivity of the fluid, ξ 

denotes the double layer or zeta potential parameter influenced by the wall of capillary and 

fluid, and ΔΡ denotes pore pressure gradient across the flow route. However, this equation is 

difficult to use in practice, because generally the zeta potential of rocks is poorly known and 

the flow of groundwater differs from that in regularly shaped capillaries.  

 

2. Electrochemical potential  

This mechanism is due to the combined diffusion and membrane potential (Telford et al., 

1990). Ions are inclined to diffuse along an electrolyte with varying ionic concentration for 

equilibrium of the concentration. This diffusion is impelled by electrical diffusion potential, 

which is dependent on temperature and difference in ionic concentration. The sign of 

electrochemical potential can be either positive or negative, relating to temperature in the range 

of less than 10 mV. The electrochemical potential is given by (Lowrie, 2007), 

 

EN = 	−70.7
T + 273
273 log

CV
CW

. (2.2) 

 

where C1 and C2 are the solution concentrations in two different regions and T denotes the 

absolute temperature (in degree Kelvin) (Mayamae, 2011). 

 

3. The mineralization potential 

The SP anomalies from mineralization potential are generally measured over massive metal 

ore bodies on the surface. This mechanism is difficult to explain. Nevertheless, the explanation 

relates to natural currents generated by reactions in chemistry with metal oxidation and 

reduction in the water. The ions from the dissolution exist in the pore water of surrounding 

rock or soil (Mayamae, 2011). 
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4. Vegetation 

Vegetation can lead to spurious anomalies, as it effects soil moisture content corresponding to 

the streaming potentials. Moreover, it can generate diffusion potentials occurring in the roots 

of plants. The SP signal from vegetation is likely observed with anomalies in short wavelength 

with range to 150 mV (Erntson and Sherer, 1986). An area of dense vegetation normally tends 

to show more positive SP value than an area of unclad soil.        

 

2.1.1.2 Theoretical background of streaming potential 

As fluid flows through porous media, it carries charged particles that are attracted to the 

charged surface of the surrounding the solid phase; this generates an electrical current. The 

process of the charged surface on the solid results from chemical interactions of the liquid and 

solid phase, called an electrical double layer. The motion of groundwater will deplete a mobile 

charge upstream and accumulate charge downstream, generating electric potential difference. 

Naturally it relates to topography, with high elevation generally leading to negative SP 

anomalies, because the development of surface charge via the electrical double layer 

phenomena is usually negative (Ishido and Mizutani, 1981). 

 

1. The electrical double layer 

When a porous material consisting of solid mineral gains such as silica, carbonate, and oxides 

contacts liquid, it results in the creation of a surface charge, due to chemical processes (Revil 

et al., 1999). The majority of minerals temporarily generate the surface charge on condition 

that in contact with an electrolyte; nevertheless, clay minerals become an indelible unbalanced 

surface charge. The surface charge in solid phase attracts opposite charges (counterions) and 

repels same charges (coions) in the electrolyte. This leads to formation of two layers: the Stern 

layer, where counterions are immobile due to the strong attraction of solid surface and the 
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Diffuse layer, where the ions near the solid surface are mobile. The charge distribution in the 

liquid-solid interface is called the electrical double layer (Figure 2.1), which is the key to 

understanding streaming potentials. 

    

With streaming potentials in the subsurface, groundwater moves because of pressure gradients, 

leading to relative motion of the solid and liquid phases; the electrolyte flows through the solid-

liquid phase. A tiny layer in the liquid will retain the attachment to solid that creates a shear 

plane located near the solid surface with the diffuse layer of counterions. In contrast some of 

the counterions will be sheared off and displaced with the flow (Figure 2.1). This leads to an 

overabundance of counterions towards the flow destination and lack of counterions at the start. 

Consequently, the relative motion of solid and liquid create streaming potential and generate 

electrical current.                 

 

2. The zeta-potential 

The electrical double layer is the essential part in streaming potentials. Its fundamental physical 

property is the zeta-potential (ξ), given the meaning of the electric potential at the shear plane 

in diffuse layer (Figure 2.1). The zeta-potential determines coupling degree between the 

electrical flow and fluid flow in porous materials. It is straight related to the surface charge of 

the solid phase during the time that it contacts to fluid. The surface charge of most rocks is 

negative.  The zeta potential is thus, negative in contact with groundwater. Many factors can 

affect the surface charge and zeta potential, such as pH of the electrolyte, ionic strength of 

electrolyte, and temperature. They influence the width of the electrical double layer and amount 

of mobile charged ions. For example, high ionic strength can compress the diffuse layer in the 

electrical double layer resistant to the solid, decreasing the thickness of the double layer and 

mobility of charged particles. Consequently, the zeta potential is reduced. 
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Figure 2.1 Electrical double layer in silica that show the zeta potential at the shear plane in 

the diffuse layer (modified from Ishido and Mizutani, 1981). 

 

3. The streaming potential associated with fluid flow 

As discuss in the previous section, the streaming potentials occur when solid contacts with 

liquid and relatively move by mechanical forces. Between the solid and liquid phases, the 

electrical double layer is caused by the moving of excess charged particles along with fluid. 

This conducts the electrical current in the reverse direction of liquid flow (streaming potential).  

 

Fluid movement along a capillary tube 

The relation of the electrical potential difference and pore pressure gradient is illustrated with 

the case of electrolyte pumped throughout a capillary tube (Figure 2.2). It is basic concept to 

encompass flow through porous media (Thanh, 2018).  

 

The surface charge lies on the wall of the capillary tube. A convection current is generated by 

excess charges with the fluid through the tube. The total streaming current is expressed as 

(Lamb, 1945), 
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Figure 2.2 Induction of the streaming potential in the time that fluid flow through the 

capillary tube (modified from Thanh, 2018). 

 

I4Y8Z[\]^ = −
πrW∆P
ηl xρ x dx,

e

8

 (2.3) 

 

where I4Y8Z[\]^ denotes the total streaming current, r denotes the displacement from centre of 

the tube to the shear plane, ∆P denotes a pressure gradient through the capillary tube, η denotes 

dynamic fluid viscosity, l denotes length of the capillary tube, ρ denotes density of the excess 

charges, and x is distance from the wall of the capillary tube. Moreover, the electrical charge 

density is related to permittivity (ε) and electrical potential given by Poisson’s equation (ρ) 

as, 

 

∇Wϕ = 	−
ρ
ε. (2.4) 

 

For one-dimension with the example of the capillary tube, the electrical charge density is 

expressed as, 

  

ρ x = 	−ε
dWϕ
dxW . 

(2.5) 
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Substituting Equation (2.5) into (2.3) and integrating results in a streaming current that is 

expressed, 

 

I4Y8Zg[\]^ = −
πrW∆P
ηl εξ. (2.6) 

 

The negative in Equation (2.6) reveals the opposite polarity of the excess charges in the double 

layer to the zeta potential value. This streaming current creates the streaming potential and 

induces a conduction current in the inverse side. The conduction current is calculated by Ohm’s 

law as, 

 

INh]1 =
∆V
R , 

(2.7) 

 

where R is the resistance of the current and expressed by, 

 

1
R =

πrW

l σ> +
2πr
l σ4, (2.8) 

 

∆V is the streaming potential difference, σ> and σ4 are electrical conductivity for fluid and the 

capillary surface. In the static state, both currents will cancel each other to be zero (I4Y8Zg[\]^ +

INh]1 = 0). Therefore, Equation (2.6) and (2.7) can be combined and expressed, 

 

S =
∆V
∆P =

εξ
η(σ> + 2

σ4
r )
, (2.9) 
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where S denotes the electric potential difference divided by the pore pressure gradient and 

defined as stream potential coefficient. The surface conductivity is solely significant with very 

small diameter of capillary tube and very low conductivity of fluid. Thus, the term of surface 

conductivity can be negligible and the second part in the bracket is excluded that means the 

streaming potential is unrestrained of radius of the tube (Thanh, 2018). Consequently, Equation 

(2.9) becomes the Equation (2.1).  

 

Flow through a porous medium 

Liquid flowing through the porous media, driven by the pressure difference can create the 

streaming potential the similar as the capillary tube, but the flow geometry is more complicated 

than with the capillary tube. However, in the case of the porous medium, the surface 

conductivity is insignificant as the case of capillary tube (Overbeek, 1952). Moreover, another 

assumption shows that the convection and conduction currents will abolish each other in static 

state.  

 

If the porous material is estimated by N capillary tubes per unit area, the streaming and 

conduction current will be a summation of the currents in each capillary (Thanh, 2018). 

According to Equation (2.6) and (2.7), the summation of currents is given by, 

 

I4Y8Zg[\]^ = − lm
no
∆P πr\Wp

\qV   and  INh]1 =
rs
o
∆V πr\Wp

\qV , (2.10) 

 

where r\ denotes the radius of the each capillary (Thanh, 2018). In static condition, the total 

current will equal zero and the streaming potential coefficient is, 
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S =
∆V
∆P =

εξ
η(σ>)

. (2.11) 

 

In contrast, the bulk conductivity (σt) of the porous media can replace in the fluid conductivity 

(σ>). The conduction current of porous media can, thus be, 

 

INh]1 =
σt
l ∆V, (2.12) 

 

and at the static state cause the streaming potential coefficient as, 

 

S =
∆V
∆P =

εξ
ησt

πr\W
p

\qV

. (2.13) 

 

In fact, the sum of areas of capillaries is porosity (f)  of the porous medium. Therefore, 

Equation (2.13) can rewrite as, 

 

S =
∆V
∆P =

εξ
ησt

f, (2.14) 

 

where the bulk conductivity and the fluid conductivity are given by, 

 

σt = σ>f, (2.15) 

 

that is simple equation of Archie’s Law. The proportion of conductivity of fluid to bulk 

conductivity is defined as the Formation Factor (F), given by the porosity as, 
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F =
σ>
σt

= fv[sv]. (2.16) 

 

where	s	is fraction of saturated pore space and m, n are cementation and dimensional factors. 

If the solid phase is resistive, the formation factor is almost associated with permeability 

medium. An elevation of the permeability leads to reduce the formation factor.  

 

Theory of coupled flows 

This theory is used to link in different flows. The different flows are coupled by generalised 

form described as, 

 

J\ = C\yXy
]

\qV

, (2.17) 

 

where J\ denotes density (the flow per unit area) of type i, Xy denotes a driving force (gradient) 

of type j (Thanh, 2018) and C\y denotes a coupling coefficient linking flow of type i to the force 

of type j. For the streaming potential case, the coupling between hydraulic and electric flows 

are considered, assuming chemical and thermal gradients are constant. Consequently, the flow 

density of fluid (J>) and the flow density of electrical current (JZ) can be written from equation 

(16) as (Jouniaux and Ishido, 2012), 

 

J> = −CZ|∆V −
ke
η ∆P, (2.18) 

JZ = −σt∆V − CZ|∆P, (2.19) 
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where ∆P denotes the pressure gradient driving the fluid flow (Pa), ∆V denotes the electrical 

potential gradient, σt denotes bulk electrical conductivity, ke denotes bulk permeability (m2), 

and CZ| denotes the electro kinetic coupling (A.Pa-1.m-1) (Thanh, 2018). The second part of 

Equation (2.18) is referred to the Darcy’s Law and the first part of Equation (2.19) is referred 

to the Ohm’s Law. The coupling coefficient (CZ|) is the same in these equations relating to 

Onsager’s relationships given by deliberated thermodynamic theory (Yeung and Mitchell, 

1993). In homogenous areas of the porous medium, the electric current density (JZ) is zero. 

Thus, putting this into Equation (2.19) can result as,  

 

∆V
∆P = −

CZ|
σt

= S. (2.20) 

 

This is the streaming potential coefficient that can be compared with Equation (2.14) and 

express as, 

 

S = −
CZ|
σt

=
εξ
ησ>

. (2.21) 

 

The ratio σ>/σt is the formation factor (F), thus, the cross-coupling conductivity is given by, 

 

CZ| = −
εξ
ηF =

εξ
η f

[s]. (2.22) 

 

The formation factor tends to decrease when the permeability is increased. From Equation 

(2.22), the cross-coupling conductivity thus increases with permeability. This is sensible in that 

an increase in flow rate can result in higher convection current. The coupled flow theory is 
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suitable for numerical modelling. Some researchers have used this theory to develop the model 

of streaming potential effect. Examples of SP case study for landslide (Figure 1.5) are shown 

in section 1.3.1 (Chapter 1). The SP results show that streaming potential is in the same 

direction as the pressure gradient, opposite to the direction of fluid flow (Reynold, 1997) 

producing positive charge in the area to which groundwater is flowing and negative in the area 

of infiltration. Moreover, Sharma, (1997) shows a contour map of SP and temperature 

measurements at landslide near Adler, Black Sea coast of Caucasus (Figure 2.3). The negative 

zone (-4 to -10 mV) at the top of slope (head of landslide) is related to water infiltration through 

the fractures at the wall of detachment. At the toe of slope (seepage out flow), the SP value 

shows higher positive zone (-2 to +2 mV) (Figure 2.3). 

 

 

Figure 2.3 Contour map of SP and temperature measurements at a landslide near Adler, 

Black Sea coast of Caucasus from Sharma, (1997). SP contours (black line) are in mV and 

temperature contours (black dash line) are in °C. 
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2.1.2 Resistivity 

The resistivity method is an investigation of the Earth’s subsurface properties. Electrical 

currents propagate through the ground and measures of the electrical potential difference can 

be used to determine subsurface resistivity. The subsurface resistivity depends on different 

geological factors, such as composition, porosity, fluid and clay content, and saturation degree 

in rocks. Consequently, this method has been widely implemented in various applications, such 

as geotechnical engineering, geohazards, and mining (Loke, 1999a). Here, the ERT method is 

used to study processes and structure of landslide with the distinction between displaced and 

stable material, depth to bedrock, and composition in the subsurface (Chambers et al., 2011). 

Resistivity is easily affected by changes in geological features especially clay minerals and 

water content (Chambers et al., 2011). In general, a multi-electrode measurement is surveyed 

in different configurations, for example Wenner, dipole-dipole, and pole-pole (Perrone et al., 

2004) to best sample the subsurface. The principle and detail of the method are explained in 

the next sections. 

 

2.1.2.1 Electrical properties of rock 

Resistivity (ρ) is the inability of a medium to conduct an electric current and is inverted to 

obtain electrical conductivity (σ). If a steady electrical field (E) is employed, the resulting 

current per unit area (J) obeys Ohm’s law. In linear isotopic medium, this can be written by, 

 

E = ρJ =
J
σ	. 

(2.23) 

 

The bulk materials in the earth consist of solid phase (soil and rock grains) and gas phase 

(pores, and fractures) occupying the gaps among the solid grains (Telford et al., 1990). 

Consequently, the bulk resistivity of materials in the earth is related to the resistivity in the 
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solid and gas phases. In general, resistivity is depended on sediments and rock types in the 

subsurface (Table 2.1). Particularly in porous grains of sediments and rocks, it is firmly varied 

by the existence of clay and water. The mineral, forming then matrix of rock are mainly greater 

resistors than groundwater. Thus, the resistivity of sediment is reduced by the water content, 

and influenced by dissolved grains in the water and the water concentration in the pore spaces 

(Lowrie, 2007). The resistivity of porous rock with saturation is given by Archie’s law (Kearey, 

1991; Parasnis, 1997; Loke, 1999a; Durrast, 2014) as, 

 

ρ = a∅v[S~v]ρ~, (2.24) 

 

where ∅ denotes the porosity or volume of the pores, S~  denotes the water saturation, ρ~ 

denotes water resistivity, n  denotes the saturation exponent (approximately close to 2), 

a	denotes empirical constant in the range of 0.5 to 2.5, and 	m  denotes exponent of the 

cementation of the rock in the range of 1.3 and 2.5 (Durrast, 2014). The appearance of clay 

minerals in the rock matrix can be supposed to be good conductors, due to the mobile ions 

inside the grains of the clay minerals that can be absorbed and retained. The ions in the interface 

between the electrolyte and the grains can be formed an electric double layer by attracting and 

repelling ions from the surface of clay minerals. The resistivity of the electric double layer is 

called surface resistivity (ρ4).  

 

Consequently, the resistivity of porous rock with surface resistivity can be given by 

modification of Archie’s law (Durrast, 2014) as, 

 

ρ = a∅v[S~v]ρ~ + ρ4. (2.25) 
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As final note, the presence of metallic mineral (e.g., iron sulphide) also enhances the 

conductivity, which is why resistivity is a common exploration tool used by the mining 

industry. However, the two field sites considered in this thesis involves the shallow subsurface, 

where clay and water are the dominant factors affecting resistivity. 

  

Table 2.1 Resistivity range of sediments and rocks (from Milsom, 2003; Telford et al., 1990). 

 

materials Range of resistivity value (Ωm) 

Top soil 50-500 

Loose sand 500-5,000 

Gravel 100-600 

Alluvium 10-800 

Groundwater (fresh) 10-100 

Seawater 0.2 

Weathered bedrock 100-1,000 

Sandstone 200-8,000 

Limestone 500-10,000 

Clay 1-100 

Dolomite 350-5,000 

Basalt 200-100,000 

Gabbro 100-500,000 

Slates 500-500,000 

Quartzite 500-800,000 
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2.1.2.2 Electrical theory 

For a homogeneous cylinder of solid substance with length L, cross section of surface area A, 

and electrical resistance R, its resistivity is given as, 

 

ρ =
RA
L . 

(2.26) 

 

The resistance is given by Ohm’s law in terms of electrical potential difference ΔV (in unit of 

volts) applied through the cylindrical ends and the resulting current I flowing across it as, 

   

R =
ΔV
I . 

(2.27) 

 

The basics of the resistivity method involves driving a known electrical current into the 

subsurface and measuring electrical potential differences on the ground surface, which are then 

used to calculate the resistance by Ohm’s law and hence estimate resistivity. Assume an 

electrode of electrical current is placed on the ground surface, the flow of electrical current is 

radially out through a hemisphere of radius r from the current source with a surface area A =

2πrW (Figure 2.4). Thus, the density of electrical current J is calculated as (Loke, 1999a), 

    

J =
I
A =

I
2πrW	. 

(2.28) 

 

From Equation (2.23) and (2.28), it can be rewritten as, 

 

E =
ρI
2πrW	. 

(2.29) 
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To solve the potential V8 at any points displacement from the current source, the next Equation 

is given as, 

 

V8 =
ρI
2πr. 

(2.30) 

 

Equation (2.30) can be rearranged in term of resistivity as, 

 

ρ=
(2πr)Vr

I . (2.31) 

 

In homogeneous ground surface, the resistivity value is stable. When the resistivity is 

measured, it is unconstrained with electrode’s spacing and location on the surface. In contrast, 

if the ground is inhomogeneous, the resistivity will be variations in electrical properties of 

material in the subsurface and called an apparent resistivity ρg.  

 

 

Figure 2.4 Electrical current flow injecting from one point source (modified from Kearey, 

1991). 

 

In resistivity survey, the four electrodes are used: two current electrodes and two potential 

electrodes (Figure 2.5). When the length of two currents electrodes are restricted, the electrical 
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potential at any points on the surface is influenced by the current electrodes. In the Figure 2.5, 

the general formula to calculate the ρg  is given by measurement of four points under the 

electrical potential difference ΔV for any positions of electrodes as, 

 

ρg =
2πΔV

I 1
rV
− 1
rW

− 1
rÅ
− 1
rÇ

	, (2.32) 

 

where rV, rV, rV, and rV denote the lengths between the current and potential electrodes. The 

resistivity varies with electrode positions and the term of 2π/ V
8É
− V

8Ñ
− V

8Ö
− V

8Ü
 can be 

defined as geometric factor k (Telford et al., 1990; Loke, 1999a), depended on the electrode 

configuration. Therefore, the Equation (2.32) can be rewritten as, 

 

ρg = k
ΔV
I . 

(2.33) 

  

Equation (2.33) is the fundamental equation to calculate the apparent resistivity of any 

electrode arrays. 

 

 

Figure 2.5 The general form of electrode configuration for resistivity measurement 

(modified from Telford, 1990). 
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Electrode configuration 

The electrode arrays of a resistivity survey depend on electrode position as shown in Figure 

2.6. The essential determinants in selecting the suitable electrode configuration consist of the 

sensitivity factor of the electrode configuration to vertical and horizontal variations in 

resistivity in the subsurface, depth of detection, data coverage in horizontal direction, and 

attenuation of signal (strength) (Loke, 1999a). 

  

 

Figure 2.6 Resistivity survey array types (modified from Loke, 1999a). 

 

The factor of sensitivity is a changing degree in the subsurface resistivity. The highest 

sensitivity is close to the electrode position. Thus, the Dipole-dipole array is good to investigate 

geological features with horizontal changes but poor in vertical changes. This array is 

appropriate to mapping vertical geological structures, for example sinkholes and dykes. To 

approximate resolution regarding depth of 2D mapping, Edwards, (1977) and Loke, (1999a) 
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proposed the median depth of penetration for any electrode arrays in the case of homogeneous 

subsurface. The median depth indicates the maximum depth that can be mapped for the any 

electrode arrays. This is important as a guideline to design a field exploration. For example, 

the Dipole-pole array is better suited to investigate shallower depths compared to the Wenner 

array. The Pole-pole configuration is best for deepest surveys and also gives the widest 

horizontal coverage of data. The Dipole-dipole array is higher horizontal coverage of data 

compared to the Wenner array (Loke, 1999a).  

 

Dipole-dipole array 

Here, the Dipole-pole configuration is selected for the resistivity survey in landslide area. The 

positions of the electrodes are revealed in Figure 2.6. The geometric factor of this array is 

expressed as, 

 

k = πna n + 1 n + 2 , (2.34) 

 

where a  denotes the displacement of dipole (C1 − C2	or	P1 − P2) in unit of meter and n 

denotes the proportion of the displacement of C1 and P1 to the a factor (Figure 2.6). For any 

surveys, the a factor is initially assigned and fixed. The	n factor is increment from 1 to 8 to 

expand the depth of detection. The median depth of detection relates to the n and a factor 

(Edwards, 1977), shown in Table 2.2.  

 

There are various field procedures in resistivity surveys, based on the purpose of the 

investigation. The first procedure called Vertical investigation sounding (VES) is the most 

suitable to investigate resistivity variation with depth in 1D, such as groundwater investigation. 

Approach is called Electrical resistivity tomography (ERT) method. The ERT measurement is 
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well-suited to detect lateral variation in resistivity in 2D and 3D. The 2D ERT is used in this 

thesis and is described in the next section. 

 

Table 2.2 The median depth of penetration 	"#  of the Dipole-dipole configuration (Loke, 

1999b). 

 

á factor àâ/ä 

Dipole-pole ã = 1 0.416 

                    ã = 2 0.697 

                    ã = 3 0.962 

                    ã = 4 1.220 

                    ã = 5 1.476 

                    ã = 6 1.730 

                    ã = 7 1.983 

                    ã = 8 2.236 

 

 

2.1.2.3 Electrical resistivity tomography (ERT) 

2D and 3D ERT measurement is implemented with many electrodes (more than 25 electrodes) 

(Griffiths and Barker, 1993), connected by a cable (multi-core) to a resistivity meter. A typical 

2D ERT layout, details of electrode arrangement, and the series of data acquisitions when 

operating an ERT measurement with the Wenner array are shown in Figure 2.7. The first step 

of the ERT data acquisition in Figure 2.7 is the operation of all the measurements with 

neighboring electrodes as potential and current electrodes and all performed with electrode 

spacing of 1a. Then the measurements are made using every other electrode, or of 2a and this 
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procedure is reiterated until all measurements are done, normally with a maximum of n=6. The 

ERT method is measured in a methodical sequence to minimize the effect of electrode 

polarization which can obstruct a quality of resistivity measurement. Consequently, a 

reciprocal measurement is used to measure quality of raw data with a reciprocal error between 

5% and 10%. This is always applied as an arbitrary filter (Dahlin et al., 1998) for the good and 

bad raw data (Merritt, 2014).  

 

 

Field measurements of apparent resistivity for the ERT method are used to investigate the bulk 

resistivity of the subsurface volume. A 2D mapping of the apparent resistivity is able to be 

displayed by measurements of spatial alignment at the centre point of measurement electrodes 

and the median depth of investigation (Edward, 1997). The ERT method creates pseudosection 

contour of apparent resistivity. Although the contour can give a good approximate picture 

model of true resistivity in the subsurface, it often gives a distortion of picture model as the 

different electrode arrays, for example Dipole-dipole and Wenner-Schlumbergre arrays, can 

 

Figure 2.7 Arrangement of 2D ERT field measurement using Wenner array (Loke, 1999a). 
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show various shapes of resistivity (Loke, 1999a). Tomographic methods are instead used to 

provide a more accuracy for picture model of the true resistivity in the subsurface. 

 

Electrical resistivity modelling and tomographic imaging      

The resistivity of the subsurface acquired from the field measurement is the apparent 

resistivity; not the true resistivity in the subsurface. The apparent resistivity is the value for a 

homogeneous subsurface that gives the measured values (Loke, 1999a). An inverse problem, 

relating to mathematics can be resolved to consider the distribution of true resistivity value 

from the apparent resistivity value in the subsurface. Inversion of resistivity datasets is used to 

determine a true resistivity model in the subsurface, providing a same reflection to the apparent 

resistivity dataset measured from fieldwork. Consequently, the result is a model that is an 

idealized mathematical result of the true resistivity distribution in the subsurface that best befits 

for the apparent resistivity from field measurements. The parameters in the model are physical 

quantities, approximating from the observed data (Merritt, 2014). 

 

The inversion contains in the two steps. Firstly, a starting model is usually a homogeneous 

half-space. Subsequently, this half-space is modified by generating synthetic apparent 

resistivity, measured the similarity to observed resistivity data. The model of apparent 

resistivity is modified to improve the resistivity model reiteratively for minimizing the 

difference in forward model and the observed resistivity data (Merritt, 2014). A calculation of 

the dissimilarity is expressed by the root-mean square (RMS) error (Loke, 1999a). 

Nevertheless, the smallest RMS error of the inversion model is not always being the best model 

of a lithological structure and can reveal large and unrealistic variation in resistivity model. 

Therefore, the final model should be compared to geotechnical data, such as borehole to 

confirm the model and interpretation (Loke, 1999a). The inversion software used in this study 
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is the RES2DINV produced by Geotomo Software (Loke, 1999b). The inversion algorithm is 

related to a smoothness-constrained leastsquares technique (Loke and Barker, 1996; Loke, 

1999a; Loke, 1999b). The RMS misfit is calculated for each step of the inversion. More details 

of inversion are provided in Chapter 5 

 

Examples of ERT case study for landslide are shown in section 1.3.3 (Chapter 1). From the 

case studies at Hollin Hill and Varco d’Izzo (Figure 1.6), the ERT model can delineate the 

landslide structures and can indicate the regions of unstable material. In general, the landslide 

material shows very low resistivity value due to higher clay and moisture content, such as ERT 

model at Latronico landslide, southern Italy (Figure 2.8). 

 

 

Figure 2.8 ERT model in Latronico landslide, southern Italy (modified from Lapenna 

et al., 2005). The ERT result can indicate sliding surface (dashed black line) and 

unstable material with low resistivity value (blue area).  
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2.1.3 Seismic method 

Seismic methods provide some of the main tools used to investigate the subsurface. Here we 

concentrate active seismic methods to study landslides, specifically the seismic refraction 

tomography (SRT) and multichannel analysis of surface wave (MASW). In landslide 

characterisation, the SRT and MASW can be used to detect the variations of the subsurface in 

P- and S-wave velocity (Heincke et al., 2006; Uhlemann et al., 2016a). The variations in the P- 

and S-wave velocity can characterise regions of enhanced fracturing and porosity, and be used 

to study the boundary and depth of unstable materials and delineate the weathered bedrock 

(Yamakawa et al., 2012; Uhlemann et al., 2016b).  

 

2.1.3.1 Elastic properties of material 

The seismic properties in the subsurface are characterized by the density of material and the 

elastics constants (stress and strain relationships). Stress is an elastic property, defined as force 

per unit area. When the force acts at an angle of 90 degrees to the plane of surface area, it is 

called normal stress and if the force the force acts parallel to the plane of area, it is a shear 

stress. When the stresses are applied to the body of material, it will change in shape and size, 

which is known as strain.  

 

The stress is linearly proportional to strain (Hook’s Law), when the strain is reversible 

(removing the stress restore the original shape and size of the body). If the stress exceeds a 

maximum point of completely reversible strain, the stress-strain relationship becomes non-

linear, and is known as plastic or ductile strain (Kearey and Brooks, 2002). With increasing 

stress, the material will effectually fail altogether. The constants describing the linear stress-

strain relationship in material are called elastic moduli. 
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1. Young’s modulus (ê) 

If a rod with length l and cross section of area A is enlarged by an ∆l with a stretching force F 

at the end faces (Figure 2.9a), Young’s modulus is given as (Mayamae, 2011), 

 

E =
longitudinal	stress	(F/A)
longitudinal	strain	(∆l/l)	. (2.35) 

 

2. Bulk modulus (í) 

Bulk modulus refers to the stress-strain relationship for a hydraulic pressure, P, compressed to 

a cubical material (Figure 2.9b). The bulk modulus or incompressibility is a measure of 

resistance to compression from pressure P, which is the ratio of the pressure or volume stress 

to volume strain expressed as, 

 

K =
volume	stress	(P)

volume	strain	(∆v/v)	. (2.36) 

 

3. Shear modulus (ï) 

This is referred to the proportion of shear stress (τ) to shear strain (tan θ) (Figure 2.9c) and 

expressed by, 

 

µ =
shear	stress	(τ)

shear	strain	 (tan θ)	, (2.37) 

 

In fluid, the shear modulus is equal zero µ = 0 .	 
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4. Poisson’s ratio ô  

As described by Young’s modulus, the extension of a rod reduces its diameter. Poisson’s ratio 

σ  is referred to the ratio of transverse strain to longitudinal strain (Othman, 2005). The 

relationship of Poisson’s ratio to the Lame parameters is (Telford et al., 1990),  

 

σ =
λ

2(λ + µ), (2.38) 

 

where λ denotes Lame constant and µ denotes shear modulus. The Poisson ratio ranges from 

0.05 for hard rock to 0.45 for soft and consolidated material (Telford et al., 1990). Fluid has no 

resistance to Shear modulus  µ = 0  and hence Poisson’s ratio is equal to 0.5. 

 

a) b) 

 

Figure 2.9 The elastic moduli: a) Young’s modulus; b) Bulk modulus; c) Shear modulus (modified 

from Kearey and Brooks, 2002). 

 

2.1.3.2 Seismic waves  

Seismic waves are the elastic waves, generated by passive and active sources such as an 

earthquake or an explosion (Kearey and Brooks, 2002), that travel through the earth. The 

c) 
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velocities of wave propagation are related to the densities and elastic moduli of the earth’s 

substances that they travel through (Schuck and Lange, 2007). General types of seismic waves 

consist of two types of: body wave and surface waves. 

 

1. Body waves 

Body waves that travel pass through earth materials consist of two types according to the 

relative direction of particles motion and wave propagation. First is the compressional wave or 

primary waves (P-waves). The P-wave propagates by compression and dilatation of medium 

particles with the same direction of wave propagation (Figure 2.10a). Second is the shear wave 

(secondary or S-waves). The S-wave propagates with particle motions oscillated in 

perpendicular to wave direction (Figure 2.10b). The velocity of P- and S- waves are described 

in the elastic constants and density function by, 

 

r

µ
3
4

+
=

K
Vp , (2.39) 

 

r
µ

=sV . (2.40) 

 

The P-wave is always quicker than S-wave in the similar material and the S-wave cannot travel 

through liquid and gas because there is no opposition to shear deformation (µ = 0). Moreover, 

the ratio of P- and S- waves velocity can determine the value of Poisson’s ratio as, 
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s
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-
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+

=
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5.0

2p

s

V
V . (2.41) 

 

The body waves have non-dispersion which denotes all components of frequency travel 

through the earth with the same velocity. Their velocities are only considered by elastic 

constant and density of the earth’s material (Kearey and Brooks, 2002). The P- and S-wave 

velocitiy of rocks, sediments, and materials are revealed in Table 2.3. 

 

 

Figure 2.10 Direction of waves propagation and ground particle motions of a) P-waves 

b) S-waves c) Love waves d) Rayleigh waves (Kearey and Brooks, 2002). 
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Table 2.3 õú and õù	of various materials (Reynolds, 1997). 

 

Materials P-wave velocity (m/s) S-wave velocity (m/s) 

Soil 250-600 120-300 

Sand and gravel (dry) 400-1,500 160-600 

Sand and gravel(wet) 500-1,800 200-700 

Clay(dry) 700-1,200 300-600 

Clay(wet) 1,200-1,800 400-600 

Sand(dry) 200-1,800 100-800 

Sand(wet) 800-1,800 300-750 

Water 1,400-1,600 - 

Sea water 1,460-1,530 - 

Air 330-350 - 

Sandstone 1,400-4,200 700-2,200 

Shales 1,800-2,800 800-1,600 

Limestone 3,000-4,800 1,800-2,800 

Rock salt 4,200-5,000 2,100-2,800 

Granites 4,500-5,500 2,500-3,300 

 

2. Surface waves 

Surface waves propagate along the Earth’s surface or along a boundary between different 

media. The surface waves are of two kinds. First is the Rayleigh waves, which propagate with 

elliptical retrograde particle motion (Figure 2.10d). The amplitude of Rayleigh waves is 

maximum at the surface and attenuates exponentially with depth. Second is that Love wave, 
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which travels with particle motion parallel to the surface and perpendicular to the wave 

direction (Schuck and Lange, 2007) (Figure 2.10c). The velocity of surface wave relates to S-

wave velocity. For the Rayleigh wave, Richart et al. (1970) express the correlation between S-

wave velocity õù 	and Rayleigh wave velocity (õû) as, 
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For Love wave, the velocity is faster than Rayleigh waves, and slower than S-waves. Surface 

waves have dispersion, which denotes that different frequencies propagate at different 

velocities. Rayleigh wave are non-dispersive in homogeneous medium, which is a highly 

unlikely case in the field settings. The dispersion is direct to attribute of velocity various with 

depth in the Earth. Consequently, the dispersive property of surface wave can be used to 

investigate S-wave velocity in the subsurface and this can be applied to civil engineering 

investigation. MASW uses Rayleigh wave dispersion to detect the shear-wave velocity 

structure in the subsurface.               

 

2.1.3.3 Ray paths of seismic waves in media layer  

When body waves are incident on an interface of different physical properties, refracted body 

waves will transmit through deeper layers and reflected body waves return to surface. Their 

raypaths can be determined by Snell’s law (Figure 2.11), 

 

sin(θü)
VV

=
sin(θ†)
VV

=
sin(θ°)
VW

, (2.43) 
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where θü is incident angle of the seismic wave, θ† is reflected angle , θ° is transmitted angle, 

and VV, VW, are seismic velocities of layer 1 and 2, respectively. 

 

 

Figure 2.11 Generation of refracted and reflected waves incident on a planar interface 

(Modified from Mayamae, 2011). 

 

Note that if VW > VV, the wave is refracted far away from the normal line to the layer boundary 

and there is a particular incident angle that transmits with angle of 90 degrees and the wave 

can travel ahead the interface and refracted back to the surface with the incident angle called 

critical angle (θN). Therefore, the critical angle can occur only where the velocity of below 

layer is more than upper layer. From the Snell’s law, the critical angel is given by, 

 

sin(θN)
VV

=
sin(90°)
VW

=
1
VW
, (2.44) 

so that 

 

θN = sinvV
VV
VW

. (2.45) 
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For active seismic surveys, a simple horizontal geological section is shown in Figure 2.12 with 

two homogenous lavers of velocities 1 and 2, respectively and õW > õV. An artificial energy 

source, for example sledge hammer is used to generate body waves and surface waves through 

the subsurface (Figure 2.12). Subsequently an array of geophones used as receiver along the 

surface detect ground motion and are recorded with seismograph in terms of time and 

amplitude of the different seismic waves. The main signals at different ranges of the seismic 

source are direct waves, reflected waves, refracted waves, and surface waves (Kearey and 

Brooks, 2002). An instance of a recorded seismograph consisting of these seismic waves is 

shown in Figure 2.13. In this study, I only use the seismic refraction method and therefore 

concentrate on the direct wave and refracted waves in the analysis of first arrival traveltime.  

 

 

Figure 2.12 Types of seismic wave generated from active source (modified from Park, 

1999).  

 

2.1.3.4 Seismic refraction measurement 

The seismic refraction measurement is based on the Snell’s Law with critical angle occurring 

when the velocities increase with depth. A basic illustration of seismic refraction survey is 

shown in Figure 2.14, assuming with two horizontal layers. The depth to interface is Z and 

velocity of above layer is less than the velocity of the below layer (VW > VV). An active source, 
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such as sledge hammer is applied to produce the seismic waves, propagating in the subsurface. 

The waves are detected with geophones and recorded by the seismograph. The direct and 

refracted waves are solely considered and identified from first arrival travel times. The travel 

time is measured and plotted on a time-distance (t-x) graph (Figure 2.15). The distance where 

the reflected arrival coincides with first refracted arrival is called critical distance. Therefore, 

the critical distance is the offset at the equal of reflected angle and the critical angle (Reynolds, 

2011). In addition, the distance at which the refracted wave is coincident with direct wave is 

called the crossover distance (Figure 2.15).  

 

 

Figure 2.13 Seismic waves recorded with seismograph (left) (modified from Park, 1999). 

The right is interpretation of types of seismic wave from recorded with seismograph. This 

study uses seismic refraction method that determines only direct and refracted waves (B and 

E) traveltimes as first arrival times for the data processing.   
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Figure 2.15 Arrival times of direct, refracted and reflected waves plotted on t-x graph 

(modified from Srattakal, 2012). The raypaths are shown in Figure 2.14. 

 

The arrival time of the direct wave, propagating from source along the upper layer with VVand 

received by geophone on the surface at distance x denoted that t = X/VV (Mayamae, 2011). 

This appears in a time(t)-distance(x) graph with a linear line with slope mV = 1/VV (Figure 

 

Figure 2.14 Simple ray path diagram for seismic refraction survey of a two-layer structure 

(modified from Srattakal, 2012). 
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2.15). The raypath of refracted wave travels from A to B, undergoing critical refraction and 

traveling along interface to C, and finally it travels back to D (Figure 2.14). The total travel 

time of refracted wave (t6•) can thus be given by, 

 

t6• = t6¶ + t¶ß + tß• =
x
VW
+
2Z cos θN

VV
, (2.46) 

 

where VW is velocity of lower layer. Equation (2.46) is linear equation between time (t) and 

distance (x). Therefore the VW can be calculated from slope mW = 1/VW and intercept on the 

time axis (t\) can be extrapolated and expressed as, 

 

t\ =
2Z cos θN

VV
, (2.47) 

 

where cos iN can be solved from Snell’s law as, 

 

cos θN =
(VWW − VVW)
VW

. (2.48) 

 

Therefore, the depth to interface (Z) is, 

 

Z =
t\VVVW

2 (VWW − VVW)
	. (2.49) 

 

Furthermore, the depth (Z) can be calculated from the crossover distance (xN8h44), which can 

be observed on the t-x graph (Figure 2.15) as, 
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xN8h44 =
2Z VWW + VVW

VWW − VVW
. (2.50) 

 

In case of three layers (Figure 2.16), two layers with velocities VVand VW overly a bottom layer 

with velocity VÅ. The velocity increases with depth. A critical angle of refractor 1 (sin θVW) 

and refractor 2 (sin θWÅ) are given as,    

 

sin θVW =
VV
VW
, (2.51) 

 

sin θWÅ =
VW
VÅ
. (2.52) 

 

 

Figure 2.16 Simple ray path with diagram for refracted wave travelling through a three 

layers (modified from Srattakal, 2012).  

 

At the extent of layer 2 and layer 1, the Snell’s law expresses as, 
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sin θVÅ =
VV
VW
sin θWÅ =

VV
VÅ
. (2.53) 

 

The total travel time from source to geophone can thus be expressed as,  

 

t =
x
VÅ
+
2ZV cos θVÅ

VV
+
2ZW cos θWÅ

VW
, (2.54) 

 

t =
x
VÅ
+
2ZV VÅW − VVW

VVVÅ
+
2ZW VÅW − VWW

VWVÅ
. (2.55) 

 

In case of horizontal multilayers, the velocity and intercept time for each layer is obtained from 

the t-x graph. Subsequently, the thickness of each layer is derived by (Mayamae, 2011),    

 

t] =
x
V]
+

2Z\ cos θ\]
V\

]vV

\qV

, (2.56) 

 

where n is number of layers, sin θ\] = V\/V], and θ\ are not critical angle except for θ]vV.  

 

In the dipping layer, a dipping plane is able to be clarified using off-end spread profiles to 

detect the thickness of the dipping layer (Mayamae, 2011). The raypaths and t-x graph for the 

dipping refractor are shown in Figure 2.17. The travel time of dipping layer is determined as,  

 

t1 =
2Z1 cos θN

VV
+
x
VV
sin(θN + α), (2.57) 
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t© =
2Z© cos θN

VV
+
x
VV
sin(θN − α), (2.58) 

 

where t1 and t© denote down dip and up dip travel times, Z1 and Z© are depths of down dip 

and up dip that are perpendicular to refractor, VV is velocity of layer 1, θN is critical angle at 

interface, α is dip angle, and x is distance from source to geophone (Mayamae, 2011). Equation 

(2.57) and (2.58) are linear and can be used to calculated slope of t-x graph as, 

 

 

Figure 2.17 Ray path and travel time curve for a dipping refractor (modified from Srattakal, 

2012). 
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1
V©
=
sin(θN − α)

VV
, (2.59) 

 

1
V1
=
sin(θN + α)

VV
, (2.60) 

 

where 1/V©  and 1/V1  are slopes of up dip and down dip, so that V©  and V1  are apparent 

velocities.  Equation (2.59) and (2.60) can consequently be used to determine θN and α as, 

 

θN =
1
2 sinvV

VV
V1
+ sinvV

VV
V©

, (2.61) 

 

α =
1
2 sinvV

VV
V1
− sinvV

VV
V©

. (2.62) 

 

Moreover, from Equation (2.57) and (2.58) the intercept time axis of the down dip (t\1) and 

up dip (t\©) arrivals are, 

 

t\1 =
2Z1 cos θN

VV
, (2.63) 

 

t\© =
2Z© cos θN

VV
, (2.64) 

 

so that thicknesses of down dip (h1) and up dip h©  can be expressed as, 

 

h1 =
Z1
cos α, 

(2.65) 
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The velocity of layer 2 (VW) can be approximated from apparent velocities as (Reynolds, 1997), 

 

VW ≈
V© + V1

2 . (2.67) 

 

In case of irregular refractor (non-planar) (Figure 2.19), an approach called the delay time 

method is broadly applied for the interpretation of seismic refraction (Mayamae, 2011). This 

method was extended by Hadedoorn (1959) to the plus-minus method. Redpath (1973) defined 

the delay time as the time of a wave traveling up or down with the velocity of an upper layer 

compared to the time that wave travels along a projection of the slant path on refractor. Figure 

2.18 considers two horizontal layers where the velocity of above layer is lower, so that the 

delay time (δY) can expressed as,  

 

δY = t6¶ − t¶ß =
AB
VV
−
BC
VW

= 	
Z cos θ
VV

. (2.68) 

 

 

Figure 2.18 An illustration of the terms used in Equation (2.68) to calculate delay time 

(modified from OYO Corporation, 2004). 

 

h© =
2Z©
cos α. 

(2.66) 
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The intercept time (t\)  of the refracted wave in the t-x graph (Equation (2.47)) can be 

considered to be composes of two components of delay time, one at source and the another at 

the receiver. Therefore, the intercept time can be rewritten in terms of delay times as, 

 

t =
x
VW
+ δY4 + δY^, (2.69) 

 

where δY4 and δY^ are the delay time at source and receiver. In case of horizontal layer, δY4 is 

equal to δY^. This is thus the same result as Equation (2.47). The delay time is also valid with 

dipping and irregular refractors (Figure 2.19). The plus-minus method (Hadedoorn, 1959) was 

developed to solve Equation (2.69). It can derive individual delay time values to calculate local 

depths to an irregular refractor. A two-layer model with irregular refractor interface is 

illustrated in Figure 2.19.  

 

 

Figure 2.19 Ray path and travel time curve for the plus-minus method of refraction 

interpretation (modified from OYO Corporation, 2004). 
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The ray paths are generated from two sources (SV, SW) at the end of seismic profile of length l 

(Figure 2.19). The travel time (t≠É≠Ñ) of refracted wave travelling from the one end of profile 

to the another is given by (Kearey and Brooks, 2002),   

 

t≠É≠Ñ =
l
VW
+ δY4É + δY4Ñ, (2.70) 

 

where δY4Éand δY4Ñ are the delay time at the seismic sources and t≠É≠Ñ is called reciprocal time 

(Figure 2.19). Determining at geophone position, D, the ray path from SV(forward ray) is 

expressed as, 

 

t≠É• =
x
VW
+ δY4É + δY•, (2.71) 

   

and for the reverse ray (from SW) is given as, 

 

t≠Ñ• =
l − x
VW

+ δY4Ñ + δY•, (2.72) 

 

where δY• is delay time at D. The δY• can be calculated by taking the combining of Equation 

(2.71) and (2.72) as, 

 

t≠É• + t≠Ñ• =
l
VW
+ δY4É + δY4Ñ + 2δY•. (2.73) 

 

Therefore, Equation (2.73) can be given as, 
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t≠É• + t≠Ñ• = t≠É≠Ñ + 2δY•. (2.74) 

 

The delay time at D (δY•) is given as, 

 

δY• =
1
2 t≠É• + t≠Ñ• − t≠É≠Ñ , (2.75) 

 

and the depth at D (Z) can also calculated with the delay time from Equation (2.68) as, 

 

Z = 	
VVδY•
cos θ, 

(2.76) 

 

where cos θ is calculated by, 

 

cos θ = 	
VWW − VVW

VW
, (2.77) 

 

and VW is not able to be calculated straight by the irregular t-x curve of refracted first arrival, 

whereas it is able to be approximated from minus term obtained by taking the difference of 

Equations (2.71) and (2.72) as,  

 

t≠É• − t≠Ñ• =
2x − l
VW

+ δY4É − δY4Ñ. (2.78) 

 

If the minus term (t≠É• − t≠Ñ•) is plotted against distance, this yields (2x − l), a slope of graph 

is 1/VW from which VW can be derived (Kearey and Brooks, 2002). However, the approximate 

value of the delay time is only applicable for refractor dip of less than 10°(Telford et al., 1990). 
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The refractor is supposed to be a plane between the points from forward and inverse rays, such 

as between A and B from Figure 2.19. This problem is solved by the generalized reciprocal 

method (GRM). The principles and details of the method are clearly explained by Palmer 

(1980). Further, there is another method can overcome this problem and can be used to 

investigate very complex subsurface structure using tomographic methods. Seismic refraction 

tomography (SRT) is described in next section.       

 

2.1.3.5 Seismic refraction tomography (SRT) 

The SRT method is a seismic technique utilised to image in differences in physical properties 

of the internal structure of the ground (Gordon et al., 1970), much like X-ray tomography and 

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) (Yordkayhun et al., 2014). This method aims to provide 

and image of the seismic wave velocity structure in the subsurface from inversion of first arrival 

travel times from many pairs of source and receiver (Ogunsuyi, 2010). Tomographic images 

are derived from variations in travel times that results from complex geological structures. This 

method is, thus, widely applied to environment and engineering applications, such as detection 

of shallow fault zones, investigation of internal velocity structures for volcanic areas, and 

characterization of the landslide structures (Uhlemann et al., 2016a).  

 

Theoretical background          

A basic concept of this method requires the generating of an initial velocity model. Rays are 

tracing through the velocity model and the associated travel times are measured the similarity 

with observed travel time from field survey. The model is perturbed iteratively until the 

difference between the calculated and measured travel times is minimized (OYO Corporation, 

2004). An inverse theory approach is used. The inversion is solved by linear algebra (Menke, 

1989) and simplified as, 
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Ax = T, (2.79) 

   

where T denotes the travel time vector for observation, A denotes the Jacobian matrix relating 

to observed model, and x is the vector containing model parameters. This inversion can be 

solved through linear least-squares approach, 

 

x = (A°A)vVA°T. (2.80) 

 

However, many geophysical inverse problems especially, seismic travel time tomography, are 

non-linear problems. To overcome this problem, non-linear leastsquare method can be applied 

(OYO Corporation, 2004). There are three steps to the non-linear leastsquare method. The first 

step is to define an initial model of the seismic structure in terms of an unknown set of model 

parameters. In the initial model, the earth model is created with numerous cells of unknown 

slowness (Figure 2.20). The second step is a forward modelling of the first arrival times of 

seismic waves by time-term method (OYO Corporation, 2004). The time-term method is a 

linear least-square approach based on solving the eikonal equation to determine the travel 

times. Detail of the time-term method is explained in the manual of Seisimager2D software, 

(2009). The third and last step is the iterative inversion that adjusts the model parameters while 

minimizing the dissimilarity of the calculated and observed travel times.  

 

A relation between the travel times of the seismic wave and the unknown velocity model is 

given by the path integral of s (the inverse velocity or slowness) for one pair of source and 

receiver (Figure 2.20), 
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t\ = s r dl, (2.81) 

 

where l (the raypath length) is a function of s r  (the inverse velocity or slowness). In discrete 

form, Equation (2.81) can be expressed as, 

 

t\ = sVl\V + sWl\W + sÅl\Å + ⋯+ spl\p = syl\y
p

yqV

. (2.82) 

 

Equation (2.82) can be expressed to general form as, 

 

LS = T, (2.83) 

 

where L is jacobian matrix (ray path) and S is matrix of model parameters (slowness). Due to 

dependency of L on S, the inverse problem to solve S is non-linear and has to be iterative. The 

basic concept of iteration process follows from the three steps above that is firstly to create 

initial model (Se) and calculate the travel times (Te) from raypath (Le) from the forward 

calculation. Next is to calculate residual (∆T)  between calculated (Te)  and measured (T) 

traveltimes. If the difference is not acceptable, a new model (SV) has to estimate by, 

 

SV = Se + ∆Se, (2.84) 

 

where ∆Se is correction model that can be derived by least square method as, 

 

∆Se = (Le°Le)vVLe°∆Te. (2.85) 
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The residual (∆T)  is re-calculated until the difference is minimized. The difference is 

calculated from sum of square error called Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) as, 

 

RMSE =
∆T°∆T
N , (2.86) 

 

where N is amount of unknown slowness cells. 

 

 

Figure 2.20 A seismic wave raypaths traveling through the cells with unknown slowness 

values for a pair of source and receiver (modified from OYO Corporation, 2004). 

 

Example of SRT case study for landslide is shown in section 1.3.2 (Chapter 1). Uhlemann et 

al., (2016a) show the SRT model in Hollin Hill (Figure 1.6a) to characterise the internal 

structure, such as geometry, depth of shear zone and bedrock, and thickness of unstable 

material. This can be used to study the mechanical properties of soils or rocks that make up the 

landslide (Figure 1.6b). Moreover, Imani et al., (2021) use the SRT to characterise the 

geological structures in Xiaoshan landslide, Hangzhou, China (Figure 2.21). The SRT result 

indicates that layer of landslide material reveals very low velocity with the thickness of 2-3 m 
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(Figure 2.21). The SRT results are combined with ERT results to define the landslide 

mechanism and geometry of failure surfaces.  

  

 

Figure 2.21 SRT model in Xiaoshan landslide, Hangzhou, China (modified from Imani et 

al., 2021). Landslide material reveals very low seismic velocity (blue area) while the bed 

rock reveals very high seismic velocity (red and pink areas). B1 represents borehole that is 

used to correlate geological features with the SRT model. 

 

2.2 Ground-based measurements for landslide monitoring 

Many permanent monitoring systems can be installed at landslide area to record changes in 

physical and environmental parameters. The purpose of landslide monitoring is to give early 

warning for slope displacement. The monitoring can give necessary information for slope 

failure analysis and design of remediation. Moreover, it informs understanding of conditions 

of adjacent infrastructure, that is potential impacted by slope failure (Uhlemann et al., 2016b).   

 

An example of landslide monitoring system is in Mam Tor landslide, Derbyshire, UK. This 

landslide is located on the eastern side of Mam Tor, where is hill of sandstone and shale in age 
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of Carboniferous at the head of the Hope Valley (Waltham and Dixon, 2000) (Figure 2.22a). It 

extends approximately 1000 m from the top of the head scar to the toe of the debris flow. The 

width of the head scar is around 300 m (Figure 2.22b).  

 

 

Figure 2.22 Map of Mam Tor landslide (modified from Waltham and Dixon, 2000): a) 

location of the Mam Tor landslide (red rectangular) at the head of Hope Valley; b) landslide 

and adjacent features with direction of material movement indicated by black arrows.  
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The initiation of slope rotational failure occurred over 4000 years ago in glacially 

oversteepened slope on sandstone sequences overlying shales (Waltham and Dixon, 2000; 

Walstra et al., 2007).  This rotational failure has developed into a major debris flow down to 

the toe of its slope. The sliding material consists of three zones (Figure 2.22b): the upper part 

is a series of multiple rotational of bedrock slices from original slope; the middle part is 

transition zone which lies at steepest part between upper landslide and lower debris flow and 

composes of unstable complex bedrock blocks and slices; the lower part is a debris flow, which 

moves at lower angles to the toe of slope. The most active movement is in the middle part 

(transition zone), while the upper part and the debris flow (lower part) move slower with lower 

dip angles (Waltham and Dixon, 2000).  

 

There is a road built across this landslide approximately 220 years ago. It crosses the landslide 

in two parts (Figures 2.22 and 2.23): the upper road lies at boundary between upper part and 

transition zone of landslide, which is the most active movement; the lower road lies between 

transition zone and debris flow. This road is permanently closed in 1977 after movement 

breaking across the upper road. Therefore, it is used for surveyed monitoring of ground 

movement with 48 stations on upper road and 18 stations on lower road (Figure 2.23 top). The 

movements have been monitored since 1990 using a variety of optical and electronic 

theodolites to measure horizontal and vertical components of the ground. Moreover, the 

movements are correlated with rainfall data in Figure 2.23 below. The mean movement is up 

to 0.35 m/year (Walstra et al., 2007) in the active part. The movements rapidly increase (0.7 to 

1 m) when rainfall exceeds threshold of 210 mm/month during the winter periods (Figure 2.23). 

The 210 mm threshold is a 50% of rainfall intensity over the mean monthly rainfall for 4 winter 

months (November to February) (Waltham and Dixon, 2000). To stabilise the Mam Tor 
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landslide, deep drainage of sub-horizontal boreholes in the middle part (transition zone) of the 

landslide can be used, but this is not totally stop movement. 

 

 

Figure 2.23 Positions of surveyed monitoring for landslide movement in upper and lower 

road (black dots in the top). (Below) Vertical components of movement at 10 monitored 

points, correlated with highest monthly rainfall during winter period of 8 years (modified 

from Waltham and Dixon, 2000).  
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There are other types of equipment and different techniques that are typically used in landslide 

monitoring. The main parameters of interest in this thesis are rainfall intensity, deformation, 

rate and magnitude of movement, and soil moisture content. These can be compared with SP 

data, for example. These parameters are measured by monitoring instruments, which are 

established at the Hollin Hill site and they are briefly described in the next section. This 

combination of techniques provides relatively high spatial resolution of slope movement, depth 

to the shear-failure surface, and high temporal resolution of pore-water pressures monitoring 

at depth.    

 

2.2.1 Effective rainfall 

Not all rain can reach to the subsurface or be productive for plants. That is the important reason 

to determine the estimation for the rain that infiltrates and percolate through the subsurface; 

known as effective rainfall. The definition of effective rainfall is referred to the total of 

precipitation, surely infiltrated and sustained in the soil or the useful rainfall which exclude 

drainage or deep infiltration losses of surface. Functions of soil as reservoir for moisture supply 

to crops (Dastane, 1978).  

 

The effective rainfall relates to both meteorological and non-meteorological parameters. The 

non-meteorological parameters are terrain, slope angle, kind of land use, soil type, crops, and 

characteristics of groundwater and irrigation channels. In contrast, the meteorological 

parameters are appearances of rainfall (amount, distribution and density, and frequency), solar 

radiation, wind velocity, relative humidity, and air temperature. Effective rainfall can be 

calculated from considering a parameter called  potential evapotranspiration (ET∞), 

 

eff. rainfall	 = rainfall	intensity	 mm 	− 	ET∞	(mm). (2.87) 
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The effect of the potential evapotranspiration can be considerable in the period of warmer and 

hot seasons, where the evapotranspiration can decrease the amount of rainwater, infiltrating the 

soil and being groundwater. (Merritt, 2014).  

 

The potential evapotranspiration is defined as the evaporation of the total rainwater out of soil 

and the plants or crop, such as grass. Several calculations can apply to determine the potential 

evapotranspiration with various accurate and complex degrees. The model to determine 

potential evapotranspiration that was implemented in this thesis was proposed by Hargreaves 

et al. (1985), because this study offers to good relationship with veritable measurements in a 

region or climate, characterised by mild temperatures (Merritt, 2014).  

 

Hargreave’s empirical equation to determine the potential evapotranspiration (ET∞) can be 

expressed as (Hargreaves et al., 1985), 

 

ET∞ 	= 0.023Rg T + 17.8 T[g≤ − T[\]	, (2.88) 

 

where Rg is extraterrestrial solar radiation in MJmvWdvV and depends on latitude, and the terms 

T, T[g≤, T[\] are average temperature, maximum and minimum temperatures in ℃ at the field 

site. This equation is productive where primary information of climate is available and in the 

areas where there is grass and pasture land. If the field site covered with other crops such as 

wheat and barley the other formulas could be used with an another parameter KN called the 

crop coefficient that is likely to be applied to calculation for different water demand of the 

crop. On the other hand, the Hargreave’s empirical formula requires only average, maximum, 

and minimum temperature and determination of total extraterrestrial solar radiation Rg, which 

can be calculated as follows, 
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Rg = 15.32d8(W4 sinφ sinδ + cosφ cos δ sinW4), (2.89) 

 

where W4 denotes the angle of sunset hour (unit of radians), φ denotes latitude of the field site, 

δ denotes the solar declination (unit of radians), and d8  denotes the relative displacement 

between the Earth and Sun (Hejazi et al., 2013). The sunset hour angle W4 is expressed as,  

 

W4 = cosvV(− tanφ . tan δ), (2.90) 

 

where the solar declination δ is calculated as, 

 

δ = 0.409 sin(Wµ∂
Å∑∏

− 1.405), (2.91) 

 

where J denotes the day of observation expressed as Julian Day (Merritt, 2014), 

  

J = 367Y −
∫ ªºΩæøÉÑ

Ç

Åª øΩ
¿

Vee
+ 1 + W∫∏¡

¬
+ (D + 1721028.5), 

  

(2.92) 

 

where Y is the year, M is the month, and D is the day. D = 0 corresponding to Noon (Greenwich 

Mean Time), 1st January 4753 BCE is a continued count of days since the beginning of the 

Julian Period (Merritt, 2014). Finally, the relative displacement of Earth and Sun d8 can be 

expressed as following, 

 

d8 = 1 + 0.33 cos
2πJ
365 . 

(2.93) 
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Consequently, the effective rainfall can be calculated by subtracting the potential 

evapotranspiration acquired from the Hargreaves’s model in mm/day. The effective rainfall is, 

thus the rainwater quantity, recharging the groundwater.  

 

2.2.2 Real Time Kinetic-GPS (RTK-GPS) monitoring of Peg positions 

This method is used to measure surface deformations and movements in the landslide area. The 

pegs are permanently installed in the ground and their positions are measured by GPS. Through 

periodical investigation, the position of every peg is used to determine and identify the rate of 

mass movement and the active landslide regions. The Leica System 1200 RTK-GPS is applied 

to measure the positions of the pegs with repeating survey every 1 or 2 months. The accurate 

value of the system in kinetic mode is up to 20mm in horizontal and 10mm in vertical directions 

(Merritt 2014). The data provide a moderate spatial resolution to indicate local position and 

global scale for slope movement (Uhlemann et al., 2016b). They are also used to identify and 

map active regions. In this thesis, the GPS system is measured in a grid pattern in the landslide 

area at the Hollin Hill, UK (Merritt, 2014) (Figure 2.24). The pegs have been installed since 

early 2008 and initial peg locations were measured in 30th July 2008 in the British National 

Grid (BNG) system.  

 

When the surveyed peg locations in BNG coordinate system are exported from Leica Geo-

office, the location data is transformed for interpretation of displacement through two steps. 

Firstly, the surveyed positions in BNG are adjusted to local coordinates (Figure 2.21), setting 

Peg No.1 equal to x and y = 0 in unit of metre. Secondary, the peg positions in local coordinate 

are rotated from their real bearings of 345 degrees to a new local bearing of 0 degree (Merritt, 

2014) (Figure 2.25). This is done using, 
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Figure 2.24 Layout of peg positions at Hollin Hill in a) BNG coordinate b) local coordinate 

(modified from Merritt, 2014). 

 

x = E ∗ cos 15° + N sin 15°, (2.94) 

 

y = N ∗ cos 15° − E sin 15°. (2.95) 

 

From the peg positions in x-y coordinate obtained by equation (2.94) and (2.95), the 

components of movement (r) of peg locations between two surveys can be easily calculated 

using, 

 

r = (xW − xV)W + (yW − yV)W, (2.96) 

 

where xV and yV are the original position and xW and yW are the new position. 
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Figure 2.25 Rotation of positions in local coordinate for each peg at Hollin Hill (modified 

from Merritt, 2014).  

 

2.2.3 Piezometer 

Piezometers are applied to determine pore water pressures in the subsurface. Water levels are 

measured in the piezometers. Then the water level changes are calculated to the pore-water 

pressures. Two piezometers were installed within boreholes located in earthflow regions of the 

Hollin Hill landslide (their locations are shown in chapter 3). Their installed depths are 2.85 

and 2.8 m in west and east of the active flow regions (Uhlemann et al., 2016b) (Figure 2.26). 

The depths are selected to set the active zone of the piezometers in surrounding area of deepest 

shear surface depth, obtained by geotechnical measurements (Gunn et al. 2013; Uhlemann et 

al., 2016b). The installation consists of 19 mm uPVC pipe, inserted with 0.9 m slotted, porous 

filter head (Merritt, 2014; Uhlemann et al., 2016b). 
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Figure 2.26 Schematic illustration of piezometer (modified from Merritt, 2014). Red dashed 

line is slip surfaces; blue area is porous filter backfilled with clean sand (stippled area); 

dashed area is bedrock; grey area is bentonite grout.  

 

The installation hole is infilled with pure sand to 1.95 and 1.75 m under the surface for the west 

and east of the piezometers (Uhlemann et al., 2016b) (Figure 2.26). It forms an active zone of 

piezometer that top of sand level is supposed to reference level (piezometric head level = 0 m). 

The positive piezometric head level means the level above the sand pocket and indicates 

positive level of the pore water pressure nearly the deepest slip surface at approximately 1.9 

and 1.6 m on western and eastern active regions, respectively (Uhlemann et al., 2016b). 

Consequently, the pore water pressures of piezometers indicate the states of the shear surface 

in the landslide regions. The depths of the most active shear surfaces are approximately 0.7 

and 1.0 m under the surface in the eastern and western active regions, respectively (Figure 

2.26). The maintenance of the piezometer hole is backfilled with bentonite to assure sealing. 
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The water levels in the piezometers are logged at interval of 30 minutes (Uhlemann et al., 

2016b).  

 

2.2.4 Shape Acceleration Array (SAA) 

SAA is used to monitor continuous measurement of subsurface deformation. The SAA log 

consists of 3-axis inclinometers, providing information of deformation versus depth 

measurements with high precision and temporal resolution (Figure 2.27). Each 3-axis 

inclinometer can measure the inclination of the casing with depth in the x-, y-, and z-direction 

(Abdoun et., 2012).  

 

 

Figure 2.27 Schematic illustration of SAA (modified from Uhlemann et al., 2016b). The 

blue rectangle is 3-axis (x,y,z) inclinometer, measuring the inclination of the casing with 

depth in the all directions. 

 

Therefore, the time-series data are applied to consider the depth to the shear surfaces, quantity 

and rate of mass movements (Uhlemann et al., 2016b). Two SAAs are installed in May 2013 

located on two active earthflow regions at Hollin Hill site (see locations in Chapter 3). The 

installed depth is 2.5 m below ground level, penetrating the shear surfaces (Figure 2.27). The 

SAAs measure at 1-hour intervals.  
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Chapter 3 

Description of Field sites 

 

This chapter presents the details of the geology, geomorphology, and field procedure for the 

two field sites used in this thesis. The field site in the UK is a slow moving landslip that has 

been studied extensively by the British Geological Survey for over a decade. The another site 

is in southern Thailand, in an area that experiences landslip regularly, but there has been little 

previous geological, geophysical or geotechnical investigation of these landslides. An aim of 

the thesis is to show how methods and insights developed at one site can be applied to new 

sites. 

 

The first field site is located at Hollin Hill, UK. The geology and geomorphology of Hollin 

Hill is developed through landslide ground model from previous geophysical, and geotechnical 

investigations by BGS in conjunction with Digital Elevation Model (DEM) and Light 

Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) images. Chambers et al., (2011) created a high resolution 

landslide ground model for Hollin Hill from a 3D ERT model and Uhlemann et al., (2016a) 

produced a model from seismic results. Both models are integrated with core logging, sample 

analysis from a petrophysical laboratory, and an airborne LiDAR-derived geomorphological 

map. Moreover, I show the SP field procedures that I have done for eight SP surveys and SP 

monitoring. The second field site is in Thungsong, Thailand. Details of the geology and 

lithology at the site are delineated by borehole and geological exploration. The DEM and the 

geological and lithological information of Thungsong were previously investigated by 

Department of Groundwater Resources (DGR) and Department of Mineral Resources (DMR) 

of Thailand. The SRT and ERT field procedures are also shown in final section. 
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3.1 Hollin Hill, UK  

The location of Hollin Hill is close to the Terrington village, 20 km north of York and 11 km 

of west of Malton, UK (Figure 3.1). The field area is an area of approximately 450 m by 200 

m. The altitude increases from toe to top of the slope by roughly 50 m. The mean slope angle 

is approximately 14˚ (Uhlemann et al., 2016b) with a south-facing slope and the land is used 

for pasture. The site boundary to the west is woodland and to the north, south, and east is 

agricultural land (Figure 3.1) (Gunn et al., 2013).  

 

3.1.1 Geology 

There are four geological formations in the Hollin Hill slope from Lower to Middle Jurassic 

age (Merritt, 2014) (Figure 3.1 and 3.2a). The top of slope is limestone and sandstone of Middle 

Jurassic age called the Dogger Formation (DF). This formation covers the top of the hill and 

represents a potential aquifer over Whitby Mudstone Formation (WMF) (Merritt et al., 2013; 

Gunn et al., 2013). The WMF is the main source of sliding materials at this site and has 

thickness of roughly 25 m (Foster et al., 2007). It has a sharp boundary with the erosive base 

of the overlying DF and comprises mudstone and siltstone with cluttered regions of calcareous 

and concretions of siderite (Merritt et al., 2013). This formation is deeply weathered and shows 

poor consolidation close to the ground surface due to poor drainage of clay-rich soil (Chambers 

et al., 2011). Underlying the WMF, lies the Staithes Sandstone Formation (SSF) (Gaunt et al., 

1980), which is a 20 m thick siltstone and fine-grained sandstone with small pyrite masses. The 

SSF in the lower and middle part is related to a well-drained combination of clay, fine sand, 

and silt (Merritt et al., 2013). The boundary between WMF and SSF is an upslope alteration 

from sandstone to mudstone. The lower boundary marks the transition to the Redcar Mudstone 

Formation (RMF), which is a grey, sideritic and silty mudstone and thin shelly limestone 

(Merritt et al., 2013) and overlain by poorly drained clay soil (Chambers et al., 2011). These 
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formations above are relatively flat lying with dip roughly 5 degrees. Generally, with the 

vicinity, the sequence of bedrocks in Hollin Hill site is covered by sandy, gravelly, and silty 

clay acting for regionally derived material. The thickness of mass movements is various from 

0.2 to 0.3 m, increasing downward to the base of the slope (Gunn et al., 2013).  

 

 

Figure 3.1 The map of Hollin Hill site including geological setting (from Gunn et al., 2013).  

 

3.1.2 Geomorphology 

The Hollin Hill landslide is a complicated landslide system, which reveals a range of 

behaviours.  According to the Cruden and Varnes (1996) classification, the Hollin Hill site is 

classified as a very slow to slow-moving earth flow with multiple-slide composition. The flow 

region is frequently active with a maximum flow rate of up to approximately 3.5 m/y 

(Chambers et al., 2011; Merritt et al., 2013; Uhlemann et al., 2016b), corresponding to the 

major movement in the main back scarp at the top of the slope.  
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The integration of interpretations from aerial LiDAR data, stereophotogrammetry, and ground-

based measurements have been used to construct a geomorphological map that shows features 

of the landslide, such as break in slope, rotational failure, landslide main body, active flow, and 

historic flow regions. From this it can be seen that the landslide is composed of three domains 

of slope instability (Figure 3.2b). The upper parts of slope show shallow rotational 

deformations which transits translation-dominant deformation in the middle parts. This reveals 

the movements downward on the WMF-SSF border that in turn leads to flow-dominant 

deformations down to the toe of the slope (Chambers et al., 2011; Gunn et al., 2013; Merritt, 

2014; Uhlemann et al., 2016a). 

 

 

Figure 3.2 The map of Hollin Hill site: a) geological setting b) Cross section of the slope 

showing the types of landslide at this study site (modified from Uhlemann et al., 2016a).     
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3.1.3 Previous landslide investigations 

Previous observations were used to characterise the surface and subsurface of Hollin Hill by 

BGS. Surface characterisation with air photo interpretation and a GPS survey were used to 

study the geomorphology of the slope and the rate and distribution of movement. The 

subsurface characterisation with geotechnical and geophysical methods was implemented for 

the cross section and ground model at the field site. The locations of GPS and ERT 

measurement are superimposed on an aerial photograph of Hollin Hill in Figure 3.3. It also 

reveals the location of drilled boreholes and the boundaries of the four geological formations 

(Figure 3.3). 

 

 

Figure 3.3 Sites of previous investigations superimposed on an aerial photograph of field 

site (from Merritt et al., 2013). 
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3.1.3.1 Surface characterisation 

Location of slip surfaces and the rate and distribution of slope movements were surveyed by 

BGS with identification and interpretation of the airborne LiDAR and GPS marker. A DEM 

was produced by integrating airborne LiDAR with aerial photography (Merritt, 2014) by BGS. 

The resulting image indicates breaks in slope, surface morphology, and location and type of 

slip (e.g., the main back scarp). Moreover, it is used to study the spatial distribution of landslide 

as a sequence of rotational materials from the top moving to middle of the slope as flow 

materials. The DEM is also used to indicate the most active areas of the mass movement by 

observing the surface features, such as areas of partial vegetation and abrupt breaks in slope. 

 

Aerial LiDAR 

The LiDAR optical remote survey was performed on June 2018 by BGS and it is used to create 

high-resolution DEM. GeoVisionary 3D Stereographic software is utilised to analyse the 

LiDAR dataset (Merritt, 2014). The software is able to visualise high resolution spatial data 

consisting of geomorphological features, which are directly digitized onto the 3D DEM. The 

DEM with aerial photograph of the study site and vicinity was used to pick out the 

geomorphological features, such as breaks and changes in slope. Subsequently, the map is 

georeferenced and saved as a shape file, that can be imported to ArcGIS10.3 software (Merritt 

et al., 2013). These features of slope are interpreted in terms of the main back scarp, secondary 

scarp, convex (positive) and concave (negative) breaks in slope, rotational failure, landslide 

main body, active flow, and historic flow region (Figure 3.4).      

 

The geomorphological map of Hollin Hill is created by combination of aerial LiDAR and 

ground-based GPS measurement (Figure 3.4).  In the northern part of the map, a rapid increase 

in slope angle, remarked by positive and negative breaks in slope reveals the main back and 
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secondary scarp, including crown cracks as the mass movement ongoing to retrogress toward 

the north. The major movement on the top slope is indicative of main rotational failure. The 

main back scarp can be detected at the east-west over the area, and the north-east region is the 

most active area (Chambers et al., 2011; Merritt et al., 2013, Merritt, 2014). At the middle hill 

slope, there are series of thin pairs of negative and positive breaks in slope. Each pair indicates 

a rotated slump block separated by horizontal back tilted ground surface. The number of slumps 

varies in the middle region of slope. The flows have enlarged and deposited by slumped 

material. Consequently, the flow deposits are consisted of previous slumped materials and a 

number of minor flows, sliding on multiple shear planes at the east and west of parts for the 

flow deposits (Merritt, 2014). The eastern and western parts of the site are different in slump 

movement patterns. The east of the site shows more visible fresh slumps than western part. It 

indicates that the east has experienced more recently and frequently slump activation than the 

west of the site, due to more weathered and degraded morphology (Merritt et al., 2013).  

 

Moreover, the zones of flow deposits are influenced by season variations in pore pressure, soil 

moisture content, and soil properties. For example, during dry season, soil cracking and 

shrinkage cause near surface fissures approximately 30-40 cm in depth in the development of 

the toe and upper zones of lobe masses under tightness. On the other hand, during the wet 

season, theses fissures of the near surface act as channels for rainwater to access the ground 

surface and flow downslope pass through the lobe masses (Gunn et al., 2013). The depletion 

zone in this landslide site places at the middle of the slope between the minor scarp (toward 

the north) and flow deposits forward to the base of slope (toward the south) (Merritt et al., 

2013).   
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Figure 3.4 The geomorphological map of study area created from interpretation with aerial 

LiDAR data (modified after Merritt, 2014). 

 

GPS survey with peg positions 

In 2008, the BGS deployed a rectangular grid of 45 surveying pegs along five parallel lines 

(Figure 3.3). They were inserted to a depth of roughly 0.3 m depth in the top soil. The survey 

has been used to consider the rate of movement and detect active regions of landslide by 

periodically repeating the survey to determine the position of each peg over the monitoring 

period (Merritt et al., 2013). The Leica system 1200 Real Time Kinetic Global Positioning 

System (RTK-GPS) is applied to measure the position of each peg in the study site. The 
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accurate measurement of the equipment in kinetic mode is less than 10 mm and 20 mm in the 

horizontal and vertical directions (Merritt, 2014).  

 

Merritt, (2014) shows the results of the GPS surveys by peg movements during monitoring 

from 2008 to 2013 (Figure 3.5). The average rates of movement are approximately 10 cm per 

year at the front of the eastern (Figure 3.5a) and western (Figure 3.5b) active flow lobes. In 

contrast, majority of the other marker pegs remain stable. The pegs, such as peg 39, 40, and 42 

in the eastern part reveal movements of 0.2 m, 0.1 m, and 0.1 m respectively between August 

2008 and April 2009. Between October 2009 and June 2010, pegs 39 and 40 displace again 

with 0.2 m and 0.1 m of movement, respectively. Subsequently, the pegs at the eastern part 

show movement again during March and April 2012 and peg 39 moves rapidly 0.4 m during 

July 2012 to November 2012. Peg 40 at the centre of active flow moves significantly during 

October to November 2012. Peg 42 displaces rapidly, 0.3m over 3 months, from November 

2012. Pegs (peg 42, 43, 44, and 45), higher up slope in the slump region show little movement 

between August 2008 to November 2012. After November 2012, they exhibit sudden large 

movement of 0.7 m within 90 days. Particularly, peg at the back scarp (peg 45) displaces more 

than 3.5 m during this period. This highlights the natural sequence of the movement in the east 

of the landslide region; the earthflows in the middle slope activate several months before the 

back scarp displacements in the upper slope (Merritt, 2014).  

 

Moreover, only peg 4 at the western part shows significant displacement (0.45 m) between 

August 2008 and March 2013 (Figure 3.5b). In contrast, all other pegs remain inactive and 

show no significant movement between March 2008 and November 2012. Although the 

movement is not very obvious, peg 4 and 5 show a minor displacement of 0.1 m between April 
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2012 and November 2012 and move again approximately 0.2 m after November 2012. After 

January 2013 pegs 6 and 11 become active again. 

 

 

Figure 3.5 The results of GPS survey with peg movements from 2008 to 2013 (the line 

colour indicates the number of peg position): a) at the eastern area of active flow deposits 

and b) at the western area of active flow deposits (modified from Merritt, 2014).  

 

3.1.3.2 Subsurface characterisation 

The subsurface at the site has been characterised using geotechnical methods in conjunction 

with geophysical methods (Merritt et al., 2013). These have been used to construct a ground 

model of field site. Drilled samples from core logging with analysis in laboratory were 

integrated with 2D and 3D ERT to calibrate the ERT model. This can help some of the non-

uniqueness issues with interpreting ERT results. Furthermore, the results of borehole 
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inclinometer were used to investigate the depth, magnitude, direction of slip surfaces 

movement relating to the time (Merritt et al., 2013).  

 

Borehole and geotechnical testing 

The 9 boreholes were drilled by the BGS during October 2009 with depth of between 5 and 7 

m. The three boreholes (BH5, BH1, and BH7) were drilled to focus attention on the active flow 

deposits regions (eastern and western lobes), which exhibit the fresh landslide features of active 

flows (Merritt, 2014). The location of the three boreholes are shown in Figure 3.3. BH1 and 

BH7 are drilled on the western lobe.  BH5 is located on the eastern lobe (Merritt, 2014). The 

boreholes depict the core logging results and index testing to study soil structure and properties 

and the type of material. Moreover, inclinometer measurements were made in the BH5, BH1, 

and BH7 to investigate direction, depth, and magnitude of slip surfaces movement at the active 

regions. 

 

In Figure 3.6, the results of core logging from BH5, BH1, and BH7 show three soil units below 

of top soil. The top layer is consisted of various flow deposits, distinguished by narrow slip 

surfaces (Merritt, 2014). BH1 and BH7, located on western lobe, exhibit the six flow deposits. 

The inclinometers in the boreholes indicate the movement across shear planes at depth from 

1.0 to 1.5 m. The shear planes can be identified by the thin yellowish-brown clay layers and 

usually discovered with rich in organic layers and disintegrated fibrous roots over the spotted 

grey clay zones (Merritt, 2014). The flow deposits in BH1 and BH7 are predominated by clay-

and silt-sized material at upper 0.7 m and reached at 3.1 m until contact with slump deposits 

dominated by sand-sized material (Merritt et al., 2013) (Figure 3.6). 
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Figure 3.6 Core logging of BH7, BH1, and BH5 (modified from Merritt, 2014). See Figure 

3.3 for borehole locations. 

 

The slump deposits in BH1 and BH7 show the distinctive soil types, composed of gravelly silty 

clay and clayey sandy silt (Merritt et al., 2013). Three shear surfaces are evident and 

identifiable by the existence of gravel-sized clasts, iron-stained clasts of sandstone. At deeper 

depth lies the SSF at 4.9 m and 5.2 m in BH1 and BH7, respectively (Figure 3.6). From the 

core logging, SSF reveals a compact light olive grey to yellowish brown sandy clayey silt along 

with provisional pieces of siltstone (Merritt, 2014). The inclinometers in BH1 and BH7 show 

no displacement in slump material during monitoring period (from 2008 to 2013) (Merritt, 

2014). The lithological sequence of the BH5 (at the eastern lobe) is similar to that seen in BH1 

and BH7. A thin layer in the top soil is underlain by a sequence of clay-rich flow deposits, 

three rotational slump deposits, and finally the in-situ SSF (Merritt et al., 2013).  However, the 

flow deposits in BH5 are thicker than they are in the boreholes on western lobe (BH1 and 
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BH7). The inclinometer in BH5 reveals two active shear planes from 0.5 to 1.0 m in the flow 

deposits and from 4.0 to 4.5 m in the slump deposits (Merritt et al., 2013). 

 

Electrical resistivity tomography (ERT)  

The BGS have applied ERT measurements in the Hollin Hill site on two scales. The large scale 

measurement has lower resolution but covers the region of landslide from the top to bottom of 

the slope (red rectangular in Figure 3.3). The data acquisition consists of the AGI Supersting 

R8 system, using a dipole-dipole array with a of 1 to 4 and n of 1 to 8a (Merritt, 2014). Further 

details of data acquisition are described by Chambers et al. (2011). A reciprocal method was 

applied and utilised for data editing and quality assessment (Wilkinson et al., 2010). A second 

higher resolution measurement was performed on part of the active western lobe (pink 

rectangular in Figure 3.3). The result from large-scale survey (Figure 3.7) can be used to 

distinguish the three geological formations, each showing significantly different resistivity 

values. Relatively high resistivity is represented by warm colour, such as orange, yellow, and 

brown, whereas relatively low resistivity is represented by green and blue. Low resistivity (10-

20 Ωm.) appears at the top of the slope and is interpreted as the WMF. The clay-dominated 

flows of the WMF are confirmed by core logging. The WMF is the major formation to shape 

the active flow lobes at the field site (Chambers et al., 2011; Merritt, 2014). Higher resistivity 

is indicated in the SSF. It is located between the low resistivity regions of the WMF and the 

RMF. The range of model resistivity for SSF is slightly larger (40-120 Ωm.) than those for the 

WMF or the RMF. The highest resistivity regions in the model (red colour in Figure 3.7) are 

seen where the sandstone (SSF) outcrops at the surface near the base of slope. The SSF is an 

unsaturated layer that can freely drain layer and is subject to variations in seasonal soil moisture 

content due to rain and evapotranspiration. As noted, below the SSF lies the RMF, which is 

layer of relatively low resistivity as WMF (10 – 20 Ωm) (Chambers et al., 2011).  
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Figure 3.7 The model resistivity from the large-scale ERT survey (red rectangular in Figure 

3.3) (modified from Chambers et al., 2011).  

 

All three formations show similar dips of between 5 and 10 degrees to the north (Figure 3.7 

and 3.8) (Merritt, 2014). A cross-section profile parallel to the north-south direction (y axis) 

(Figure 3.8) is interpreted in conjunction with the observations from BH7. The three main 

rotational slip surfaces are superimposed on the ERT model. The rotational slump shear 

surfaces can be identified by the ERT (Figure 3.8). This is consistent with core logging. 

However, the slump shear surfaces are unidentifiable and do not show a resistivity contrast in 

the ERT model. This is because slump SSF is degraded and subsequent flows of WMF are up 

and over the slump SSF (Merritt et al., 2013). The rotational slip surfaces in the WMF are 

correlated with geomorphological features evident in the LiDAR images. The deposits 

composed by the main back scarp or slump block have been active, flowing and being 

deposited downward the slope. The flow deposits of WMF (low resistivity) show the boundary 

of rotational slumps and in-situ SSF (high resistivity) by changing resistivity from 10-20 Ωm 

into 50-60 Ωm (Figure 3.7 and 3.8). This is consistent with the interpretation of BH7. 

Moreover, the flow deposits can be observed as two lobes in the eastern and western parts of 

field site (Figure 3.7) (Merritt et al., 2013).  
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Figure 3.8 The 2D cross-section model of resistivity from the large-scale ERT measurement 

(orange line in Figure 3.3). Black dashed lines indicate rotational shear surfaces (modified 

from Merritt, 2014). 

 

The results of the higher resolution ERT survey that straddles BH1 and BH7 are shown in 

Figures 3.9 and 3.10. The flow region is imaged with higher resolution than the large scale 

survey and permits observations of additional subsurface features. Many surfaces are 

dominated by low resistivity values (blue colour) and consisted of the clay-rich flow materials 

of WMF. The flow deposits show as a thin layer with maximum thickness of 3 m. The thin 

layer of flow deposits (WMF) lies over the relatively high resistivity (SSF). This is consistent 

with borehole data that clay-rich flow deposits located from the 0m to depth of 0.5m in BH7 

and 0.8m in BH1. 
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Figure 3.9 The 3D ERT model from high-resolution survey (pink rectangular in Figure 3.3) 

(modified from Merritt, 2014). 

 

The area of clay-dominant materials (WMF) at the top of the model and flow deposits shows 

thicker blue layer than the bottom of the model. The thick blue value (low resistivity) is 

associated with stacking of many flow deposits above old flow deposits in the evolution process 

of landslide system. Under this clay flow deposits shows up as a relatively high resistivity layer 

with the range between 80 and 120 Ωm (Merritt, 2014). This correlates with BH7 and BH1 for 

the lithology of sand flow deposits. The sand flow deposits are different from the other flows, 

due to containing of greater sand content than the WMF. This is attributed to weathering 

processes (Merritt, 2014). The sand content in the flows is between 50-70%, while the other 

flows at the slope comprise a relatively low percentage of sand.  

 

The cross-section profile parallel to the y axis (north-south direction) (Figure 3.10) is 

interpreted in conjunction with BH7. The 2D profile shows good correlation with the borehole 

logging. All lithological and structure boundaries can be identified and are well constrained. 
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The resistivity value can indicate the contrast of the sand flows and rotational slump deposits, 

where is SSF. The resistivity decreases along the margin between the sand flow and slump 

deposits from 80 to 50 Ωm (Figure 3.10) (Merritt et al., 2013).    

 

 

Figure 3.10 2D cross-section of ERT model from the high-resolution survey (pink profile 

line in Figure 3.3) (modified from Merritt, 2014). Flow surfaces are indicated by white 

dashed lines with arrows indicating relative flow direction (Merritt, 2014). Core analysis 

from BH7 is superimposed on the model. 

 

3.1.4 Self-potential (SP) field procedures 

In this thesis, I measure SP values to monitor and study the groundwater movement and storage 

related to landslide reactivation at Hollin Hill site. The basic equipment for a self-potential 

survey contains two electrodes, connecting to a high impedance voltmeter. The electrodes need 

to be non-polarized, because the metal electrodes can produce their own SP signals (Mayamae, 

2011). A non-polarized electrode is made from a metal immersed in its own salt (e.g., copper 
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in copper sulphate, or silver in a silver chloride solution). Recently this electrode has been 

developed using the Petiau Pb/PbCl2 electrode. Although the Ag/AgCl electrodes provide the 

best quality measurement, the Pb/PbCl2 has better thermal properties and better long term 

stability – and so are better for long-term monitoring (Petiau and Dupis, 1980). The field 

measurement consists of two configurations to investigate SP mapping or profiling. The first 

configuration is called the gradient method (leapfrog or fixed-electrode method), where the 

two electrodes of P1 and P2 (Figure 3.11a) continually move together across the survey line. 

For every movement of the pair of electrodes, the new place of P1 correlates to the previous 

place of P2 (Mayamae, 2011) (Figure 3.11a). The value from the measurement (in unit of 

voltage) is supposed to be the midpoint of the two electrodes (x sign in Figure 3.11a). The 

second configuration is the fixed-base or total field method using a reference electrode P1 as a 

base station (Mayamae, 2011), and the measuring electrode P2 that moves across the survey 

line (Figure 3.11b) or a grid of measurement points. The measurement location is supposed to 

be the place of the moving electrode P2 (Corwin and Hoover, 1979).  

 

Here, I use the Petiau Pb/PbCl2 electrode with fixed-base configuration, as they are better for 

long-term monitoring (Petiau and Dupis, 1980). The reference electrode (P1) is fixed at the 

base station and the electrode (P1) is moved along the line or a grid of measurement points. 

Two different types of SP surveys are acquired at Hollin Hill. The first consists of SP mapping 

on a grid with repeat acquisition periods (2D surveys). The second involves a permanent SP 

monitoring array along a single line (1D continuous survey). Together the mappings from the 

repeat surveys are used to study and investigate fluid flow and identify the zones of negative 

and positive SP anomalies related to the pattern and direction of ground water flow in the 

subsurface. The SP monitoring is used to monitor the reactivated landslides. 
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3.1.4.1 Self-potential mapping (2D surveys) 

I have undertaken eight surveys in August 2017, in March 2018, in June 2018, in August 2018, 

October 2018, December 2018, April 2019, and July 2019. Each survey consists of five parallel 

lines along the axis of the survey area with a 10-m line interval and a 5m spacing of 

measurement points (Figure 3.12). 

 

 

Figure 3.11 Two SP survey configurations: a) gradient and b) fixed-base method (modified 

from Mayamae, 2011).  

 

Data were collected by two Petiau Pb/PbCl2 electrodes, which are used as a moving and 

reference electrode, respectively (Figure 3.13) and high impedance voltmeter. The reference 

electrode (red dot in Figure 3.5) was fixed at the first measurement point (the base of the slope) 

of centre line and the moving electrode was measured at a grid of positions along the five lines 

(Figure 3.12). Each point measurement was made by hand-auguring holes down to a depth of 

<0.1m and infused with bentonite mud to assure the fine connection between the ground and 

electrode (Figure 3.13). Before the survey, the pair of electrodes were put into a water bath for 

the drift correction (Figure 3.13).  

 

In the survey, each station point was measured twice: forward is the measurement starting at 

the base to the top of the hill slope; and reverse is the measurement backward from the top to 
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the base of the slope. This was done for each line in a close loop. The time drift of the SP values 

are corrected using the cumulative errors by calculating temporal errors along each line. 

Furthermore, the SP values for the mapping are relative to the base station. Further details of 

data processing are described in section 4.1 of Chapter 4. With these campaign surveys, the SP 

mapping was established by a 2D contour plot. 

 

 

Figure 3.12 Map of the Hillin Hill site revealing the arrays for 1D continuous SP monitoring 

profile (blue stars), and 2D repeat SP surveys (yellow circle and red line). The red circle 

shows the position of the reference electrode for both types of SP surveys. Also shown are 

site of ground-based monitoring (piezometer, tilt meter, and weather station).   
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3.1.4.2 Self-potential time-series monitoring (1D continuous survey) 

The continuous SP monitoring was carried by BGS along with a single line profile. The profile 

consists of 33 measurement points with spacing every 5m (Figure 3.12). Probe 1 and Probe 33 

were located at bottom and top of the slope, respectively. Each point was measured, relating to 

a single reference electrode positioned at the bottom of slope (red dot in Figure 3.12). Not only 

the SP, but the geotechnical sensors, such as rainfall, temperature, and other ground-based 

measurements (i.e., tilt meters, ground movement (GPS), piezometers, etc.) were also 

permanently installed for landslide monitoring as part of the ALERT system of the British 

Geological Survey (BGS) (Figure 3.12). The recording system is accommodated in a tiny 

weatherproof enclosure and electrically powered by solar cells and a wind turbine. 

 

Figure 3.13 Fieldwork photos for the 2D SP surveys at Hollin Hill. A voltmeter measured 

the potential difference between the moving electrode and reference electrode. Electrodes are 

inserted into bentonite filled holes made using hand augers. 
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3.2 Thungsong, Thailand 

The second study site considered in here is located at the boundary between Thungsong and 

Ronphibun districts, Nakhon Si Thammarat province, southern Thailand (UTM Zone 47P 

585250E 899365N) (Figure 3.14). The elevation of this area is approximately 140 – 190 m 

above mean sea level. The hill slope angles are comparatively steep with approximately 35-40 

degree. This area has often experienced landslides, such as in 2011 and 2017. The landslides 

caused much damage to properties, such as, highways and rubber plantation, which is an 

economic crop in the south of Thailand.  

 

 

Figure 3.14 Map of second study site, showing the position of fieldwork (green circle) at 

the boundary of Thungsong and Ronphibun districts, Nakhon Si Thammarat province.  
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3.2.1 Geology 

Before applying a geophysical investigation, it is essential to know the structure of geology 

and lithology in the site. The bedrock geology of Nakhon Si Thammarat province (Figure 3.15) 

consists of coarse-grained granitic rock to granitic gneiss in the age of Cretaceous to Tertiary, 

meta-sedimentary and sedimentary rocks, such as sandstone, limestone, shale and mudstone in 

the age of Cambrian to Carboniferous. The bedrock is covered by Quaternary deposits, which 

are distributed in the eastern and western regions of the Nakhon Si Thammarat province. The 

major landslides in Nakhon Si Thammarat have often occurred in the old sedimentary rock, 

where there is a high rate of weathering of Cambrian age sandstone and quartzite (Figure 3.15).  

 

Department of Mineral Resources (DMR) (2014) reports that sandstone bedrock in this field 

area (light green area marked ‘E’ in Figure 3.15) is the part of Cambrian age Tarutao Group, 

as classified by Javanaphet (1969). The Tarutao group is over 1000m thick and is contained 

quartzite, red sandstone, siltstone, and shale. It is widespread from Tarutao island and 

northward to the Thai peninsula through Nakhon Si Thammarat province (Figure 3.16). The 

sequence of rock succession of this group, as surveyed from Tarutao island, is described by 

Bunopas (1981) as: the top section is brown to greyish brown sandstone with thin to moderate 

beds, interbedded with siltstone and shale; the middle section is brown to brownish pink 

sandstone with moderate beds, thin shale, and cross-bedded brown quartzite with thick beds, 

and grey to green shale; the lowest section is brown to greyish brown, coarse-grained sandstone 

with thick beds, some gravels, and ilmenite (DMR, 2014).  The Tarutao group is overlain by 

the carbonate Thungsong group (dark green area marked ‘O’ in Figure 3.15), which is a 

limestone Ordovician in age. It is located in the south and other regions of Thailand.  
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Figure 3.15 Geology map of study area at Nakhon Si Thammarat province (from DMR, 

2014). Light green area marked ‘E’ represents the bedrock in Tarutao group and dark green 

area marked ‘O’ represents the bedrock in Thungsong group. Green circle is the study area. 

Orange circles and numbers label examples of surveyed outcrops in Figures 3.17 and 3.18. 
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The DMR (2013) report describes the rock succession in the study area, which is comprised of 

the Talo Wow formation in the Tarutao group overlain by the Malaka formation in the 

Thungsong groups. The bedrocks are inclined to southeast direction with dip angle 

approximately 10 to 30 degrees.  I surveyed number of outcrops (orange circles with number 

in Figure 3.15) in my study area to help better understand the succession of the Talo Wow and 

Malaka formations. 

 

 

Figure 3.16 Distribution of Cambrian rocks in the south of Thailand. 
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Talo Vow formation 

The Talo Vow formation of the Tarutao group is comprised of thin- to medium-bedded whitish-

grey and greenish-grey quartzite (as surveyed from the outcrop located at UTM 47P 586424E 

900761N; Figure 3.17a) and greenish-grey fine- to medium- grained sandstone (as surveyed 

from the outcrop located at UTM 47P 584591E 900479N (labelling number 2 in Figure 3.15); 

Figure 3.17b). The quartzite reveals thin colour bands with fine laminations (Figure 3.17a). 

The sandstone is well sorted, with cross and graded bedding (Figure 3.17b). 

 

 

Figure 3.17 Outcrops of the Talo Vow formation in the study area: a) quartzite (outcrop 

number 1 in Figure 3.15) b) sandstone (outcrop number 2 in Figure 3.15). 

 

Malaka formation 

The Malaka formation is the lowest unit of Thungsong group. The total thickness of the 

formation varies approximately from10 to 410 m (DMR, 2014). It is comprised of very thin 

beds, muddy limestone interbedded with dolomitic limestone (as surveyed from the outcrop 
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located at UTM 47P 580924E 900268N; Figure 3.18a). The top of the formation is greenish- 

grey mudstone intercalated with very fine-grained siltstone and sandstone. The bedrock at the 

top reveals extensive weathering, which has potential to activate the landslide, acting as a slip 

surface. Example of outcrops for mudstone and siltstone (Figure 3.18b) are located at UTM 

47P 584652E 900380N.  

  

 

Figure 3.18 The outcrops classified in the Malaka formation in the study area: a) limestone 

(outcrop number 4 in Figure 3.15) b) mudstone and siltstone (outcrop number 3 in Figure 

3.15). 

 

The two formations described above are covered with colluvium, that is Quaternary in age 

(UTM 47P 585266E 899557N; Figure 3.19). The colluvium is weathered and eroded from the 

nearby hard rocks with a short distance of transportation. It is deposited and found along the 

foothills of the mountains in the region. The colluvium sediments are mainly composed of sand 
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layer with clay, poorly sorted or a layer of silt and fine sand with clay and without sedimentary 

structures, and variably sized of rock fragment. The rock fragments are angular in shape and 

unsorted overlying the residual deposits in some places. A lateritic layer with 5-20 m of 

thickness is also observed. Laterization refers to prolonged chemical weathering common in 

tropical climates. The sedimentary units of the colluvium are variable in compositions, 

depending on the source rocks. The study area is located near a sandstone and limestone 

mountain. The sediments are therefore: silt, clay, sand, gravel, and lateritic soil.  

 

 

Figure 3.19 Quaternary aged colluvium of the study area (green circle in Figure 3.15). 

 

In addition to outcrop and sediment survey, a borehole near the study area (dark blue circle in 

Figure 3.15) was drilled by Department of Groundwater Resources (DGR). It further reveals 

the lithology in study area (Figure 3.20). The top layer is composed of unconsolidated 

sediments, which are sand, gravel, silt and lateritic soil. The top layer has a thickness of 1-2 m 

and it is underlain by layer of sandy to silty clay of 3 m in thickness. The layer of top soil 

permits easy water infiltration, leading to easy infiltration to below silty clay layer, which is 

low permeability. This can make the subsurface susceptible to flow or slide on steep slopes. 

Beneath the silty clay lies a sand and gravel layer. This roughly 5 m thick layer is over a thick 
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layer of clay with weathered sandstone. The groundwater table is found in this layer. The base 

lithology is sandstone bedrock at a depth of roughly 15-20 m.   

 

 

Figure 3.20 Borehole description drilled by Department of Groundwater Resources (DGR) 

in 2016 (blue circle in Figure 3.15). 

 

3.2.2 Landslide in Thungsong district, Nakhon Si Thammarat province, Thailand 

The area is in a region of tropical monsoon characterized by high rain intensity. This climate 

is prone to triggering landslides in southern Thailand. The landslide database from the 

Geotechnical Engineering Research and Development Centre (CERD), Kasetsart University, 

Thailand (2012), shows the major landslide hazards in Nakhon Si Thammarat, which occurred 

in November 1988 and in March 2011. The monthly rainfall at these areas was over 1600 mm 

in November 1988 and approximately 1500 mm in March 2011. Recently, there have been 

more than 5 landslides at this area in January 2017 due to the torrential rainfall. The cumulative 

monthly rainfall intensity was over than 2000 mm, as measured by Thailand Royal Irrigation 

Department (2017) (Figure 3.21). The landslides destroyed many rubber plantations and 

obstructed the highway No. 41, which is the main road for transportation in the south of 

Thailand (Figure 3.22).  
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Here, one of landslides in 2017 (green circle in Figure 3.15) is selected to study with 

geophysical methods. According to the DMR report (2015), landslides in this region are 

triggered by rainfall, which infiltrates and increases pore pressures, leading to reduce the shear 

strength in the slope. The landslides are located on the colluvium deposits underlain with 

sandstone bedrock. The colluvium detached and moved from a main scarp (at the crown of the 

landslide) downward to toe of slope with distance measured of approximately 50 m. In this 

landslides regions contain two main scarps located between 165-180 m in elevation with 35-

40 degrees of steep slope angles (Figure 3.22). One of the main back scarps has a width of 

roughly 30 m. The another has a width of roughly 15 m. They have the same depth of sliding 

surface (approximately 2-4 m), which is classified as shallow landslide at its centre (Figure 

3.22). A few old fissures can be found on upper slope of the two main scarps. At the base of 

the two main scarps, there are many areas of sliding materials with the colluvium deposits, 

such as sand, gravel, silt, lateritic soil, displaced blocks of strata and boulders.    

 

 

Figure 3.21 Daily and cumulative monthly effective rainfalls in 2016-2017 at Thungsong 

district, Nakhon Si Thammarat province.    
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Further downhill next to the main scarp, the site is covered by landslide deposits, characterised 

by numerous tensions cracks and a minor scarp. The landslide deposits are covered by dense 

vegetation during raining season, which make the geophysical surveys dangerous and difficult. 

The toe of the landslide has a drainage ditch, which takes water discharge.    

 

 

Figure 3.22 Location of the study area (the green circle in Figure 3.15), where landslides 

occurred revealing two main back scarps. 

 

3.2.3 Field procedures  

ERT and P-wave SRT surveys were acquired at the study area in February 2018 and January 

2019. The surveys are consisted of 4 profiles (line 1, line 2, line 3, line 4) starting from 

northeast to southwest direction, and an additional profile near the borehole (line BH) (Figure 

3.23). Line 1 and line 4 overlie the area of landslides in January 2017 and are parallel to line 2 

and line 3. Line BH is a survey line near the borehole, which is used to calibrate the surveys 

with geological borehole data (Figure 3.23).       
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Figure 3.23 Map and plan of the geophysical survey at the study site. The borehole line lies 

roughly 700 m from the 4 survey lines of the landslide area. 

  

3.2.3.1 The ERT method 

Here, 2D ERT surveys are performed using the ABEM Lund imaging system shown in Figure 

3.24. The data acquisition was implemented using 61 electrodes with the Dipole-dipole 

configuration. The 61 electrodes were deployed with a 3m spacing and connected to the ABEM 

Terrameter SAS1000 by multi-core cables (Figures 3.24 and 3.25). The length of each profile 

is 180 m. The ES 464 (the switching unit), connecting to the ABEM Terrameter SAS1000 

(Othman, 2005) is used as an automatic selector of the four electrodes for each measurement 
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(Figures 3.24 and 3.25). The ABEM Terrameter SAS1000 and the ES 464 were placed at the 

centre of the layout of the first spread (station 1 in Figure 3.24 bottom). The two cables were 

connected to the ES 464 and then output to the connect the ABEM Terrameter SAS1000 with 

the serial port (Figure 3.24). Before measurement, water was added around electrodes to ensure 

a fine and comparatively invariable contact of electrodes and ground surface. After the 

sequence of measurement in the first spread is complete, the first cable is displaced to connect 

at the end of the first spread due to an inadequate amount of the electrodes and cables. This is 

called the roll-along system to horizontally extend the area covered by the area (the second 

spread in Figure 3.24). The ABEM Terrameter SAS1000 and the ES 464 were moved to the 

centre of the second spread (station 2 of Figure 3.24 bottom). All the electrodes in second 

spread, that do not overlap the electrodes in the first spread continue to measure. After data 

acquisition, the data processing is based on Loke (2001) with RES2DINV (Version 3.59.109) 

produced by Geotomo Software.  

 

 

Figure 3.24 ABEM Lund imaging System (modified from Loke, 2001). Every scratch on 

the cables represents the electrode position (Top). The cables are deployed with the single 

line (Middle). The bottom shows how the cable moves using a roll-along system.  
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The first step of the ERT data processing is the removal the bad data identified by outliers. The 

raw data are applied topographic data. The next step is the data inversion that transforms the 

apparent resistivity into a model in terms of true resistivity and depth of the subsurface. The 

inversion algorithm is related to the smoothness-constrained least-squares inversion. A RMS 

misfit is calculated for each step in the inversion. Further details of the ERT data processing is 

provided in the first section of Chapter 5.   

 

 

3.2.3.2 The P-wave seismic refraction tomography 

P-wave SRT was carried out along each survey line (Figure 3.23). The Smartest S-24 

seismograph with 24 channels was utilised to data recording. A 10 kg sledge hammer provided 

 

Figure 3.25 ERT data acquisition at the study area. The direction of field survey is shown 

on the left and the photographs on the right show the setup of the equipment. 
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the energy source (Figure 3.26). The twenty-four 14Hz-geophones were deployed in NE-SW 

direction (top to base of slope) with 3 m intervals and the shot spacing was 6 m. The surveys 

were performed and shown in Figure 3.27.  

 

 

Figure 3.26 SRT data acquisition at the study area. The direction of field survey is shown 

on the left and the lower right reveals the setup of the recording equipment. Upper right 

shows the sledge hammer source used in the surveys. Typically hammer blows were stacked 

at each source location. 

 

 

Figure 3.27 Seismic refraction tomography data acquisition layout. 
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The total length of each line is 141 m. The profiles were operated in 3 spreads with each spread 

spanned over 69 m and 2 overlaps of 33 m (Figure 3.27). The Smartest S-24 seismograph was 

placed at the centre of the layout of the first spread. The 24 geophones are connected to the 

seismograph with two cables. After the measurement of the first spread is complete, the first 

cable of 12 geophones is moved and connected at the end of the first spread. This was due to a 

limited number of the geophones and cables. The third spread is acquired following the same 

procedure as the second spread. Each shot was recorded for the sampling interval of 0.5 ms 

and record length of 1024 ms. The survey parameters were selected using test shot before doing 

the survey at the site. The seismograph for the test shot reveals very slow velocity, which it is 

required a relatively long record length. The processing step consists of first break picking and 

inversion. For the first step, the first arrival traveltimes for the P-waves are determined. The 

inversion method requires the generating an initial velocity model. Ray tracing with the model 

and traveltimes are calculated the similarity with the observed traveltimes. The model is 

iterative until the dissimilarity of the calculated and measured traveltimes is minimized. The 

inversion algorithm is related to the Non-linear Least Squares method (OYO, 2004). Further 

details of data processing are described in Chapter 5. 
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Chapter 4 

Results and discussion of SP methods for Hollin Hill landslide 

 

This chapter presents SP results obtained from the site of the Hollin Hill slow landslide. The 

results are derived from eight individual SP surveys acquired over a surface grid of SP map 

and continuous SP monitoring from March 2018 to July 2019 acquired along a single profile. 

The SP surveys are used to study and investigate fluid flow, identifying the regions of negative 

and positive SP anomalies related to the percolation and storage of ground water in the 

subsurface. Time-series SP monitoring is used to monitor and investigate links between 

subsurface fluid flow and landslide reactivation. The first section of this chapter shows the data 

processing of the SP surveys acquired on the SP mapping. Subsequently, the SP survey results 

are correlated with geomorphological features and more conventional slope monitoring data, 

including effective rainfall, soil moisture, piezometer readings, and displacement data 

determined from the Shape Array Acceleration (SAA), and GPS measurements. The next 

section presents the results of SP monitoring acquired continuously along a 1D profile. This 

includes data processing before the SP monitoring results are compared with the slope 

monitoring data (effective rainfall, soil moisture, piezometer readings). In the final section, the 

results of the SP maps and the continuous 1D monitoring are interpreted and discussed. They 

are used jointly to produce a conceptual model of ground water processes in the landslide area.  

 

4.1 Data processing of SP mapping at Hollin Hill landslide 

Eight individual SP surveys were acquired in August 2017, in March 2018, in June 2018, in 

August 2018, in October 2018, in December 2018, in April 2019, and July 2019. The map of 

fieldwork layouts is shown in Figure 4.1 and further details of are explained in Chapter 3.  
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Figure 4.1 Map of SP survey plan revealing the arrays for SP measurements (yellow circle 

and red line) and 1D continuous SP monitoring profile (blue stars). The red circle shows the 

position of the reference electrode for both types of SP surveys. The x and y coordinates 

refer to the local grid with the origin location.   

 

For the data processing, the time drift in the measured SP values are corrected for the 

cumulative errors by calculating the temporal errors for each line (the example is in Table 4.1). 

Furthermore, the SP values for the mapping are corrected relative to the base station (SP value 

measured in water bath). They are then added the readings after the SP value, measured at the 

base point is supposed to an arbitrary zero value (example in Table 4.2). More SP raw data are 

provided in Appendix A.  
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Theoretically, the SP value at the base station (SP value measured in water bath) of the first 

and last measurements must be the same. However, in the field measurement, there is always 

a drift due to a time difference in measurement (Wanfang et al., 1999) as following 

 

SPN\ = SP\ − SP18\>Y, (4.1) 

 

where SPN\  denotes the SP value after correcting for the drift, SP\  denotes the SP value, 

measured at position i, and  SP18\>Y denotes the SP drift value. To calculate the drift value in the 

time of measurement period, it is given (Mayamae, 2011) by, 

 

SP18\>Y = t\×C, (4.2) 

 

where t\ denotes the time difference between the measurements at position i and base station, 

C denotes the gradient of the SP value per time, that is given by,   

 

C = (SPog4Y 	− 	SP>\84Y) ∆t, (4.3) 

 

where SP>\84Y and SPog4Y denote the SP values of the base station, measured in water bath before 

and after the survey, and ∆t denotes the absolute time difference between SP>\84Y and SP>\84Y 

(Mayamae, 2011). An example of time drift correction for line 1 of the SP survey on December 

2018 is shown in Table 4.1. To consider of time drift correction, the value at the base station 

are -36.5 mV at 9:27 a.m. for first measurement (before the survey) and -44.6 mV at 10:43 a.m. 

for the last measurement (after the survey). The C is calculated to be equal -0.104 mV/minute. 

The other values of calculation are shown in Table 4.1.   
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Table 4.1 Example of time drift correction for line 1 of the SP survey on December 2018 (C = 

-0.104 mV/minute). 

 

y SP\ 

forward 

(mV) 

t\ 

forward 

(minute) 

SP18\>Y 

forward 

(mV) 

SPN\ 

forward 

(mV) 

SP\ 

backward 

(mV) 

t\ 

backward 

(minute) 

SP18\>Y 

backward 

(mV) 

SPN\ 

backward 

(mV) 

base -36.7 0.00 0.00 -36.7 -44.6 76.00 -7.90 -36.7 

0 -37.5 5.00 -0.52 -37.0 -42.8 73.00 -7.59 -35.2 

5 -40.1 7.00 -0.73 -39.4 -42.5 72.07 -7.49 -35.0 

10 -37.7 8.00 -0.83 -36.9 -39.6 71.14 -7.40 -32.2 

15 -38.9 9.00 -0.94 -38.0 -41.7 70.21 -7.30 -34.4 

20 -42.3 10.00 -1.04 -41.3 -43.7 69.29 -7.20 -36.5 

25 -43.3 11.00 -1.14 -42.2 -44.9 68.36 -7.11 -37.8 

30 -43.0 12.00 -1.25 -41.8 -44.3 67.43 -7.01 -37.3 

35 -42.2 13.00 -1.35 -40.8 -43.5 66.50 -6.91 -36.6 

40 -44.1 15.00 -1.56 -42.5 -45.9 65.57 -6.82 -39.1 

45 -45.6 19.00 -1.98 -43.6 -47.1 64.64 -6.72 -40.4 

50 -44.9 20.00 -2.08 -42.8 -46.6 63.71 -6.62 -40.0 

55 -46.1 21.00 -2.18 -43.9 -47.1 62.79 -6.53 -40.6 

60 -44.1 22.00 -2.29 -41.8 -45.7 61.86 -6.43 -39.3 

65 -44.4 23.00 -2.39 -42.0 -45.8 60.93 -6.33 -39.5 

70 -43.8 24.00 -2.49 -41.3 -45.4 60.00 -6.24 -39.2 

75 -44.3 25.00 -2.60 -41.7 -46.9 59.25 -6.16 -40.7 

80 -45.7 25.50 -2.65 -43.0 -47.7 58.50 -6.08 -41.6 
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85 -43.8 26.00 -2.70 -41.1 -46.3 57.75 -6.00 -40.3 

90 -46.0 33.00 -3.43 -42.6 -46 57.00 -5.93 -40.1 

95 -45.9 33.91 -3.52 -42.4 -45.8 56.25 -5.85 -40.0 

100 -46.7 34.82 -3.62 -43.1 -45.8 55.50 -5.77 -40.0 

105 -46.7 35.73 -3.71 -43.0 -45.9 54.75 -5.69 -40.2 

110 -46.5 36.64 -3.81 -42.7 -45.7 54.00 -5.61 -40.1 

115 -46.1 37.55 -3.90 -42.2 -45.3 53.10 -5.52 -39.8 

120 -46.9 38.45 -4.00 -42.9 -46.6 52.20 -5.43 -41.2 

125 -48.2 39.36 -4.09 -44.1 -48.1 51.30 -5.33 -42.8 

130 -47.0 40.27 -4.19 -42.8 -47.5 50.40 -5.24 -42.3 

135 -45.5 41.18 -4.28 -41.2 -45.4 49.50 -5.15 -40.3 

140 -45.2 42.09 -4.38 -40.8 -45.5 48.60 -5.05 -40.4 

145 -48.3 43.00 -4.47 -43.8 -48.3 47.70 -4.96 -43.3 

150 -47.1 43.67 -4.54 -42.6 -46.2 46.80 -4.86 -41.3 

155 -47.4 44.33 -4.61 -42.8 -47.9 45.90 -4.77 -43.1 

160 -49.7 45.00 -4.68 -45.0     

 

After the time drift correction, the SPN\ at the measurement point i along each line is calculated 

by averaging the SPN\ forward and backward values (forward is measured starting at the base 

to the top of the slope and backward is measured from the top to the base of the slope). The SP 

values for the mapping are relative to the base station. Consequently, they are normalized with 

the SP value at the base point, which is set to 0 mV. An example of the data after setting the 

zero value at the base station is shown in Table 4.2. Eventually, the SP mapping is established 

by a 2D contour plot from the SP values at the all measurement points. 
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Table 4.2 Example of calculated average SP value after time drift correction and setting the 

zero value at the base station. 

 

y SPN\ 

forward 

(mV) 

SPN\ 

backward 

(mV) 

SPN\ 

average 

(mV) 

SP value 

(mV) 

base -36.7 -36.7 -36.7 0 

0 -37.0 -35.2 -36.1 0.6 

5 -39.4 -35.0 -37.2 -0.5 

10 -36.9 -32.2 -34.5 2.2 

15 -38.0 -34.4 -36.2 0.5 

20 -41.3 -36.5 -38.9 -2.2 

25 -42.2 -37.8 -40.0 -3.3 

30 -41.8 -37.3 -39.5 -2.8 

35 -40.8 -36.6 -38.7 -2.0 

40 -42.5 -39.1 -40.8 -4.1 

45 -43.6 -40.4 -42.0 -5.3 

50 -42.8 -40.0 -41.4 -4.7 

55 -43.9 -40.6 -42.2 -5.5 

60 -41.8 -39.3 -40.5 -3.8 

65 -42.0 -39.5 -40.7 -4.0 

70 -41.3 -39.2 -40.2 -3.5 

75 -41.7 -40.7 -41.2 -4.5 

80 -43.0 -41.6 -42.3 -5.6 
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85 -41.1 -40.3 -40.7 -4.0 

90 -42.6 -40.1 -41.3 -4.6 

95 -42.4 -40.0 -41.2 -4.5 

100 -43.1 -40.0 -41.6 -4.9 

105 -43.0 -40.2 -41.6 -4.9 

110 -42.7 -40.1 -41.4 -4.7 

115 -42.2 -39.8 -41.0 -4.3 

120 -42.9 -41.2 -42.0 -5.3 

125 -44.1 -42.8 -43.4 -6.7 

130 -42.8 -42.3 -42.5 -5.8 

135 -41.2 -40.3 -40.7 -4.0 

140 -40.8 -40.4 -40.6 -3.9 

145 -43.8 -43.3 -43.6 -6.9 

150 -42.6 -41.3 -41.9 -5.2 

155 -42.8 -43.1 -43.0 -6.3 

160 -45.0  -45.0 -8.3 

 

4.2 Results and interpretation of 2D SP survey at Hollin Hill landslide 

In a preliminary study, two SP surveys were undertaken in the dry and wet seasons (August 

2017 and March 2018). The SP values are correlative to the reference electrode located on the 

base of slope (see Figures 4.1 and 3.12 in Chapter 3). The SP contour maps (Figure 4.2) show 

SP values that range from -16 mV at the top to 4 mV at the bottom of slope, indicating a 

stronger positive zone in the accumulation areas (valley) and a less positive zone in the 

recharged area on the top of the slide. This tendency of positive downslope SP anomaly is in 

accordance with the streaming potential theory where the negative SP values are due to water 
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infiltration in the source area at the upper slope and the positive values indicate accumulation 

at the base of the slope (Sharma 1997).  

 

 

Furthermore, the positive signals in the wet season are more obvious downslope in front of the 

active flows and in the gully area between the two active flows lobes. There is increase water 

flowing downslope and water saturation in the wet season. This confirms with the hypothesis 

that SP signature is influenced by the seasonal variation. To further confirm this hypothesis, I 

conducted subsequent SP surveys (I have also investigated the continuous SP monitoring along 

a linear profile – which is presented in section 4.3), which are used to compare in more detail 

 

Figure 4.2 Map of SP values in dry season (08/08/2017) and wet season (26/03/2018). The 

x and y coordinates refer to the local grid with the origin location, shown in Figure 4.1. 
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the temporal variations with geomorphological structures of study site, and the other ground-

based measurement monitoring data, such as rainfall, soil moisture, ground water level, GPS 

movement, and SAA in the next sections.  

 

4.2.1 Rainfall monitoring results 

Rainfall data are monitored using a 0.1 mm tipping-bucket type rain gauge (Merritt et al., 2014) 

at the weather station (see Figure 3.12 of Chapter 3 for location). The data are displayed with 

daily absolute, weekly effective rainfall, and total monthly absolute and effective rainfalls. The 

effective rainfall is the approximation by subtraction of potential evapotranspiration effects, in 

mm/day, from absolute rainfall data. The potential evapotranspiration is calculated by 

Hargreave’s equation (details in Chapter 2).  

 

The rainfall data are presented from 01/05/2017 to 31/08/2019 (Figure 4.3). The data extend 

back to three months before the first SP survey began on 08/08/2017. Therefore, the antecedent 

rainfall can be considered (Figure 4.3).  The first month of rainfall data in May 2017 reveals 

two weeks of very low weekly effective rainfall and only one week of approximately 9 mm 

rainfall during the month. The total monthly effective rainfall in May is, therefore calculated 

as negative effective rainfall (less than -40 mm). It is noteworthy that moisture loss from 

evapotranspiration is more than actual rainfall. Subsequently, there is a significantly high 

weekly absolute rainfall (60mm) in the first week of June 2017. This leads to an increase to 

slightly positive values of monthly effective rainfall on June (16 mm). The rainfall data from 

July to September 2017 show a similar trend as June with relatively high total monthly absolute 

rainfalls (more than 80 mm). However, by reason of intense evapotranspiration in the warm 

season period, the total monthly effective rainfalls are still less than 20 mm. In particular, in 

August the rainfall data show relatively high total monthly absolute rainfall (approximately 
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100 mm). However, the evapotranspiration for the month is intense resulting in the total 

monthly effective rainfall being 50% lower than the total monthly absolute rainfall. This 

indicates that less than a half of rainfall during the month is available to the groundwater 

system. 

 

 

Figure 4.3 Rainfall data from Hollin Hill presented as weekly and monthly, absolute and 

effective rainfalls. 

 

The following period of 5 months (October 2017 to February 2018; Figure 4.3) shows that the 

total monthly absolute rainfalls dramatically decrease to less than 50 mm. In contrast, total 

monthly effective rainfall slightly rises to approximately 40 mm, indicating that 80% of rainfall 

is available to enter the groundwater system. Rainfall significantly increases in March 2018 

showing 90 mm of total monthly absolute rainfall and 60 mm of the total monthly effective 

rainfall. The month is a time of wet conditions in the subsurface. In April 2018, total monthly 

absolute rainfall slightly drops to 75 mm. On the other hand, total monthly effective rainfall 

significantly reduces to 22 mm, due to a return of intense evapotranspiration of warmer 

weather. Subsequently, a period of 3 months (May to July 2018) reveals a very dry season with 

several weeks of zero weekly absolute rainfall resulting from relatively low total monthly 
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absolute rainfall (less than 20 mm) and intense evapotranspiration. Consequently, total monthly 

effective rainfall reveals a peak of negative values in the period (less than -60 mm in June). 

This is a period of dry conditions in the subsurface. Although there are two weeks of an increase 

in absolute rainfall, resulting higher monthly effective rainfall, this period remains negative in 

August 2018. The following period of 4 months (September to December 2018) shows 

relatively high rainfall for several weeks (more than 20 mm). The total monthly effective 

rainfall reaches a peak of positive value in December 2018 with approximately 80 mm.  

 

The following year, January 2019, starts with many weeks of relatively low absolute rainfall 

and a total monthly effective rainfall that significantly decreases to 10 mm. Although there are 

many rainfall events in next period of two months (February to March 2019), the total monthly 

effective rainfall remains stable in the period due to higher evapotranspiration. April to August 

2019 is a relatively dry period with several weeks of low absolute rainfall (less than 20 mm). 

The effect of evapotranspiration outplaced rainfall leading to total decrease in total monthly 

effective rainfall and negative values prevailed. The total monthly effective rainfalls of the 

period are -40, -35, -18, -53, and -30 mm, respectively. Although there are relative high rainfall 

events in June 2019, the total monthly effective rainfall remains negative. This indicates that 

the moisture loss due to evaporation from the soil is more than actual rainfall. In the next 

section, the rainfall data from monitoring period is compared to SP survey results.    

 

4.2.2 SP survey results compared with geomorphology and rainfall data at Hollin Hill 

landslide 

Here, each SP survey mapping is overlain on a topographic map in 3D and geomorphological 

map (Figure 4.4). The latter is created and interpreted from stereophotogrammary and aerial 

LiDAR data (Figure 3.4 in Chapter 3). The comparisons are used to study the relationship 
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between the SP signature and geomorphological structures. In this pattern (Figure 4.4), the 

positive charges are conveyed in the direction of the groundwater movement, generating 

positive SP anomalies where water drainage is positioned and negative SP anomalies at the 

area of rainwater percolation.  

 

 

The pattern reveals a strong linkage of landslide geomorphology and the SP signal, indicating 

the allocation of the most positive SP anomalies related to charge storage in front of active 

 

Figure 4.4 An SP map of the survey on August 2017 overlain on the topography at Hollin 

Hill (left). On the right, the SP is shown with geomorphological structures (see Figure 3.4 in 

Chapter 3 for explanation symbols); red arrows indicate the likely direction of fluid flow 

based on topography. 
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flow regions and in the ditch area between the active flow regions (Chambers et al, 2011). On 

the other hand, the most negative anomalies are associated with rainwater infiltration at the 

rotational failure and landslide main body areas specially in the main back scarp and secondary 

scarp. Consequently, the SP mapping can cursorily delineate the margins of the landslide area 

and features of the local ground water circulation system.  

 

Next, eight SP maps are overlain on the geomorphological features acquired in different 

climatic conditions and subsequently compared with daily absolute rainfall, weekly effective 

rainfall, and soil moisture. When the moisture intake from rainfall surpasses moisture reduction 

from the evapotranspiration in the soil, the effective rainfall become positive. In contrast the 

effective rainfall becomes negative, when rainwater intake is less than moisture reduction from 

evapotranspiration, leading to a dry near surface (Merritt et al., 2013). The eight surveys are 

presented as time-lapse SP maps, which show how SP values vary relative to geomorphological 

features and rainfall data (Figure 4.5). The time-lapse SP maps extend over approximately 23 

months and cover a period of earthflow reactivation. Each map reveals only a snapshot in time, 

so there may be issues of temporal aliasing that is difficult to identify trends compared to 

monitoring SP data. However, spatial and temporal patterns can be observed which relate 

significant seasonal variations in the SP signature with rainfall.  

 

The SP maps for wet periods, such as in March and December 2018 show highest positive SP 

anomalies in accumulated downslope regions. On the other hand, the SP map shows a reduced 

range of values in the very dry months (e.g., June 2018 and April 2019) where there is little 

fluid flow in the time period. Furthermore, after the dry summer period in August 2018 the SP 

mapping shows significantly more negative SP value in the landslide main body regions. This 

may be due to more water infiltrations through desiccation cracks within WMF, which occurred 
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during the dry season. During the rainfall events after the dry season, the desiccation cracks 

may permit more water enter to the subsurface.  

 

According to streaming potential theory, the SP anomalies in this study are the effect of the 

groundwater flow from the top of the slope (source region) to the storage region within the 

landslide body. This can explain the accumulation of negative and positive charges. The 

migration and reduction of the positive anomaly near the toe of the landslide after summer 

periods likely reflects the lowering of groundwater levels in the landslide areas following the 

period of dry season. In the top of the slope (source region), a relatively negative SP anomaly 

is present, indicating infiltration of groundwater, while in the base of the slope (accumulation 

region) there is a clear contrast of the negative and positive values. This contrast can indicate 

the groundwater dynamics and the accumulation region, where landslide potentially moves to. 

In summary, I observe that the variation of SP values shows significant changes in the 

accumulation region at the base of the slope which is related to the movement of groundwater. 

 

4.2.3 Correlation between SP survey results and rainfall data  

To analyse the interplay between SP and rainfall data, a statistical comparison of two datasets 

is made. The study area is divided into 4 zones based on the geomorphological features (upper 

left in Figure 4.5). Zone 1 and zone 2 are determined as the back scarp (rotational failure) and 

upper landslide main body, respectively. Zone 3 is determined as lower landslide main body 

and flow lobes, where mass movement is often active (Chamber et al., 2011; Uhlemann et al., 

2016a; Merritt, 2014). Zone 4 is determined as between flow lobes, which is the overlying 

well-drained sandstone region. The SP values located in each zone are averaged and compared 

with the rainfall data (Figure 4.5).
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Figure 4.5 (Top) Maps of eight SP surveys between August 2017 and July 2019. Upper left shows the orientation of the survey area at Hollin 

Hill and 4 zones (section 4.2.3) are indicated using colours. Geomorphological features (see Figure 3.4 for explanation symbols) are overlain on 

the eight maps. (Bottom) Daily absolute rainfall, weekly effective rainfall, and soil moisture for the time period (see Figure 4.3 for key). 
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In Figure 4.6, the lowest SP values are observed toward the end of the dry summer in 2018. 

Zone 4 seems to be more sensitive to variations in effective rainfall, showing relatively elevated 

SP values during wet months and lower values during dry months. To further investigate this, 

statistical comparisons between average SP value and weekly effective rainfall are calculated 

for each zone in term of correlation coefficient. The correlation coefficients between weekly 

effective rainfall and zone 1, zone 2, zone 3 (east and west), and zone 4 are -0.28, -0.02, -0.05, 

-0.01, and 0.91, respectively.  

 

The correlation coefficient between weekly effective rainfall and zone 4 (Figure 4.7) reveals 

significant positive correlation, while the others show very poor correlations. The strong 

coefficients suggest that SP signature is related to the seasonal variation in well-drained 

sandstone areas between the active flows. The regions between earthflows and the sandstone 

areas (zone 4) toward the base of slope reveal more significant variation relating to rainfall data 

than upper areas of slope. This indicates that as groundwater prefers to flow toward the base of 

slope, the highly permeable sandstone reacts quickly to changes in saturation. This results 

 

Figure 4.6 (Top) Average SP values for each zone (Top left) in the study area with a function 

of time. (Below) rainfall data with a function of time (see Figure 4.2 for key). 
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confirms the hypothesis that the SP is sensitive to variations of rainfall in particular at the base 

of the slope. 

 

 

Figure 4.7 Correlation between SP values in zone 4 and weekly effective rainfall. 

 

4.2.4 SP survey results compared with other ground-based monitoring methods at Hollin 

Hill landslide 

In addition to rainfall data, the SP results are also compared with ground-based monitoring 

data. Monitoring studies using GPS markers and a Shape Acceleration Array (SAA) are 

indicative of landslide activation. Therefore, it is desirable to see if there is a SP response to 

landslides before, during, and after activation. Moreover, piezometer and soil moisture content 

measurements are made at the study site. The Piezometer provides water level information and 

soil moisture content measures moisture existing in the subsurface.  The results from the 

ground-based monitoring data are presented and compared to the SP survey results in the 

following sections.   

 

1. GPS and Shape Acceleration Array (SAA) results 

The details of GPS and SAA measurements are described in Chapter 2 and the locations of the 

instruments deployed in the study site are shown in Chapter 3. Together, they are used to 

determine the surface deformations and movements across the landslide area. Although the 

SAA is responsive to small displacements and with high regional spatial resolution, site scale 
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or global spatial resolution is low (Merritt et al., 2013; Uhlemann et al., 2016b). The SAA 

measurement records only movement in vicinity of the sensor. However, it can measure the 

movements with high temporal resolution, that is correlated with specific rainfall events. In 

contrast, the GPS measurements have poor temporal resolution, but better spatial resolution 

and can be utilised to detect areas of mass movement.  

 

The GPS measurements show marker peg movement map during monitoring from June 2017 

to December 2018 (Figure 4.8). Figure 4.8 reveals areas of slope failure and mass movement. 

During the monitoring period, the rotational failure zone and upper landslide main body reveal 

significant surface movements. Active zones in the lower landslide main body also indicate 

some movements, particularly in the eastern part. The remaining zones show a little or no 

movement. The map indicates the rotational failures at the back scarp are directly linked to 

translational movements in the landslide main body, particularly in active eastern regions.  

 

To improve the temporal resolution, the GPS measurements can be used in conjunction with 

SAA measurements to enhance temporal resolution and confirm the time period of activated 

landslide.  The peg positions in this study site are separated to the same 4 zones as was done 

with the SP in section 4.2.3. Average cumulative peg movements in each zone are calculated 

and correlated with the SAA results (Figure 4.9). The result shows that the upper landslide 

body (zone 2) and the active landslide regions (zone 3) indicate a period of significant 

movement during 19 months of monitoring. The cumulative peg movements increase to 

approximately 1.4 m and 0.5 m between November 2017 and January 2018 in zone 2 and zone 

3 respectively. The GPS result in the period of movement is consistent with cumulative SAA 

results that are suddenly up to 450 mm and 150 mm in eastern and western parts respectively.  
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Figure 4.8 Map of marker peg movement determined from GPS surveys from June 2017 to 

December 2018. The results are overlain on the map of geomorphological features.  

 

In contrast, zone 4, which is the region of well-drained sandstone between active flows shows 

no significant movement or remains static. The major movement in the back scarp (zone1) and 

upper landslide body (zone 2) can be observed from survey in January 2018. Subsequently, the 

movements appear to stop in the site between June and July 2018, due to summer period. In 

August 2018, the movement begins again in eastern active flow (zone 4), while other regions 

still remain stable. The movement is active because there are rainfall events after long period 

of dry season. In fact, nature of landslide movement begins at the back scarp regions and 

subsequently moves down into upper and lower landslide body. The SAA is no data from May 
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2018 until November 2018, because the equipment is damaged by landslide in the period of 

activation. 

 

 

Figure 4.9 (Top) Cumulative GPS peg movement for each zone (zone1-4 are defined as was 

done with the SP in section 4.2.3) and (Middle) SAA results from the eastern and western 

study region (see Figure 4.8 for locations). Rainfall is shown at the bottom (see Figure 4.3 

for key). The results of GPS and SAA indicate time period of landslide activation. 

 

2. Piezometer and soil moisture content results 

Two piezometers were installed at the study site by BGS. They are positioned in the earthflow 

regions (Figure 3.12 in Chapter 3). Details of piezometer measurements are described in 
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Chapter 2. The piezometer provides information about temporal variations in level of 

groundwater. Consequently, it can also indicate the water level relating to rainfall in the two 

active flow regions. Additionally, soil moisture content is also monitored at Hollin Hill. It is 

recorded in the weather station shown in Figure 3.12 in Chapter 3. The weather station is a 

complete system, that also measures air moisture, temperature, barometric pressure, 

precipitation, and wind speed every hour (Merritt et al, 2013). 

 

The piezometric data are presented in Figure 4.10 during the period as, while the soil moisture 

content measurements start at one month after the piezometric data starts being collected 

(Figure 4.10). The first month in May 2017 reveals relatively low and stable piezometric levels 

of approximately 1 and 0 m in the east and west parts, respectively. The results are related to 

the total monthly effective rainfall in May, calculated as negative effective rainfall (< -40 mm). 

 

Subsequently, there are many weeks of significantly high absolute rainfall during June and 

September 2017. The piezometric level fluctuates rapidly during this time. The rainfall events 

are not sufficiently intense to sustain a high piezometric level, due to intense evapotranspiration 

during the period. In particular, in August the rainfall data show relatively high total monthly 

absolute rainfall (~100 mm). However, evapotranspiration during the month remains intense, 

and as a results the piezometric level and soil moisture content remain relatively low. This 

shows that less than half the rainfall during the month can access the groundwater. This also 

shows that the calculation of effective rainfall is a good indicator of sub-surface moisture. The 

SP measurement acquired in August 2017 reveals slightly high positive anomaly in the area of 

the SSF (zone 4). 
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Over the next period of 6 months between October 2017 to March 2018, the effective rainfall 

shows relatively high rainfall with several weeks of more than 20 mm. Consequently, the 

piezometric levels and soil moisture contents remain stable and the relatively high value 

(approximately 1.5 m and almost 60%, respectively) (Figure 4.10). As a result, I infer that the 

effective rainfall can percolate through the subsurface to recharge water table, resulting to 

increase in piezometric level and soil moisture content. This period is the time of the landslide 

activation as indicated by the GPS markers and SAA. The SP values measured during this 

period of landslide activation (in March 2018) show significantly high positive SP anomalies 

in the accumulated downslope region (zone 4).  

 

 

Figure 4.10 (Top) Soil moisture content and (Middle) piezometric head (water level) from 

eastern and western study region (see Figure 4.7 for locations). Average SP values for each 

zone are shown in the bottom as the function of time. 
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In contrast, in the summer period during April to July 2018, reveals a very dry season with 

relatively low total monthly effective rainfall (less than 20 mm and with a significant period of 

negative values). Consequently, recharge diminishes and evapotranspiration is intense 

resulting in significantly low piezometric levels and soil moisture content. The differences 

between the wet and dry season are about 1.8 m in the piezometric level and 40% in soil 

moisture content. Consequently, the SP mapping surveyed in June 2018 reveals less positive 

and negative anomalies in area of accumulation (zone 4) and the zones of rotational failure and 

landslide body (zone1 and zone 2). After the period of very dry conditions there are two weeks 

where absolute rainfalls are higher but monthly effective rainfall remains negative in August 

2018. The rainfall elevates piezometric level and soil moisture content for a short time period, 

but they suddenly drop after the rainfall ends, due to high rate of evapotranspiration. The next 

period of 4 months (September to December 2018) shows relatively high rainfall with several 

weeks showing an elevation of piezometric levels (more than 1 m) and soil moisture content 

(~50%). The SP measurement acquired in December 2018 reveals high and positive SP 

anomalies in accumulated downslope (zone 4) region.  

 

The following month, January 2019, starts with relatively low piezometric level and soil 

moisture content, due to many weeks of relatively low absolute rainfall, followed by many 

rainfall events in next period of two months (February to March 2019). However, 

evapotranspiration is still intense resulting in fluctuations in piezometric levels and soil 

moisture content. From April to August 2019, piezometric levels and soil moisture content 

significantly decrease to almost 0 m and less than 30%, due to the relatively dry period with 

several weeks of <0m absolute rainfall and a high rate of evapotranspiration. The relatively 

high rainfall events in June 2019 can elevate the piezometric levels and soil moisture content 

for short periods, resulting in high positive SP anomalies in region of well-drained sandstone 
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between active flows. Nevertheless, the total monthly effective rainfall remains negative. The 

moisture loss, due to soil evaporation is more than the actual rainfall, resulting in a positive SP 

anomaly in landslide body.  

 

4.2.5 Correlations between SP survey results and piezometer and soil moisture content 

Piezometric levels and moisture content are compared to rainfall to analyse their response to 

rainfall events (Figure 4.11). The interplays between rainfall and piezometric levels and soil 

moisture content show that the piezometric levels and soil moisture content are sensitive to 

rainfall penetrating into the subsurface. Correlation coefficients between the western and 

eastern piezometric levels and weekly effective rainfall are 0.62 and 0.28 respectively. The 

values suggest that the two areas of active zones are different in hydrological environments 

indicated by stronger penetrating flow on the west, because of a higher level of infiltration in 

sand lenses within WMF (Uhlemann et al., 2016b and Merritt et al., 2014). Furthermore, 

correlation coefficient between the soil moisture content and weekly effective rainfall is 0.57, 

suggesting slightly strong correlation. The relatively high correlation suggests that increase of 

effective rainfall can elevate piezometric levels and soil moisture content.  

 

I next focus on the correlation of the piezometric levels and soil moisture content with average 

SP value in zone 4 (region of well-drained sandstone), where the variations in SP values show 

significant changes relating to rainfall. The correlation coefficients between the average SP 

value in zone 4 and the western and eastern piezometric levels are 0.91 and 0.33, respectively. 

This is consistent with the correlation between SP values in zone 4 and the rainfall data. The 

results suggest a stronger correlation in the west than the east at the active regions. Furthermore, 

the correlation between the average SP value in zone 4 and soil moisture content also reveals 
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a significant correlation of 0.91 (Figure 4.11). Therefore, the SP values rise, because the water 

table rises and soil moisture increases.   

 

 

Figure 4.11 Correlations between average SP values in zone 4 (light blue line at the top) and 

piezometric head (water level), soil moisture content (blue), and weekly effective rainfall 

(red). Piezometric data from east and west side of the active regions are shown in black and 

dashed lines. See Figure 3.12 in Chapter 3 for locations of piezometers and soil moisture 

sensor. 

 

Although the SP survey results appear to correlate with rainfall and ground-based monitoring 

data, the low temporal resolution is low. An analysis of the continuous SP monitoring data in 

next section will more robustly test any correlations with the rainfall and ground-based 

monitoring data. Higher temporal resolution allows a preferable assessment of the impact of 

individual rainfall events on SP measurements, particularly in the accumulated area, where SP 

values show strong variations.  
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4.3 Results and interpretation of continuous SP monitoring at Hollin Hill 

Continuous SP monitoring along a linear profile was acquired at Hollin Hill from March 2018 

to June 2019 by British Geological Survey (BGS). The locations of reference and roving 

electrodes and the field procedure are provided in Chapter 3. The SP values were recorded at 

1-hour intervals. The SP monitoring data are pre-processed by deleting any data measured at 

the same time the ERT Alert System was functioning. After pre-processing, the SP monitoring 

data have outlier values removed and the time series is filtered to remove noise signal of high 

frequency. Subsequently, as before the SP monitoring data are averaged and separated into the 

3 zones based on geomorphological features (Figure 4.12). 

 

 

Figure 4.12 SP monitoring measurement located in Hollin Hill landslide separated into 3 

zones based on the geomorphological features as was done with the SP in section 4.2.3.  
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 Zone 1 and zone 2 are determined as back scarp (rotational failure) and landslide main body, 

respectively. Zone 4 is determined as between flow lobes, which is the region of well-drained 

sandstone and base of slope. According to 2D SP survey results, the SP values located in the 

region of well-drained sandstone and base of slope show significant variations with rainfall 

and ground-based data. Therefore, the SP monitoring values in the zone 4 are compared to 

rainfall and ground-based data (piezometer and soil moisture content) (Figure 4.13).  

 

 

Figure 4.13 Correlation between average SP monitoring data in zone 4 (region of well-

drained sandstone and base of slope) (green line) and piezometric level (dashed black at the 

top) and soil moisture content (dashed blue at the middle). Rainfall is shown at the bottom 

(see Figure 4.3 for key). 

 

After the pre-processing, average SP values in the region of well-drained sandstone and base 

of slope (zone 4) are compared to piezometric head levels and soil moisture contents from 23rd 

March 2018 to 25th July 2019 (Figure 4.13). The SP values range between approximately -22 
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to 3 mV. The result reveals that majority of SP variations with time are clearly related to rainfall 

events, water level and soil moisture. For example, the wet periods in March and November 

2018 show pulses of relatively high SP values corresponding with high cumulative weekly 

effective rainfalls (Figure 4.13). These increases in SP values are due to the elevated pore 

pressure and moisture content confirmed by the ground-based monitoring data. 

 

On the other hand, the dry periods in June 2018 and July 2019, corresponding with decreasing 

soil moisture content and low water levels, show that the SP value is significantly reduced 

(Figure 4.13).  However, some variations in SP values are unrelated to cumulative weekly 

effective rainfall, such as the period during from April to June 2019, where the SP values are 

relatively high, while the total monthly effective rainfalls reduce. This is due to intense 

evapotranspiration in this period. The increase of evapotranspiration during this period can 

partially reverse soil moisture movement to the ground surface resulting in positive anomalies 

of SP values. The interplays between average SP monitoring values in zone 4 and piezometer 

and soil moisture content are calculated as correlation coefficients (Figure 4.13). The 

correlation coefficients between the SP monitoring and piezometer and soil moisture content 

are 0.71 and 0.72, respectively. These values reveal strong correlation coefficients as was done 

between SP survey results and piezometer and soil moisture content. The strong correlations 

suggest that SP monitoring values vary significantly with soil moisture content and piezometric 

levels, which are correlated with rainfall in the landslide area.  

 

4.4 SP tomography 

To confirm the drainage pattern from the SP maps, the SP tomography (SPT) was introduced 

by applying the algorithm of Patella, (1997a, b,1998). The SPT is calculated by the cross-

correlation of the observed SP fields on the surface and the SP fields from hypothetical 
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scanning point source with unitary positive charge (Chambers et al., 2011). The SPT 

measurement is applied to detect the distributions of natural electrical charge in the subsurface. 

The details of mathematical background are presented by Patella, (1997a, b; 1998). Here, I 

briefly describe the technique and how the cross-correlation is calculated as a Charge 

Occurrence Probability (COP), h. In the 3D case, the COP are calculated the h(x, y) for a fixed 

depth (z). The 3D COP function is introduced as (Patella, 1997a, b,1998), 

 

h '(, )(, *( = ,-*( ./ ', ) ℑ/ ' − '(, ) − )(, *( 2'2)	,
4∝

6∝
 

 for *( > 0, 

(4.4) 

 

where ./ is the electric field component along the x-axis, estimated by measurement of SP 

drops along the profile, ('(, )(, *() is the generic coordinating point in horizontal (x, y) plane 

for the fixed depth, ,- is the normalization factor defined as, 
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and ℑ/ ' − '(, ) − )(, *(  is the 3D scanning function given as, 

 

ℑ/ ' − '(, ) − )(, *( = (' − '()
(' − '(); + () − )(); + (*();

@.>	. (4.6) 

 

The COP function lies in the range of -1≤h≤+1. The more positive magnitude is indicated as 

an increase of accumulated positive charges at the point and the negative magnitude implies 
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the accumulation of negative charges (Chambers et al., 2011). Here, I applied the correction of 

topographic effect in the above algorithm, that can be found in Patella, (1997b). The result of 

3D SPT for the SP survey in August 2017 is created for a number of discrete depth (Figure 

4.14). In Figure 4.14, the slices below the SP map (topmost) reveal the COP values. The strong 

concentration of positive COP function at depth level (Z) of 10 m is in the gully region of well-

drained sandstone between active flows, while the strong concentration of negative COP 

function at depth level (Z) of 10 m is in the region of back scarp (rotational failure) and 

landslide main body. The persistence of positive COP with depth, where sandstone is 

uncovered indicates the favorable charge storage and run-off in the SFF at the base of the slope.  

 

 

Figure 4.14 Horizontal contour maps revealing the Charge Occurrence Probability (COP) 

in a function of (X, Y, Z) and the SP map acquired in August 2017 (Topmost). The X-Y 

coordinates denote the local grid with the original location, shown in Figure 4.1 for the 

survey area. Z is depth level. 
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4.5 Discussion 

I have shown that the SP values measured at the ground surface of Hollin Hill site vary 

considerably across the landslide area and with time. The SP value is controlled by hydrology 

and geological factors, due to the processes of meteorology. There are no distinct sources of 

thermoelectric, or electrochemical effect, and cultural noise at this site. Therefore, the main 

charge generating mechanism of SP signals at this site is predominantly streaming potential. 

To compare with SP results from previous literatures (in Chapters 1 and 2), the streaming 

potentials show the same signature. They are induced by the variations in mobile ions in the 

water due to water movements in the subsurface, including downward movement related to 

ground water flows and upward movement caused by transpiration and evaporation. The 

regions to which water is moving reveal more positive SP anomalies at the base of the slope 

and more negative values at the top of the hill in the source areas (Figures 1.5, 2.3, and 4.5). 

However, the SP range in magnitude for this study (-16 to 4 mV) is less than previously 

landslide observations (-120 to 120 mV), such as Lapenna et al. (2003) and Perrone et al. (2004) 

(Figure 1.5). This is likely to be because the Hollin Hill landslide region is the lowland 

landslide with relatively low flow rate and small slope lengths, compared to the previous 

studies. However, the SP results are persistently consistent with the streaming potential 

signature. Following sections discuss SP variations with geology, geomorphology, and ground-

based measurements at the study site.  

 

4.5.1 SP variations with geological and geomorphological structures 

At Hollin Hill site, I compare the SP results from the eight time-lapse SP surveys (Figure 4.5). 

The observed SP values range approximately from -16 to 4 mV. The more negative SP fields 

are located in the top of slope, where there is the infiltration of rainwater in the subsurface or 

source region. In contrast, the more positive SP fields are located in accumulation regions, 
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where are between flow lobes in the region of well-drained sandstone or accumulation of water 

at the base of slope. The groundwater at this site flows toward downslope and accumulate in 

the SSF (sandstone region). 

 

To confirm the drainage pattern in Hollin landslide, SP tomography (SPT) reveals the strong 

concentration of positive and negative COP function at depth level (Z) of 10 m in the gully 

region of well-drained sandstone between active flows and in the region of back scarp 

(rotational failure) and landslide main body, respectively. The persistence of positive COP, 

where sandstone is exposed indicates the preferential charge storage and run-off in the SFF at 

the base of the slope. Moreover, the SP maps were surveyed in different times. They provide 

snapshots of hydrogeological conditions, which are different in groundwater movement in this 

landslide system. In the next section, I discuss SP variations with time relating to the 

hydrogeological conditions obtained from ground-based monitoring measurements, including 

rainfall, groundwater level, soil moisture content, and ground displacement at the site.   

 

4.5.2 The SP variations with piezometer, soil moisture, and rainfall monitoring data 

Water levels and soil moisture content vary significantly in response to rainfall. During wet 

period with relatively high weekly effective rainfall from October 2017 to March 2018, water 

levels can rise and maintain levels by over a meter and soil moisture content can increase by 

more than 50%. However, the prolonged rainfall events in the time of wet season period from 

September to December 2018 do not show the trend of sustained water level and soil moisture 

increases during the preceding wet period. This is due to very dry period in summer between 

June and July 2018, which reveals the large negative effective rainfall. This very dry summer 

in 2018 creates capacity and removes moisture of soils in the subsurface from the rainfall in 

the winter of 2018. The sensitivity of SP to soil moisture storage and groundwater level 
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variation shows that in the time winter period during October 2017 to March 2018, when the 

landslide is wettest and has the greatest potential to reactivate, the SP map and monitoring 

show relatively high SP values and the large area of significantly positive SP anomalies 

particularly in the region of well-drained sandstone (zone 4) in front of and between the active 

flow regions, interpreted as the region of groundwater accumulation. In contrast, the SP maps 

and monitoring in the summer period reveals relatively low SP values or less positive and 

negative anomalies in area of accumulation (zone 4) and area of infiltration (zone1 and zone 

2). This is due to lack of groundwater movement in the subsurface. Moreover, after the period 

of the very dry summer 2018, the SP maps in August and October 2018 show significantly 

more negative SP value in the landslide main body regions (zone2). This is interpreted as being 

due to more water infiltrations through desiccation cracks within WMF, which are occurred 

during the dry season. The statistical analyses of SP values in the accumulation regions and 

water level and soil moisture content reveal the strong positive correlation coefficient values 

of 0.91for the time-lapse SP and 0.72 for SP monitoring. The correlations indicate that the SP 

value rises due to water level and soil moisture content increases in response to rainfall events.  

 

Moreover, the piezometer result located in western active flow region is remarkably different 

to the eastern active region, due to the difference of geological structures. This can be described 

by the possession of a sandy layer below the WMF in the western active region (Uhlemann et 

al., 2016a and Merritt, 2014). The sandy layer take action as a drainage pathway for the 

groundwater that flows downward through cracks and fissure of the WMF formed by 

desiccation during the summer period. Consequently, the groundwater level variation and the 

rate of drainage in the western active flow region are less noticeable for the active flows in the 

eastern region compared to western active region. As the result of different geological 

structure, the SP value in front of the western active flow region shows more positive SP 
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anomalies than the eastern active flow region, such as SP map acquired in August 2017 (Figure 

4.5 and 4.14).    

 

4.5.3 The SP variations before and after landslide reactivation 

The result of repeated GPS measurements of peg positions in the grid provides the ground 

displacement throughout this landslide area. Here, the surveys were performed approximately 

every two months by BGS. This method has relatively low temporal resolution and high spatial 

resolution opposite to the SAA measurement. The result of GPS and SAA measurements 

indicates the ground movements during November 2017 and January 2018. Before this 

landslide period, the SP mapping was surveyed in August 2017 and used as a base map to 

compare with other surveys during and after this landslide period. The SP difference maps are 

shown in Figure 4.15 in terms of SP difference value (DSP) of SP at date (SPn) and SP at base 

map (SPB). i.e.  DSP = (SPn - SPB). 

 

In Figure 4.15, the relative SP values after the landslide period in back scarp or rotational 

failure regions (zone 1) show significantly positive SP values relative to base map. This 

indicates that the base map includes more negative SP values than other surveys in this region, 

due to higher infiltration in the back scarp regions before landslide period. The relative SP 

values in wet seasons, particularly in March 2018 (during landslide period) show remarkably 

increase in SP values in the well-drained sandstone between active regions. This is due to the 

higher rate of groundwater movement and ground movement resulting in localised 

accumulation and drainage of moisture.  

 

Moreover, the relative SP maps after the very dry season in June 2018 show significantly more 

negative SP values in the landslide main body regions (zone2). This is due to more water 
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infiltrations through desiccation cracks within WMF, which occur during the dry season. 

During the rainfall events after the dry season, the desiccation cracks may permit more water 

enter to the subsurface, acting as a channel for water drainage, supporting flow down into SSF 

below. The last two relative SP difference maps, particularly in July 2019 show large positive 

anomalies of the relative SP values. This is due to the water loss caused by the high level of 

evapotranspiration. 

 

 

Figure 4.15 (Top) Relative SP maps between March 2018 to July 2019, revealing difference 

in SP value relative to the baseline SP map in August 2017 (top left). (Below) period of 

landslide reactivation and rainfall with the time period (see Figure 4.2 for keys).  

  

4.5.4 Summary of findings 

The interpretation of the SP results reveals the relationship of SP variations to landslide 

hydrology at this site. The SP methods have provided information on groundwater flow, 

relating to the drainage patterns of groundwater anticipated from geomorphology and geology 
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in the site. The drainage of groundwater is influenced by the terrain, with moisture 

accumulating at the front and between active earth flows in the SFF. Therefore, the 

implementation of SP method can delineate the boundaries of the landslide by identification of 

the zones of water infiltration (negative SP) and accumulation (positive SP) in this landslide. 

Moreover, the main benefit of SP methods for landslide investigation is realised through time-

lapse measurement associated with seasonal groundwater fluctuations, which are probably 

associated with landslide events. Here, I point out that the SP value relates to rainfall and soil 

moisture accumulation in the subsurface at the study site. The observed SP changes are likely 

to be due to varying streaming potentials. The time variations of the observed SP values are 

clearly corresponded to rainfall and soil moisture in the subsurface. I summarise the effects of 

the streaming potential sources relating to charge generating mechanism observed on the 

surface as a model in Figure 4.16.  

 

The model presents the major charge mechanisms that can generate the SP anomalies relating 

to the SP observations on the subsurface at Hollin Hill landslide. (+) and (-) represent positive 

and negative electrical charges. After substantial rainfall events, the effective rainfall infiltrates 

into the subsurface. The groundwater flows along the slip surface from the top of slope and 

discharges in the SSF at the base of the slope. Consequently, the strong negative anomalies are 

observed in the zones of rotational failure and upper landslide body, which are inferred as 

source areas. This is due to groundwater percolation in the detachment region. In contrast, the 

positive anomalies are observed in the zone of well-drained sandstone in front of and between 

the active flow regions, which are inferred to be areas of groundwater accumulation. This is 

due to movement of groundwater, that produces the accumulation and excess of the positive 

electrical charges.  
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Figure 4.16 (Below) 2D ground model (modified from Uhlemann et al., 2016a) provides 

summary of major charge mechanisms, producing SP anomalies consistent with (Top) SP 

observation on the subsurface at Hollin Hill landslide. The green circles are represented the 

SP measurements from the base upward to the top of the slope. Ref. (star symbol) is the 

reference electrode positioned at the first measurement (the base of the slope).   

4.6 Conclusion 

Here, I have presented the results of SP measurements at the Hollin Hill landslide in this 

Chapter. The datasets include time-lapse SP surveys acquired using surface grids at the discrete 

time intervals and continuous SP monitoring acquired along a permanent linear profile. To 

enable an interpretation of these results, I have compared the spatial and temporal patterns in 

the SP data with other datasets, such as rainfall, soil moisture, ground water level, GPS 
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movement, and SAA. I have also constructed SP tomograms to investigate variations in SP 

with depth. The results show SP anomalies that clearly correlate with rainfall but also suggest 

a dependence on groundwater level and moisture content in the subsurface. Future studies 

should improve and reinstall permanent SP monitoring. In particular, the base station should 

install and place in the water bath to correct the drift.  
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Chapter 5 

Results and discussion of resistivity and seismic methods for  

Thungsong landslide 

 

This chapter presents resistivity and seismic results, and their interpretations, obtained from an 

area prone to landslides in the Thungsong region of southern Thailand. This region has recently 

experienced landslide associated hazards in January 2017, due to the mountainous and hilly 

topography and prolonged seasons of precipitation. The chapter starts with a description of 

details of data processing for Electrical Resistivity Tomography (ERT) and Seismic Refraction 

Tomography (SRT). In the following section, the ERT and SRT results acquired near a 

borehole in the region (Line BH) are calibrated and correlated with lithological features. The 

calibration is used to interpret and characterize the internal structure for the ERT and SRT 

surveys in the landslide area, which lies roughly 700m away from the borehole. A statistical 

comparison of two datasets is then made to analyse the interplay between the ERT and SRT 

data. In the final section, the ERT and SRT results are discussed and together used to produce 

a conceptual model of landslides in the region. The conceptual mode is used to infer 

deformation processes of a landslides in the region.  

 

5.1 Data processing  

ERT data 

The ERT data processing is based on Loke (2001), using the software RES2DINV (Version 

3.59.109) produced by Geotomo Software. This software is used because it supports different 

types of data formats and array configurations in data acquisition. The RES2DINV software is 

designed to invert apparent resistivity data (measured with the field survey) to produce a 2D 

subsurface model of true resistivity with depth. The inversion involves the resistivity model 
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that estimates the high similarity with smallest error between the calculated and observed 

resistivity values. A flowchart of the ERT data processing is given in Figure 5.1.   

 

 

Before the inversion, a pre-processing is conducted in two steps. Firstly, the apparent resistivity 

data including topographic data from field measurement are converted to a software readable 

file format. Next, data editing removes bad data points, as identified by outliers. The apparent 

resistivity values (measured data) are plotted in form of profiles for each depth relating to 

electrode spacing and dipole length (black plus signs in Figure 5.12). The apparent resistivity 

outliers (red plus signs in Figure 5.12) are clearly very large, compared with the surrounding 

 

Figure 5.1 ERT data processing and inversion flowchart. 
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data points (Figure 5.2). The bad data points are likely caused by bad contact between 

electrodes and the ground surface, such as can be found with very dry soil and rock. Here, the 

ERT survey consists of 4 profiles in the landslide area and 1 profile near the borehole. The data 

points in each ERT profile, before and after the bad data editing, are shown in Table 5.1.  

 

Table 5.1 Information about each ERT profile before and after the bad data editing. (Locations 

of all ERT profiles are shown in Figure 3.23 of Chapter 3). 

 

ID Configuration Length (m) Raw points Points after editing 

line 1 Dipole-Dipole 180 m 593 554 

line 2 Dipole-Dipole 180 m 593 573 

line 3 Dipole-Dipole 180 m 593 593 

line 4 Dipole-Dipole 180 m 593 591 

line BH Dipole-Dipole 120 m 353 346 

 

 
Figure 5.2 The removal of bad data acquired in the ERT surveys. Black plus signs indicate 

measured data for each depth that relates to electrode spacing and dipole length (left side in 

the Figure). Red plus signs indicate data points that are most likely erroneous.  
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The next step, data inversion, involves forward and inverse modelling steps. An initial model 

is created by dividing the subsurface into rectangular blocks. The rectangular blocks are 

restrained to the distribution of the apparent resistivity data, while the depth of the blocks is 

equal to depth of investigation, that is explained by Edwards (1977) (Figure 5.3). The forward 

model is done by finite element method to calculate Jacobian matrix and synthetic apparent 

resistivity values through the initial model. This finite element method is well suitable to the 

data sets with surface topography (Loke, 2001). The topographic data are added in data 

processing. For topographic correction, the blocks in the model are shifted to a lesser degree at 

deep grid nodes than surface nodes (Figure 5.4). Next, the calculated apparent resistivity values 

from the model are measured the similarity with the observed apparent resistivity. The model 

is perturbed iteratively up to the difference between the calculated and measured apparent 

resistivity is reduced to the smallest degree.  

 

 
Figure 5.3 Arrangement of model blocks and apparent resistivity datum (modified from 

Loke, 2001). Black plus signs indicate measured data for each depth. 

 

The inversion algorithm in the RES2DINV is based on the smoothness-constrained least-

squares method (Sasaki, 1992; Loke, 2001), which is given by, 
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( JTJ + BF)d = JTg, (5.1) 

 

where F equals fxfx
T + fzfz

T, fx and fz denote the horizontal and vertical flatness filters, J denotes 

the Jacobian matrix of partial derivatives, B denotes the damping factor, d denotes the model 

perturbation vector, and g denotes the discrepancy vector (Loke, 2001). 

 

 

The Equation 5.1 controls the changes in the resistivity values to smooth model. However, it 

does not assure to capture the shape of the boundaries between different geological features, 

capturing change in the resistivity values across boundaries in a realistic manner. 

Consequently, Equation 5.1 can be modified using a L1-norm smoothness-constrained 

optimization method (robust or blocky inversion method). The blocky inversion or L1 norm 

method is less sensitive to noisy dataset. Further details of the blocky inversion or L1 norm 

method are described by Loke et al. (2003).  

 

The inversion result consists of three sections: the top section shows the raw data 

pseudosection; the middle section shows the predicted data based on forward modelling 

through the inversion model; and the bottom section shows the inverse model. The inversion 

result is displayed with topography in the final model section. Moreover, the inversion results 

with topography can be exported into a XYZ format to plot 2D as a 2D image using the Surfer 

 
Figure 5.4 Arrangement of model blocks after topographic correction with a damped 

distorted grid (from Loke, 2001).  
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software package version 14.0. The details of the inversion results in each ERT profile are 

shown in terms of RMS (%) and the number of iteration in Table 5.2. 

 

Table 5.2 Inversion results for each ERT profile. 

 

ID Configuration Length (m) RMS (%) Number of iteration 

line 1 Dipole-Dipole 180 m 6.2 4 

line 2 Dipole-Dipole 180 m 7.7 4 

line 3 Dipole-Dipole 180 m 7.2 4 

line 4 Dipole-Dipole 180 m 4.5 6 

line BH Dipole-Dipole 120 m 5.5 4 

 

Seismic refraction tomography (SRT) data 

To process the SRT data, I used the SeisImager2D software package (OYO Corporation, 2004). 

The master program for this software consists of two modules for SRT data analysis. The 

processing steps are first break picking, using the Pickwin program and inversion, using the 

Plotrefa program. The flowchart for the SRT processing is shown in Figure 5.5.  

 

For the first step, the seismic raw data are converted to a Pickwin program readable file format. 

The locations of shot points and geophones, including elevation file are assigned in to the file. 

Subsequently, noise signals caused by other sources, such as traffic and wind are removed, 

using high- and low- cut filter (frequency filter). The raw seismic data in time domain are 

transform to frequency domains. The noise signals can determine from the frequencies outside 

the seismic bands. The other sources (wind and traffic) often generate high frequency signals. 

In contrast, ground roll (surface waves) determined as noise in SRT generate low frequency  
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Figure 5.5 Flowchart of SRT data processing using the SeisImager2D software.  

 

signals. Therefore, the seismic signals (direct, refracted, and reflected waves) lie in frequency 

band, which is distinct from the noise signals. Here, the seismic data are distinct in frequency 

bands between 25 and 512 Hz. Consequently, a 512 Hz high-cut filter and 25 Hz low-cut filter 

are applied to the shot record. The data before and after high-cut filtering are shown in Figure 

5.6. Therefore, the noise signals over 512 Hz and lower 25 Hz are filtered out. Moreover, a 

gain control is applied to the data to amplify and improve the visibility of the seismic traces. 

After signal filtering and gain control, the first arrival times of P-waves are picked to obtain a 

time-distance curve for every shot recorded (Figure 5.7). These traveltime picks are stored in 

a file, which is then used in the inversion to produce a velocity model.  
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Figure 5.6 Recorded data before and after low- and high-cut filtering. 

 

The next step is the inversion, which inverts the time-distance curves for velocity model using 

the Plotrefa program. The tomographic inversion starts with the creation of an initial velocity 

model. The initial model can specify a range and number of layers of seismic velocity by 

determining parameters from the first arrival traveltime curve. The variable cell size of the 

initial model increases with depth - the cell sizes of the model at deeper depths are larger than 

those near the surface. This is to reduce the processing time and keep away from artefacts due 

to low ray coverage at deeper depths (Sheehan et al., 2005).  

 

Before inverse modelling, the tomographic inversion parameters, such as horizontal and 

vertical smoothing can be modified to improve the inversion process. The next processing step 
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involves the uses of a non-linear least-squares method for inversion and wavefront propagation 

ray tracing for the traveltime modelling (OYO, 2004). The ray tracing across the model predicts 

traveltimes and then are compared to the measured traveltimes. The differences are expressed 

in term of an RMS value. The model is perturbed iteratively with the goal of minimizing the 

differences between the measured and calculated traveltimes.  

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5.7 (Above) A shot gather showing first break picks in red. (Below) Traveltime 

curves derived from the first break traveltimes for all shot gathers along line 4. 
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An example of the observed and calculated traveltime curves for line 4 is shown in Figure 5.8a 

with the RMS error of 3.0 ms. The 2D depth-velocity model and ray coverage are revealed in 

Figure 5.8b. This tomographic model can be converted to a layer model, that is better represent 

the layer of geology (Figure 5.8c). Once again, the tomographic result can be exported into an 

XYZ text file and displayed in 2D model using the Surfer software package version 14.0. The 

details of the inversion results in each SRT profile are shown in terms of RMS (ms) and the 

number of iteration in Table 5.3. 

 

Table 5.3 Inversion results for each SRT profile. 

 

ID Geophone 

spacing (m) 

Shot 

spacing (m) 

Length  

(m) 

RMS 

(ms) 

Number  

of iteration 

line 1 3 6 141 m 3.1 10 

line 2 3 6 141 m 2.3 10 

line 3 3 6 141 m 2.2 10 

line 4 3 6 141 m 3.0 10 

line BH 3 6 105 m 1.5 10 
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Figure 5.8 Example of SRT result for line 4: a) observed (blue) and calculated (black) 

traveltime curves for each shot gathers; b) the final 2D depth-velocity model, with ray 

coverage superimposed c) the final layered model derived from the tomographic inversion. 

The RMS misfit for this inversion is 3.0 ms. 
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5.2 Results and interpretation 

The results and interpretation of ERT and SRT are presented for 4 profiles (line 1, line 2, line 

3, and line 4). The location of each profile is shown in Figure 5.9. Line 1 and line 4 are overlain 

on the landslide event of January 2017 and they are parallel to line 2 and line 3. Moreover, the 

Borehole Line is a survey line near borehole, which is used as a calibration survey with real 

geological data derived from borehole logging. 

 

 

Figure 5.9 Map and plan of the geophysical survey at the study site. Dashed brown line 

represents elevation contour line. The x and y coordinates refer to the local grid with the 

origin location. 

 

5.2.1 ERT and SRT results for the Borehole Line: calibration and validation 

A borehole provides necessary and reliable data to compare with the geophysical results. Here, 

a borehole is located near landslide area on UTM 47P 586600E 900613N, roughly 700m from 
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the 4 profiles at the landslide location. The ERT and SRT profiles were acquired near the 

borehole (see Figure 3.23 in Chapter 3 for location), with the aim of using these to calibrate 

and validate the resistivity and P-wave velocity values for the surveys at the Thungsong 

landslide area. After data processing, the ERT and SRT models are overlain and correlated 

with the Borehole Line results (Figure 5.10 and 5.11). The data interpretations are based on the 

borehole lithology and published resistivity and seismic velocity values for earth material (see 

Chapter 2; Tables 2.1 and 2.3). The description of borehole lithology drilled by Department of 

Groundwater Resources (DGR) is shown in Table 5.4.  

 

Table 5.4 Description of borehole lithology near Thungsong landslide drilled by Department 

of Groundwater Resources (DGR). 

 

Description Depth 

Colluvium  

Top soil, unconsolidated sediments: dry sand, gravel, silt and 

laterite 

Sandy to silty clay 

 

0-2 m 

 

2-5 m 

Moderately weathered/fractured bedrock 

Consolidated sand and gravel 

Grey clay contain the groundwater table  

 

5-8 m  

8-15 m 

Bedrock 

Sandstone 

 

Below 15 m 

 

The SRT results for Borehole Line are correlated with the lithology from the borehole (Figure 

5.10a). This tomographic model is converted to a layer model (Figure 5.10b). In general, the 
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SRT models increase in P-wave velocity from ground surface to deeper depth. Three zones of 

different velocity can be interpreted into three layers (Figure 5.10b). The top layer shows a 

relatively low P-wave velocity in a range of 300-900 m/s. This layer is interpreted as colluvium. 

It consists of highly weathered or fractured sandstone and unconsolidated sediments, which are 

dry sand and gravel, silt, lateritic soil, and sandy to silty clay. The thickness of this layer is 

approximately 5 m. 

 

 

Figure 5.10 SRT results for the Borehole Line correlated with lithology from the borehole: 

a) tomographic result for a smoothly varying model b) a layered model. 

 

The second layer reveals the P-wave velocity in a range of 900-1800 m/s with approximately 

10m of thickness. The increase of P-wave velocity suggests a more compact layer, that is 

interpreted as moderately weathered and fractured sandstone consisting of sand, gravel, and 
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grey clay with some water content. The water table is likely found in this layer. The bottom 

layer is a deepest zone with P-wave velocities more than 1800 m/s. This layer is interpreted as 

a less weathered and fractured sandstone. Figure 5.11a shows the ERT result for Borehole Line 

and how they correlated with lithology, as revealed from the borehole. In general, low 

resistivity values are related to higher water and clay content of material. In contrast, high 

resistivity values are associated with dry material with less clay and less water content, such as 

dry sands/soils dry weathered and fractured bedrock.  

 

 

Based on SRT layer model (Figure 5.10b), the ERT model is separated into 3 layers. The 

colluvium in the top layer shows a variation of resistivity values, likely reflecting variations in 

 

Figure 5.11 ERT results for the Borehole Line correlated with lithology from borehole: a) 

2D resistivity model b) model interpretation (black lines are layer boundaries, as interpreted 

from the SRT). 
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clay and water content. The relatively low resistivity values in a range of 50-200 Wm are 

consistent with sandy to silty clay in the borehole data, while the relatively high resistivity 

values in a range of 600-2000 Wm are correlated to dry unconsolidated sediment, such as dry 

sand, lateritic soil, dry weathered and fractured sandstone. Beneath this, the moderately 

weathered and fractured layer shows relatively high resistivity values in zone of sand and 

gravel and fractured sandstone, whereas the relatively low resistivity values are indicative in 

the zone of grey clay with groundwater content. The sandstone in the bottom layer shows very 

high resistivity values in a range of over 1600 Wm.  

 

Consequently, the range of resistivity value in the ERT model can classify the lithological units 

in the field area as shown in Figure 5.10b. The resistivity values in the range of  50-200 Wm 

(indicated as blue colour) are classified to sandy to silty clay and grey clay. The resistivity 

values in the range of  700-1800 Wm (indicated as orange colour) are classified to sand and 

gravel and fractured sandstone. The resistivity values greater than 1800 Wm (indicated as red 

colour) are classified to less weathered and fractured sandstone.  

 

The results above demonstrate the power of using resistivity and seismic data together. The 

seismic results clearly reveal the layered nature of the geology and show an increase in 

compaction of material with depth (i.e., soil, to weathered rock, to basement). The resistivity 

is more responsive to water and clay content. Together they allow a better discrimination of 

soil and rock type, revealing lateral variations their clay and water content. I next use the 

information learned from the borehole surveys, to interpret the P-wave refraction and resistivity 

surveys along the 4 profiles in the landslide area. 
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5.2.2 SRT and ERT results and interpretation of line 1 

Line 1 trends in a northeast to southwest direction (see Figure 5.9). The length of the profile is 

180 m and covers landslide that occurred in January 2017. The slip area lies between 22m to 

67m from the beginning of the line (Figure 5.9). The SRT inversion produces the profile shown 

in Figure 5.12a, with an absolute RMS error of 3.1. The P-wave velocity layer model and 

lithology are interpreted using the borehole calibration as shown in Figure 5.12b.   

 

 

Figure 5.12 SRT results for line 1 correlated with lithology inferred from the Borehole Line: 

a) tomographic result for a smoothly varying model; b) a layered model. 
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The layered model has 3 layers. The top layer is interpreted as colluvium with P-wave velocity 

in the range of 300-900 m/s. The thickness of this layer varies between 0 m and 5 m, thicker 

towards the toe of slope. The colluvium layer is the main landslide material, which was moved 

approximately 50 m away from the crown of this landslide (a visible scarp) downward to the 

toe of slope (Figure 5.12b). Beneath the top layer is moderately weathered and fractured 

sandstone with P-wave velocities in the range of 900-1800 m/s. The bottom layer is sandstone 

with P-wave velocities more than 1800 m/s. The moderately weathered sandstone and 

sandstone layer are close to surface near the top of slope. In the landslide area, the slope angle 

of sandstone layer is significantly steep at the back scarp, which can lead to landslide activation. 

The surface of rapture is shallow, approximately 2-3m in depth. The ERT result for line 1 is 

shown in Figure 5.13a with absolute RMS error 6.2. The interpretation of the ERT model using 

the ERT result from the Borehole Line is shown in Figure 5.13b.  

 

The ERT model is separated into 3 layers based on SRT result. The colluvium layer shows 

relatively low resistivity values (50 – 200 Ωm) at the upslope landslide area and relatively high 

resistivity value (600 – 2000 Ωm) at toe of the slope. The low resistivity value is interpreted in 

terms of moist sandy to silty clay, while the relatively high resistivity values are correlated with 

dry unconsolidated sediment, such as dry sand, lateritic soil, dry weathered and fractured 

sandstone. The clay zone is consistent with the landslide material associated with the location 

of landslide event. The moderately weathered and fractured sandstone layer shows a region of 

low resistivity (less than 300 Ωm) interpreted as silty clay to grey clay and the saturated zone, 

while the relatively high resistivity zone (more than 700 Ωm) is indicative of fractured 

sandstone or sand and gravel. The bottom layer shows very high resistivity values. This is 

interpreted as sandstone that can be seen only in the top of slope.  
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Figure 5.13 ERT results for line 1: a) tomographic model; b) the ERT model interpreted 

using the ERT results from the Borehole Line, with the SRT interpreted boundaries overlain 

on the SRT (black line indicates layer boundary). 

 

5.2.3 SRT and ERT results and interpretation of line 2 

Line 2 is parallel to line1 trending in the northeast to southwest direction (see Figure 5.9). As 

with line 1, the length of the profile is 180 m. The SRT profile is shown in Figure 5.14a; the 

inversion has an absolute RMS error of 2.3. Once again, the lithological structures are 

interpreted based on the results from the Borehole Line (Figure 5.14b). The layered model is 
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separated into 3 layers consisting of colluvium, moderately weathered sandstone, and 

sandstone.   

 

 

Figure 5.14 SRT results for line 2 correlated with lithology inferred from the Borehole Line: 

a) tomographic result for a smoothly varying model; b) a layered model. 

 

The colluvium layer reveals P-wave velocities in the range of 300-900 m/s with the thickness 

of this layer varying from the thin layer at the top of the slope, thickest layer at the middle of 

the slope (approximately 5 m) and relatively thin layer at the base of the slope. Below the top 

layer is moderately weathered and fractured sandstone with P-wave velocities in the range of 
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900-1800 m/s. This layer is relatively thick (more than 5 m). The bottom layer is sandstone 

with P-wave velocities greater than 1800 m/s. The moderately weathered bedrock and 

sandstone layer are close to the subsurface at the top of slope. 

 

The ERT result for line 2 is shown in Figure 5.15a; the absolute RMS error is 7.7. The 

interpretation is based on ERT results from the Borehole Line and the SRT results of line 2. 

Figure 5.15b shows that most area of the colluvium layer is relatively high in resistivity values 

(500 – 2000 Ωm). This is interpreted as the layer of dry unconsolidated sediment, such as dry 

sand, lateritic soil, and dry weathered and fractured sandstone, all with high porosity. The small 

areas (at the top and middle of the slope) of the top layer show low resistivity values, that are 

likely sandy to silty clay, with low porosity. 

 

The layer below is the moderately weathered and fractured sandstone. The middle and base of 

the slope of this layer (between 45 and 140 m) show low resistivity zones (less than 300 Ωm). 

This is interpreted as silty clay to grey clay and the saturated zone. In contrast, the resistivity 

value of this layer is relatively high (more than 800 Ωm) at the top of the slope, due to low clay 

and water content. Moreover, it is close to sandstone layer, that shows very high resistivity 

value. The ERT surveys see the sandstone only near the top of the slope.  

 

5.2.4 SRT and ERT results and interpretation for Profile line 3 

As with line 1 and 2, line 3 has a profile length of 180 m (see Figure 5.9). The SRT inversion 

is shown in Figure 5.16a; the absolute RMS error is 2.2. The lithological structures are 

interpreted based on the results from the Borehole Line (Figure 5.16b). 
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Figure 5.15 ERT results for line 2: a) tomographic model; b) the ERT model interpreted 

using the ERT results from the Borehole Line, with the SRT interpreted boundaries overlain 

on the SRT (black line indicates layer boundary). 

 

The layered model is separated into 3 layers consisting of colluvium, moderately weathered 

sandstone, and sandstone.  The top colluvium layer shows relatively low P-wave velocities in 

the range of 300-900 m/s. The thickness of this layer is very thin at the top of the slope. The 

thickest layer lies in the middle of the slope (approximately 5 m) above a somewhat thick layer 

at the base of slope.  Below the colluvium layer lies the moderately weathered sandstone with 
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P-wave velocities in the range of 900-1800 m/s. This layer is relatively thick toward the middle 

and base of the slope (more than 5 m). The bottom layer is sandstone with high P-wave 

velocities -  more than 1800 m/s. The moderately weathered bedrock and sandstone layer are 

close to the subsurface at the top of slope.  

 

 

Figure 5.16 SRT results for line 3 correlated with lithology inferred from the Borehole Line: 

a) tomographic result for a smoothly varying model; b) a layered model. 

 

Figure 5.17a shows the ERT results for line 3; the RMS error is 7.2. The interpretation is 

correlated with ERT result in the borehole and SRT layer model of line 3 (Figure 5.17b). The  
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Figure 5.17 ERT results for line 3: a) tomographic model; b) the ERT model interpreted 

using the ERT results from the Borehole Line, with the SRT interpreted boundaries overlain 

on the SRT (black line indicates layer boundary). 

 

ERT model is separated into 3 layers. In Figure 5.16b, the top layer has relatively high 

resistivity values (500 – 2000 Ωm). This layer is interpreted as the layer of dry unconsolidated 

sediment, such as dry sand, lateritic soil, dry weathered and fractured sandstone, with high 

porosity. The second layer is moderately weathered and fractured sandstone. The low 

resistivity zone (less than 200 Ωm) in the middle of the slope is interpreted as grey clay and 
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the saturated zone, while the high resistivity zone (more than 800 Ωm) at the top and base of 

the slope is interpreted as sand and gravel or fractured sandstone. The bottom layer shows very 

high resistivity values (more than 2000 Ωm). This is interpreted as sandstone, which can be 

seen only at the top of the slope with the ERT surveys. 

 

5.2.5 SRT and ERT results and interpretation of line 4 

Line 4 has a length of 180 m and covers a landslide event of January 2017, which lies 2m to 

25m from the start of the line (see Figure 5.9). The SRT profile is shown in Figure 5.18a and 

the inversion has an absolute RMS error of 3.0. The P-wave velocity layer model and lithology 

are interpreted based on the calibration from the Borehole Line and are shown in Figure 5.18b. 

Following the previous studies, the SRT model is separated into 3 layers.  

 

The top layer is interpreted as colluvium with P-wave velocities in the range of 300-900 m/s. 

The thickness of this layer is approximately in the range between 0 m and 5 m and thickest at 

the toe of slope. This layer is the main landslide material corresponding with failure at the main 

scarp and a steep angle in the top of the slope, which was moved from the crown of the landslide 

downward with a distance of approximately 30 m. (Figure 5.18b). Beneath the top layer 

indicates a moderately weathered sandstone with a P-wave velocity in the range of 900-1800 

m/s. This layer is relatively thick and underlain with a sandstone of higher P-wave velocity of 

more than 1800 m/s. The layer of moderately weathered sandstone and sandstone are close to 

surface, at the top of slope. In the landslide area, the surface of rapture could be of shallow 

depth in the range of approximately 2-3 m.  

 

Figure 5.19a shows the ERT results for line 4; the RMS error is 4.5. The interpretation is 

correlated with ERT result in the borehole and SRT layer model of line 4 (Figure 5.19b). The  
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Figure 5.18 SRT results for line 4 correlated with lithology from inferred from the Borehole 

Line: a) tomographic result for a smoothly varying model b) a layered model. 

 

ERT result is separated into 3 layers based on SRT result. The colluvium layer reveals 

relatively low resistivity value (50 – 200 Ωm) at the landslide area and relatively high resistivity 

value (600 – 2000 Ωm) at toe of the slope. The low resistivity value is interpreted as sandy to 

silty clay and the relatively high resistivity values indicate dry unconsolidated sediment, such 

as dry sand, lateritic soil, dry weathered and fractured sandstone. The clay zone is consistent 

with the location of landslide event. The moderately weathered and fractured sandstone layer 

shows a low resistivity zone (less than 300 Ωm), that is interpreted as silty clay to grey clay 
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and the saturated zone in the top and middle of the slope. A relatively high resistivity zone 

(more than 800 Ωm) is found at the base of the slope indicative of fractured sandstone or sand 

and gravel. The bottom layer shows very high resistivity value (over 2000 Ωm). This is 

interpreted as sandstone, that can be seen only at the top of slope in the ERT image. 

 

 

Figure 5.19 ERT results for line 4: a) tomographic model b) the ERT model interpreted 

using the ERT results from the Borehole Line, with the SRT interpreted boundaries overlain 

on the SRT (black line indicates layer boundary). 
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5.3 Discussion 

The integration of the ERT and SRT results for all 4 lines is shown as series of vertical sections 

trending in a northeast-southwest direction (Figure 5.20). The combined results of the 2D ERT 

and SRT provide complementary information to assess the landslide structure in study site. The 

geological structures and geophysical data (the resistivity and velocity values) are compared 

and calibrated with the resistivity and velocity values obtained from the ERT and SRT models 

at the borehole (Borehole Line).  

 

 

Figure 5.20 Vertical sections of combined ERT and SRT results for Lines 1-4. Geologic 

features based on the ERT interpretation are shown as the colour areas. The geological 

boundaries (black lines) are based on the SRT interpretation. 
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The geological structures in the study area can be separated in three main layers (black line in 

Figure 5.20) as derived from the SRT images. The top layer shows relatively low velocities 

(300-900 m/s), indicating colluvium. The next layer is moderately weathered/fractured 

sandstone with higher velocities (900-1800 m/s). This indicates a more compact layer 

consisting of sand, gravel, and grey clay. The bottom layer shows relatively high P-wave 

velocities (over 1800 m/s), indicating the sandstone bedrock. The ERT method then provides 

evidence of geological variations in the lateral direction. The resistivity values are separated 

into three groups: the first group has relatively low resistivity values with 50-200 Ωm (blue 

colours in Figure 5.20), indicating high clay and water content; the second group has higher 

resistivity values with 500-1800 Ωm (green and orange colours in Figure 5.20), indicating dry 

top soil and moderately weathered sandstone; the last group has very high resistivity values, 

over 1800 Ωm (red colours in Figure 5.20), indicating sandstone bedrock. The comparison 

between geological features, resistivity values, and velocity values are explored in the 

following section.  

  

5.3.1 Correlation between resistivity, P-wave velocity, and geological features  

Here a comparison of resistivity and P-wave velocity values with geological features is used to 

study the interplay between two geophysical datasets and geological features for all surveyed 

lines. The resistivity and P-wave velocity values are picked at the same points on the ERT and 

SRT models and then cross-plotted (x-axis is P-wave velocity and y-axis is resistivity) for each 

line. The P-wave velocity and resistivity values are interpreted using the borehole core results 

(Table 5.4) in conjunction with published resistivity and seismic velocity values of earth 

materials as discussed in Chapter 2 (Table 2.1 and 2.3). To start, Figure 5.21 shows the data 

for the Borehole Line 
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Figure 5.21 (Top) The resistivity and P-wave velocity images and their geologic 

interpretation for the Borehole Line. Values are picked at the same points in these images 

(plus symbols). (Bottom) Resistivity (y-axis) versus P-wave velocity (x-axis) for each point 

in the SRT and ERT images. Each point is colour coded based on geologic interpretation 

from the borehole log. Large black crosses indicate the average and standard deviation in 

resistivity and P-wave velocity, which are labelled for each colour group. 

 

In Figure 5.21 (Bottom), the top layer has relatively low P-wave velocities (300-900 m/s) and 

is interpreted as colluvium. The colluvium shows two groups of resistivity values: the first 

group has relatively high resistivity values (500-1300 Ωm) (red circles in below Figure 5.21 
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(Bottom)), indicating very dry poorly consolidated materials at the near surface; the second 

group has relatively low resistivity values (50-300 Ωm) (light blue circle in Figure 5.21 

(Bottom)), indicating the silty clay material seen in the borehole. This colluvium layer is the 

main material that moves in landslides, particularly where the layer contains relatively high 

clay content (line 1 and line 4). Moving left to right, there is a clear transition from more 

conductive silt clay to the more resistive dry and poorly consolidated material in the upper 

layer. 

 

The second layer is interpreted as moderately weathered/fractured sandstone with higher P-

wave velocity (900-1800 m/s). This layer also shows two groups of resistivity values: the first 

group has relatively high resistivity values (700-1500 Ωm) (orange circles in below Figure 5.21 

(Bottom)), indicating sand and gravel; the second group has relatively low resistivity values 

(50-200 Ωm) (dark blue circles in Figure 5.21 (Bottom)), indicating higher clay content and 

higher water content. The sand and gravel part is generally found in the upper part of this layer. 

The more clay rich and water saturated layer is interpreted as the water table is found in the 

lower part of this layer. However, this clay/water rich layers seem to taper out towards the left 

hand part of Figure 5.21 (Top). The bottom layer is interpreted as sandstone layer. This layer 

shows very high P-wave velocities (over 1800 m/s) and generally high resistivity values (over 

1800 Ωm). There are though topographic highs in the sandstone layer, near 40 m and 80 m, 

that have high conductivity values indicating water saturation. 

 

The resistivity and velocity values for all 5 profiles are averaged and plotted in Figure 5.22. 

The results for the 4 lines are generally consistent with those of the borehole profile. In general, 

the resistivity gets larger as the seismic velocities increase, presumably due to less clay and 

water in the increasingly more consolidated sandstone. However, there are exception in the  
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Figure 5.22 Resistivity versus P-wave velocity for the 5 lines acquired in the Thungsong 

region. The colour points with error bar indicates the average and standard variation of 

velocity and resistivity values for each line. The black dash line indicates layer boundaries 

as defined by seismic velocity and the colour area (light blue, yellow, and red) indicates 

distinct zones of resistivity values. 

 

colluvium and moderately weathered layers, indicated variations in clay and water content in 

the layers above the sandstone bedrock. The colluvium shows low velocities, but a wide range 

of resistivity values. This layer consists unconsolidated sediments, which vary from dry sand 

and gravel and silt, to lateritic soil and sandy to silty clay. The resistivity values can divide the 

layer into two groups, as revealed by the borehole (Table 5.4). The relatively low resistivity 

(light blue area in Figure 5.22) is interpreted as sandy to silty clay, while the relatively high 

resistivity (yellow area in Figure 5.22) is interpreted as very dry colluvium deposits. 
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The second layer reveals the P-wave velocity in the range of 900-1800 m/s. This a more 

compact layer interpreted as moderately weathered and fractured sandstone consisting of sand, 

gravel, and grey clay (Table 5.4). The water table is found in this layer. Once again the 

resistivity values in this layer are divided into two groups as also shown in the borehole. The 

relatively low resistivity group (less than 300 Ωm) indicates the zones of high water and clay 

content, while the high resistivity group (1000-1500 Ωm) indicates zones of fractured 

sandstone or sand and gravel. In the bottom layer lies less weathered and fractured sandstone. 

This layer shows very high P-wave velocity with over 1800 m/s and resistivity over 2000 Ωm 

(red area in Figure 5.22). Although, as noted, the Borehole Line shows topographic highs in 

the basement with low resistivity values, indicating water saturation, as might be expected with 

porous sandstone. Next, a joint interpretation of geophysical results is used to produce the 

conceptual model of the landslide structure in Thungsong landslide. 

 

5.3.2 joint interpretation of the results leading to conceptual model of Thungsong 

landslide 

A conceptual model of Thungsong landslide is developed from a joint interpretation of the SRT 

and ERT results (Figure 5.23). This model can be separated into three zones and six geological 

features based on the geophysical results and the borehole data.  

 

Zone 1 

This area covers the top of the slope (distance from 0 to 65 m) which is relatively steep with 

slope angles of approximately 40 degrees. The layer of sandstone bedrock (black area in Figure 

5.23) is shallow and can be observed in outcrop in this area. The SRT and ERT results show 

relatively high resistivity values (over 2000 Ωm) and P-wave velocities (over 1800 m/s) for the 

bedrock. The bedrock is covered by the colluvium, consisting of top soil and silty clay (grey 
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and dark blue areas in Figure 5.23). The top soil shows relatively high resistivity values (over 

500 Ωm) and very low seismic velocities (less than 500 m/s), indicating very dry poorly 

consolidated materials near the surface. Below the top soil lies silty clay, that show relatively 

low resistivity values (50–200 Ωm).  

 

Zone 1 covers the active landslide areas in lines 1 and 4. This is due to relatively steep slopes 

and high silty clay content in the landslide area. The displaced material is colluvium with 

thicknesses, varying from 2 to 5 m. The slip surface (yellow dash line in Figure 5.23) is visible 

in the back scarps at line 1 and line 4. The landslides at this zone occurred in January 2017. 

This was due to torrential rainfall, with cumulative monthly rainfall of over 2000 mm, as 

measured by Thailand Royal Irrigation Department (2017) (see Figure 3.21 in Chapter 3). The 

layer of top soil permits easy water infiltration (black arrow in Figure 5.23), leading to high 

pore-water pressures and saturation of the silty clay layer, which is underlain by thin sand 

(orange area in Figure 5.23). Consequently, the shear stress increases, while the shear strength 

is reduced in the silty clay layer. This makes the subsurface susceptible to flow or slide on the 

steep slopes. lines 1 and 4 show much more extensive coverage of the silty clay in Zone 1, 

which may explain why no landslides occurred near lines 2 and 3 (see Figure 5.20). 

 

Zone 2 

Zone 2 lies in the middle of the slope (between 65 m and 127 m). This zone shows extensive 

area of moderately to less weathered/fractured sandstone (red area in Figure 5.23), overlying 

deeper layer of sandstone bedrock. The weathered/fractured sandstone shows relatively high 

velocities (1300-1800 m/s). This is overlain by the grey clay which holds groundwater which 

flows from the top of the slope and percolates downwards from the overlying layers. The grey 

clay and groundwater (light blue area in Figure 5.23) shows relatively low resistivity (50-200  
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Figure 5.23 Conceptual model of the Thungsong landslide are produced from together interpretation of the SRT and ERT results and calibrated 

using the borehole data. The model is divided into three zone and six geological features (colour areas). The yellow dashed lines and the black 

arrows indicate slip surfaces and water movement.  
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Ωm). Above this layer lies a sand and gravel layer (orange area in Figure 5.23), with high 

resistivity (700-1300 Ωm). The velocity of this layer is in the range of 700-1000 m/s. The top 

layer of this zone is the colluvium, indicating relatively high resistivity (over 500 Ωm) and very 

low seismic velocity (less than 500 m/s) for top soil. Some silty clay can be observed in the 

colluvium layer, but it is much less extensive than that seen in zone 1.  

 

Zone 3 

This zone lies below the toe of the slope (distance from 127m to 170 m). The top colluvium 

layer is characterised by relatively high resistivity values (over 500 Ωm) but relatively low 

seismic velocities (less than 500 m/s). The layer consists of very dry poorly consolidated 

materials with little indication of silty clays. Beneath this lies the moderately 

weathered/fractured sandstone with some sand and gravel. Unlike zone 2, there is much less 

evidence of deeper clays and a water table in the zone. The sandstone bedrock is too deep to 

be observed in this zone.  

 

5.4 Conclusion 

The integrated use of SRT and ERT methods in this thesis has revealed the internal structure 

and deformation mechanisms for the Thungsong landslides. The two methods are sensitive to 

different material properties and are therefore useful in reducing ambiguities in interpreting the 

geophysical data. For example, low seismic velocities indicate poorly consolidated material, 

but variations in resistivity can be used to show differences between dry well drained soils and 

wet, clay-rich colluvium. Similarly, low resistivity or high conductivity values indicates clay 

and water content, but seismic velocities are needed to discriminate between dense competent 

rock and poorly consolidated sediments. 
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To compare with SRT results from previous literatures (in Chapters 1 and 2), the results show 

the same that the SRT are useful to detect the variation in rock fracturing with depth. The 

results clearly show the high velocity contrast between the unstable and stable materials, that 

unstable material often reveals relatively low velocity (less than 500 m/s). However, the data 

acquisition at Thungsong was on a steep slope in an overgrown plantation, making it relatively 

difficult in this area. The data quality observed within the steep hillslope is poorer than that for 

similar data acquired at Hollin Hill.  At the Hollin Hill site a notable difference is that both P- 

and S-wave surveys were possible. Previous studies show that the seismic methods are able to 

indicate changes of stress conditions in the subsurface related to movement and are also 

sensitive to the porosity of material and fluid flow characteristics (Whiteley et al., 2018). 

Saturated clays and partially saturated sandy silt showed clearly different Poisson’s ratios 

(Uhlemann et al., 2016).  

 

To compare the ERT results with previous case studies, the results show similarity that the 

resistivity method is probably the most effective technique in landslide studies. This method 

can detect the lateral variations in material properties, the thickness of displaced materials, and 

zone of high water and clay content with relatively low resistivity (less than 300 Ωm), as was 

shown for the Thungsong site. However, the data quality in this site is relatively low compared 

to equivalent surveys at Hollin site and the others (RMS error more than 4%), due to very dry 

top soil and greater heterogeneity in geological features. At the Hollin Hill site, previous studies 

show that this method has been successful in studying landslide structures in terms of the 

contrast between displaced and stable material, depth to bedrock, and composition in the 

subsurface (Chambers et al., 2011). Resistivity monitoring using the ALERT system, is 

employed as the early warning system in this site.  
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The SRT and ERT results are calibrated using geological and hydrogeological information 

obtain from observations and a borehole in the region. Together, the geophysical methods 

delineate and reveal significant contrast between the landslide slip material and the stable 

bedrock. They indicate regions of higher clay content and shallow sandstone basement in the 

landslide areas near the top of the slopes. But they also show variations between lines. There 

is little difference in the slope of the lines and the depth to the basement rock, However, the 

areas of landslides on lines 1 and 4 show much higher amounts of clay in the colluvium than 

seen in lines 2 and line 3. The SRT method has been used to detect the depth to bedrock and to 

further separate the model into geological layers based on the difference in seismic velocities. 

This provides about the mechanical properties of soils or rocks that make up the landslide. The 

ERT method delineates the shape of the surface rupture, lateral variations and thickness of the 

unstable material, and moisture content, as it is very responsive to changes in lithology 

particularly moisture content and clay mineral content. Moreover, ERT can be used to study 

distribution of groundwater and moisture content in various layers in the slope.  

 

The ERT and SRT results are used to create a conceptual model of landslides at the site. It 

could be used as a primary tool for investigation and monitoring landslide in the region, 

providing an early warning system in the future. It could also be used to develop a landslide 

mitigation strategy, including engineering solutions like rock anchors or toe reinforcements 

and road barriers. A combination of factors promotes landslides in the Thungsong area. The 

slopes are steep, making the overlying colluvium unstable. There is a lot of clay material in the 

colluvium near the top of the slope, which are ductile and absorb water easily. There is a plane 

of weakness at the base of the colluvium comprised of sand and gravel. The region is prone to 

heavy rainfall, leading to seasonal landslides. Finally, in the future, climate change and changes 

in land use will only exacerbate things further. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions and recommendations for future research 

 

This chapter is summary of the results from the use of geophysical methods in my research on 

moisture-driven landslides. A discussions of the studies are presented with reference to the 

objectives outlined in Chapter 1. The following section provides the conclusions, which consist 

of summary, limitations, and recommendations for future work. The outcomes of my research 

are applied to develop recommendations and new guidelines for the future use and application 

of geophysical investigations of landslides.  

 

6.1 Discussion referring back to the objectives 

The overarching aim of this thesis was to investigate the use geophysical methods as an 

approach to characterise and monitor moisture-related landslides. This has been applied to two 

different landslide sites. The first study site is a complex slow-moving landslide at Hollin Hill, 

located in North Yorkshire in the UK. The second study site is shallow landslide in the 

Thungsong district of the Nakhon Si Thammarat province, located in southern Thailand. 

 

The first objective of the thesis was to use SP methods to determine the correlation between 

SP signals and groundwater flow at an active landslide site in UK. This slow moving landslide 

has been monitored by the British Geological Survey since 2004 using a variety of monitoring 

methods including geophysical surveys. The measured SP values show considerable variation 

across the landslide area and with time. They are controlled by hydrogeological factors, which 

are influenced by meteorological processes. The results from the time-lapse mapping show SP 

anomalies that clearly correlate with rainfall with coefficient of 0.91, but also suggest a related 

dependence on water level and soil moisture content in the subsurface with coefficients of 0.91.  
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Moreover, the results from continuous SP monitoring along a single line confirm that most of 

the variations in SP values with time are clearly related to rainfall, water level and moisture 

content in the soil with correlation coefficients more than 0.60. Therefore, the main mechanism 

for variations in SP signals at this site is predominantly changes in streaming potentials. The 

time-lapse SP mappings were also used to investigate the effects of fluid flow and identify 

zones of negative and positive charge related to the infiltration and accumulation of ground 

water in the subsurface. The more negative SP fields are located in the top of slope, where there 

is the infiltration of water in the subsurface or the source region. In contrast, the more positive 

SP fields are located in accumulation regions, which lie between flow lobes and the base of 

slope. The groundwater flows at this site flows downslope and accumulates in the Staiths 

Sandstone Formation (SSF). SP tomography (SPT) is used to show the distribution of charged 

particles with depths, further revealing the role of the SSF in draining water at the base of the 

slope. As these correlations with groundwater address the second objective of the thesis, 

demonstrating that the SP method is a powerful tool to study and monitor groundwater 

conditions and should be included in the early warning systems at slow moving landslides like 

that at Hollin Hill. 

 

The third objective of the thesis was to use resistivity and seismic methods to characterize the 

internal structure and to study deformation mechanisms of a landslide in Thungsong, Thailand. 

The 2D SRT results successfully delineate depth to bedrock and separate the subsurface into 

geological layers based on differences in seismic velocities. The top layer shows relatively low 

P-wave velocities, ranging from 300-900 m/s, and is interpreted as colluvium. The second layer 

shows P-wave velocities in the range of 900-1800 m/s and is interpreted as moderately 

weathered and fractured sandstone. The increase of P-wave velocity suggests a more compact 

layer, and based on the borehole information this layer consists of sand, gravel, and grey clay 
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with high water content. The lowermost layer has relatively high P-wave velocities, over 1800 

m/s. This layer is interpreted as less weathered and fractured sandstone or sandstone bedrock.  

 

The ERT results provide further insights into the nature of each layer and can be used to detect 

the lateral extent and thickness of unstable material, including variations in moisture and clay 

content. The colluvium layer can divide into two groups of resistivity values. The relatively 

low resistivity values correspond with sandy to silty clay material, while the relatively high 

resistivity values correlate with dry colluvium deposits and soil. In the second layer, the 

relatively low resistivity group (less than 300 Ωm) indicates zones of high water and clay 

content, while the high resistivity group (1000-1500 Ωm) indicates zones of moderately 

fractured sandstone or sand and gravel. The bottom layer (sandstone bedrock) shows very high 

resistivity values of over 2000 Ωm. Cumulatively, the ERT and SRT results are used to create 

a conceptual model of landslides at the site, which was the fourth objective of the thesis. The 

model indicates instabilities in regions of higher clay content and shallow sandstone basement 

in the landslide areas near the top of the slopes (lines 1 and 4). Addressing the fifth and final 

objective of the thesis, this work shows how integrated SRT and ERT can be used as a primary 

tool for developing a landslide mitigation strategy, including engineering solutions and 

providing an early warning system in the future. This could be very effective in regions with 

little a priori knowledge of landslide mechanisms, such as sites in southern Thailand where 

landslides are increasing in severity and regularity.  

 

6.2 Conclusions 

This thesis has successfully shown how landslides can be studied using geophysical methods 

at two very different sites. The results give information about the groundwater system, internal 

structure, mechanism, and lithological properties of the landslide. The effectiveness of each 
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geophysical method at a specific site depends on a number of factors, including terrain and 

ground access and the local geology.  

 

1. Summary 

Here, the SP method was successfully used to study and monitor moisture-related landslides. 

The SP results provide useful information on the direction of groundwater flow and an 

understanding of groundwater flow in the subsurface before and during landslide activation. 

This method can be used to analyse hydrogeological and geological characteristics in a 

landslide body and show a strong correlation with groundwater flow over time. A major benefit 

of the SP method comes through time-series monitoring, where variations in groundwater 

movement are related to landslide events. The SP results compliment other geophysical 

measurements made at the Hollin Hill site. ERT shows similar variations between the upper 

and lower parts of the slope, highlighting regions of high clay content near the top of the slope. 

Together the ERT and SP show variations in clay content and moisture distribution. However, 

the ERT seems to be more sensitive to clay content and the SP does a better job of mapping 

water drainage patterns. Therefore, the SP method is a good non-invasive tools for monitoring 

groundwater flow in this site. The SP method also offers fast field data acquisition with 

relatively high spatial resolution compared to other geophysical methods (e.g., ERT and SRT). 

 

At the Thungsong site, the integrated use of the SRT and ERT methods provides primary 

information in terms of internal structures and deformation mechanisms associated with the 

landslide. They can be used to determine stratigraphic layers, zones of saturation or 

groundwater table, and significant differences between the landslide slip material and the 

underlying bedrock. This thesis points out the zones, which show much higher amounts of clay 

in the colluvium on the relatively steep slopes (Lines 1 and 4), which show the enhanced 
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potential for landslides. This clay in the colluvium in the steep slopes plays an important role 

for landslide activation in this site. A combination of steep slopes, shallow basement rock 

overlain by clay-rich colluvium, and seasonally high rain fall leads to landslides in the region. 

Moreover, the results are used to build a conceptual ground model for the region. This 

information could be used in landslide mitigation strategy, including geotechnical engineering 

solutions like rock anchors or toe reinforcements and road barriers.  

 

2. Limitations 

Although SP is easily applied at Hollin Hill and provides a powerful tool to study and monitor 

groundwater flow, it is inapplicable at the Thungsong site, where there is in rubber plantation. 

The density of large trees with extensive roots can lead to spurious anomalies, as it effects soil 

moisture content corresponding to the streaming potentials. Moreover, it can generate diffusion 

potentials occurring in the roots of plants. At the Thungsong site, seismic methods are useful 

to detect the variation in rock fracturing with depth. However, the data acquisition at 

Thungsong was on a steep slope in an overgrown plantation, making it relatively difficult in 

this area. The data quality observed within the steep hillslope is poorer than that for similar 

data acquired at Hollin Hill. Nevertheless, the seismic results clearly show the high velocity 

contrast between the unstable and stable materials. The resistivity method is probably the most 

effective technique in landslide studies. This method can detect the lateral variations in material 

properties, the thickness of displaced materials, and zone of high water and clay content, as 

was shown for the Thungsong site. However, the data quality in Thungsong site is relatively 

low compared to equivalent surveys at Hollin site (RMS error more than 4%), due to very dry 

top soil and greater heterogeneity in geological features.  
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3. recommendations for future research 

Future studies at Hollin Hill could improve permanent SP monitoring. In particular, electrodes 

in the region of the back scarp and landslide body should be reinstalled, as they have been 

damaged through ground displacements. The base station should be reinstalled and a water 

bath used to correct the drift. There are many factors which reduce SP data quality, such as 

telluric currents, soil condition and biological activity in the roots of plants. Therefore, 

additional parameters, such as soil temperature and pore pressures should be collected near the 

SP monitoring profile. More piezometers could be installed in the top and base of the slope 

near the permanent SP profile. This would help to better show the correlation between SP 

values and water levels at each part of the slope. Laboratory experiments using selected 

samples from each part of the slope could be used to determine the coupling coefficients, which 

can be then converted to the SP signature to better infer flow information. The SPT needs more 

improvements in theoretical and experimental knowledge for an effective use in SP monitoring 

in landslide. Finally, the SP method should be compared to and combined with other 

geophysical and remote sensing methods, such as ERT, seismic, and InSAR. The integration 

of these investigations would represent a powerful monitoring tool in an early warning system 

of landslides at this site. 

 

At the Thungsong site, more robust and complex processing should be done for the ERT and 

SRT to create 3D models with higher spatial resolution results in the landslide area. The 

reciprocal method should apply to the ERT to improve the inversion results and reduce RMS 

values. S-wave SRT could be also applied in the landslide area to better determine elastic 

properties, such as Poisson’s ratio, and the shear and Young’s moduli. These elastic properties 

indicate variations in lithology and moisture content in a landslide area. The steep topography 

makes is difficult to acquire S-wave data. However, further efforts could be focussed on the 
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use of Multichannel Analysis of Surface Waves (MASW) to gain information about shear 

velocities. A monitoring system could be installed with geotechnical and ground-based 

measurements, such as borehole logging, laboratory experiments, piezometers, GPS pegs, and 

SAA. Soil samples could be collected at the site to directly assess the physical properties of the 

soil in the landslide area. The physical and geotechnical properties including density, porosity, 

and particle size could be determined. The combination of geophysical and geotechnical 

results, and laboratory experiments could be developed to generate a more enhanced ground 

model of Thungsong landslide. Ground models provide primary knowledge to design a 

monitoring system, which could be used as an early warning system in this site. Time lapse 

geophysical surveys should be applied and compared to the geotechnical and ground-based 

measurements. This can be used to study changes in subsurface resistivity and seismic 

properties to determine moisture content and fissure density during rainfall in a landslide 

region. Remote sensing investigations, such as InSAR, are challenging as this site, as is an area 

of tree plantations and suffers from severe atmospheric effects. 

 

The two case studies presented in this thesis show how useful geophysical methods are in 

landslide studies, but they also show how strategies for geophysical surveys needs to be tailored 

to the site being investigated. 
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Appendix A 

Raw SP data from Hollin Hill 

 
08/08/2017      
 
                                                            

ID 
Coordinate in British National Grid 

(BGN) SP (mV)  

Line No 
Easting 

(m) 
Northing 

(m) 
Elevation 

(m) Forward Backward Time (base) 

1 Base 468135.9495 468755.1029 107.0568 4.6 -15.8 
start14:22:00 

Finish15:05 
1 0 468115.9553 468749.7825 106.587 -4.2 -8.4  
1 5 468114.7888 468754.406 107.5246 -3.4 -7.8  
1 10 468113.4972 468759.0612 108.6098 -6.3 -10.9  
1 15 468112.2003 468763.7865 109.8029 -7.2 -10.8  
1 20 468111.0222 468768.3513 111.3495 -7.3 -10.8  
1 25 468109.9995 468772.9689 113.0457 -7.7 -11.0  
1 30 468109.3242 468777.6333 114.8846 -9.1 -11.5  
1 35 468108.0926 468782.1972 116.629 -9.3 -11.3  
1 40 468106.8641 468786.7925 118.1554 -8.5 -11.0  
1 45 468105.5444 468791.2795 119.8854 -9.9 -11.3  
1 50 468104.4005 468795.8013 121.6683 -8.9 -10.4  
1 55 468103.0356 468800.4007 123.2187 -10.2 -11.5  
1 60 468101.5575 468805.0224 124.1443 -7.0 -9.5  
1 65 468100.1499 468809.7058 125.267 -10.7 -11.7  
1 70 468098.7574 468814.4086 126.4621 -9.0 -10.0  
1 75 468097.4168 468819.0919 127.4623 -9.1 -9.8  
1 80 468096.0806 468823.841 128.1633 -13.2 -12.7  
1 85 468094.8678 468828.6362 128.6347 -10.8 -10.4  
1 90 468093.4993 468833.4115 129.4711 -12.1 -11.9  
1 95 468092.2547 468838.1197 130.6009 -11.4 -12.2  
1 100 468091.1619 468842.889 131.6033 -9.8 -11.6  
1 105 468089.9387 468847.5785 132.7932 -11.7 -11.3  
1 110 468088.8216 468852.2833 134.0623 -10.7 -10.5  
1 115 468087.7263 468857.048 134.4577 -11.4 -11.3  
1 120 468086.4756 468861.836 135.5261 -12.3 -12.3  
1 125 468085.2799 468866.6138 136.433 -9.9 -10.2  
1 130 468084.0213 468871.3996 137.274 -12.6 -13.4  
1 135 468082.7748 468876.0835 138.3848 -12.0 -12.4  
1 140 468081.6014 468880.8016 139.4393 -12.7 -13.0  
1 145 468080.2337 468885.5351 140.4465 -13.7 -14.2  
1 150 468078.9851 468889.8875 142.8811 -14.3 -13.3  
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1 155 468077.6231 468894.4865 144.2199 -14.3 -13.6  
1 160 468076.1126 468899.1148 145.4722 -14.1 -14.3  

2 Base 468135.9495 468755.1029 107.0568 -10.9 -7.1 
start15:05:00 

finish15:58 
2 0 468124.9125 468752.1407 106.8613 -10.2 -5.9  
2 5 468123.5901 468756.5167 107.8302 -10.7 -6.5  
2 10 468122.4447 468761.4177 108.9604 -10.2 -6.8  
2 15 468121.2781 468766.1261 110.1365 -14.4 -11.3  
2 20 468120.2715 468770.8073 111.4297 -13.3 -9.1  
2 25 468118.7805 468775.4506 112.8147 -14.2 -13.8  
2 30 468117.7563 468780.0581 114.1317 1.1 -6.8  
2 35 468116.3616 468784.5965 115.8217 -14.2 -11.3  
2 40 468115.3909 468789.2616 117.2395 -13.4 -9.7  
2 45 468114.049 468793.9673 118.6339 -12.3 -9.1  
2 50 468112.7783 468798.4825 119.8386 -12.9 -9.7  
2 55 468111.6705 468802.9703 121.5657 -14.9 -14.9  
2 60 468110.3478 468807.5294 123.5001 -12.8 -11.8  
2 65 468109.2941 468812.0201 124.8613 -15.9 -13.5  
2 70 468108.0288 468816.8681 125.9715 -13.8 -10.4  
2 75 468106.6509 468821.5346 127.3347 -14.0 -11.8  
2 80 468105.4275 468826.1641 128.6336 -13.0 -11.1  
2 85 468103.9514 468830.9731 129.4337 -15.3 -14.5  
2 90 468102.6833 468835.7546 130.0039 -15.3 -11.9  
2 95 468101.3873 468840.4629 130.8132 -12.2 -9.9  
2 100 468099.8253 468845.1097 132.0902 -14.0 -12.2  
2 105 468098.2793 468849.6533 133.344 -12.6 -11.1  
2 110 468097.0065 468854.4069 134.1572 -12.7 -10.7  
2 115 468095.5422 468859.1681 134.8252 -13.2 -11.9  
2 120 468094.1198 468863.7926 136.1329 -12.1 -11.9  
2 125 468092.365 468868.5034 136.6746 -12.5 -12.2  
2 130 468090.9169 468873.1246 137.515 -12.2 -12.5  
2 135 468089.376 468877.6817 138.7379 -11.8 -11.6  
2 140 468088.0466 468882.4005 140.0657 -11.4 -13.8  
2 145 468086.4944 468887.0416 140.4708 -10.7 -12.7  
2 150 468084.9171 468891.6023 140.8492 -10.9 -13.2  
2 155 468083.2334 468895.9436 144.1921 -18.1 -17.1  
2 160 468081.4486 468900.4078 145.3759 -12.8 -12.8  

3 Base 468135.9495 468755.1029 107.0568 1.4 -9.8 
start11:44:00 

finish13:44 
3 0 468134.4819 468754.7169 107.0492 -2.7 -3.6  
3 5 468133.5677 468759.3717 108.0827 -1.7 -3.0  
3 10 468132.2478 468764.0866 109.209 -3.7 -3.8  
3 15 468130.8252 468768.7055 110.4478 -1.6 -4.5  
3 20 468129.4778 468773.3394 111.6609 -4.3 -7.4  
3 25 468128.1643 468777.9945 112.8979 -1.7 -3.8  
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3 30 468126.9425 468782.6543 114.0702 -3.4 -4.8  
3 35 468125.7201 468787.2729 115.4206 -4.6 -4.8  
3 40 468124.5339 468791.9495 116.7264 -6.3 -7.3  
3 45 468123.121 468796.6636 118.0315 -3.7 -6.1  
3 50 468121.9157 468801.2848 119.3741 -5.9 -9.1  
3 55 468120.675 468805.8912 120.7967 -5.5 -7.7  
3 60 468119.4589 468810.5497 122.3298 -5.9 -7.7  
3 65 468118.2273 468815.0761 123.7404 -5.3 -8.0  
3 70 468117.0597 468819.7256 125.1849 -5.7 -8.2  
3 75 468115.7712 468824.3426 126.6413 -7.4 -10.0  
3 80 468114.5486 468829.0108 127.935 -7.4 -9.5  
3 85 468113.3615 468833.7312 129.1307 -8.4 -11.1  
3 90 468112.129 468838.3755 130.3435 -8.4 -10.7  
3 95 468110.7891 468843.1277 131.467 -9.1 -11.3  
3 100 468109.5223 468847.8308 132.2637 -8.2 -9.9  
3 105 468108.1327 468852.4742 133.749 -7.7 -8.8  
3 110 468106.7842 468857.1989 134.3606 -7.5 -9.1  
3 115 468105.3556 468861.7311 134.7243 -5.0 -8.1  
3 120 468104.0995 468866.5195 136.3044 -6.2 -8.3  
3 125 468102.4531 468871.2131 137.1989 -8.6 -9.0  
3 130 468101.182 468875.9129 137.4453 -8.2 -9.6  
3 135 468099.579 468880.7198 138.1375 -8.9 -10.2  
3 140 468098.3537 468885.4513 139.3402 -8.0 -8.9  
3 145 468097.1862 468890.0685 140.0686 -8.3 -9.0  
3 150 468095.7528 468894.8988 141.1542 -8.4 -10.2  
3 155 468094.4889 468899.8225 141.8056 -15.3 -16.5  
3 160 468093.2989 468903.3178 144.8528 -10.8 -11.7  

4 Base 468135.9495 468755.1029 107.0568 -1.5 -6.9 
start16:12:00 
finish 17:00 

4 0 468143.7711 468757.1905 107.2302 -4.1 -6.2  
4 5 468142.3089 468761.742 108.3163 -5.2 -6.5  
4 10 468141.0269 468766.4563 109.5385 -5.5 -6.7  
4 15 468139.7552 468771.1118 110.7991 -7.9 -7.9  
4 20 468138.4464 468775.7355 112.1238 -7.1 -7.2  
4 25 468136.9962 468780.3776 113.3316 -6.0 -6.6  
4 30 468135.7419 468785.0627 114.5166 -6.1 -6.8  
4 35 468134.4861 468789.7774 115.7573 -5.5 -6.6  
4 40 468133.1865 468794.4135 117.0411 -5.6 -6.9  
4 45 468131.9093 468798.9851 118.4134 -5.3 -6.2  
4 50 468130.5793 468803.658 119.8526 -6.0 -7.2  
4 55 468129.2979 468808.2181 121.3873 -7.6 -8.8  
4 60 468128.0415 468812.8009 123.0491 -9.9 -10.6  
4 65 468126.7086 468817.255 124.5587 -9.7 -9.5  
4 70 468125.4338 468821.8351 126.1945 -10.1 -10.5  
4 75 468124.1981 468826.6122 127.1203 -8.2 -8.5  
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4 80 468122.9598 468831.4008 128.0702 -11.8 -11.5  
4 85 468121.7765 468836.1454 128.9507 -9.4 -9.8  
4 90 468120.63 468840.9013 129.8884 -12.3 -12.8  
4 95 468119.3718 468845.6343 130.6518 -10.9 -10.7  
4 100 468118.1783 468850.3871 131.6417 -8.4 -8.2  
4 105 468116.9945 468855.2315 133.0396 -8.8 -8.6  
4 110 468115.7861 468859.87 134.0693 -12.2 -13.5  
4 115 468114.2131 468864.6096 134.7467 -9.0 -8.9  
4 120 468112.4302 468869.3072 135.3659 -10.5 -10.5  
4 125 468111.3532 468873.9762 136.1683 -10.4 -10.9  
4 130 468109.7541 468878.7108 136.9864 -7.6 -8.1  
4 135 468108.496 468883.4641 137.7235 -9.3 -11.9  
4 140 468107.1035 468888.1529 138.4816 -10.8 -10.5  
4 145 468105.6957 468892.9504 139.2253 -9.0 -9.3  
4 150 468103.9379 468897.629 139.9634 -9.9 -10.9  
4 155 468102.7469 468901.9885 142.772 -12.4 -12.4  
4 160 468101.3115 468906.4085 144.4054 -10.1 -10.1  

5 Base 468135.9495 468755.1029 107.0568 -6.9 -4.7 
start17:04:00 

finish17:35 
5 0 468152.5853 468759.5512 108.1244 -5.2 -6.3  
5 5 468151.6254 468764.2259 109.3084 -6.8 -7.4  
5 10 468150.3444 468768.9547 110.5338 -7.4 -8.2  
5 15 468149.1162 468773.5953 111.794 -7.2 -7.8  
5 20 468147.9611 468778.2535 113.2365 -9.0 -9.6  
5 25 468146.7103 468782.9168 114.504 -8.4 -9.2  
5 30 468145.5919 468787.6032 115.6594 -8.8 -9.2  
5 35 468144.3093 468793.0953 118.1565 -11.5 -13.9  
5 40 468143.2941 468796.8474 118.9869 -9.0 -7.0  
5 45 468142.225 468801.4702 120.2644 -10.2 -9.3  
5 50 468140.9941 468806.2117 121.9321 -11.6 -9.0  
5 55 468139.7593 468810.8332 122.9858 -10.9 -9.3  
5 60 468138.4286 468815.428 124.4393 -11.2 -8.9  
5 65 468137.2137 468820.0754 126.1483 -10.6 -8.4  
5 70 468135.8936 468824.7775 126.5354 -11.9 -9.7  
5 75 468134.715 468829.5639 127.8282 -11.5 -9.3  
5 80 468133.2786 468834.3578 127.8422 -10.7 -8.8  
5 85 468132.132 468839.119 128.2859 -12.3 -10.8  
5 90 468130.8219 468843.8884 129.1712 -11.8 -10.2  
5 95 468129.6241 468848.7829 130.3922 -10.6 -9.4  
5 100 468128.5352 468853.5811 131.4744 -8.5 -8.4  
5 105 468127.1586 468858.0024 132.4238 -8.3 -9.3  
5 110 468126.0685 468862.8234 133.2612 -7.8 -9.2  
5 115 468124.8761 468867.4746 134.7282 -9.1 -10.2  
5 120 468123.525 468872.3573 135.0371 -9.5 -9.8  
5 125 468122.1359 468877.0287 136.15 -8.9 -10.3  
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5 130 468120.6621 468881.7404 136.9064 -8.3 -9.8  
5 135 468119.2279 468886.4822 137.1505 -10.2 -11.2  
5 140 468117.7941 468891.2894 137.4657 -9.4 -11.5  
5 145 468116.2783 468895.9606 138.5705 -9.7 -10.7  
5 150 468115.0445 468900.7 138.7076 -7.2 -10.0  
5 155 468113.6022 468905.245 140.9015 -9.1 -11.4  
5 160 468112.4243 468909.546 142.848 -12.2 -13.4  
5 165 468111.0125 468913.9879 144.9307 -10.4 -10.4  

 
 
26/03/2018      
 

ID Coordinate SP  
Line No Easting Northing Elevation Forward Backward Time (base) 

1 Base 468135.9495 468755.1029 107.0568 -30.0 -26.0 
start11:02 

Finish11:29 
1 0 468115.9553 468749.7825 106.587 -32 -26  
1 5 468114.7888 468754.406 107.5246 -31 -24  
1 10 468113.4972 468759.0612 108.6098 -33 -25  
1 15 468112.2003 468763.7865 109.8029 -36 -28  
1 20 468111.0222 468768.3513 111.3495 -37 -29  
1 25 468109.9995 468772.9689 113.0457 -36 -28  
1 30 468109.3242 468777.6333 114.8846 -36 -30  
1 35 468108.0926 468782.1972 116.629 -36 -29  
1 40 468106.8641 468786.7925 118.1554 -38 -31  
1 45 468105.5444 468791.2795 119.8854 -37 -30  
1 50 468104.4005 468795.8013 121.6683 -37 -38  
1 55 468103.0356 468800.4007 123.2187 -36 -37  
1 60 468101.5575 468805.0224 124.1443 -36 -36  
1 65 468100.1499 468809.7058 125.267 -39 -39  
1 70 468098.7574 468814.4086 126.4621 -36 -36  
1 75 468097.4168 468819.0919 127.4623 -36 -36  
1 80 468096.0806 468823.841 128.1633 -40 -40  
1 85 468094.8678 468828.6362 128.6347 -40 -39  
1 90 468093.4993 468833.4115 129.4711 -43 -43  
1 95 468092.2547 468838.1197 130.6009 -38 -38  
1 100 468091.1619 468842.889 131.6033 -38 -38  
1 105 468089.9387 468847.5785 132.7932 -37 -37  
1 110 468088.8216 468852.2833 134.0623 -37 -37  
1 115 468087.7263 468857.048 134.4577 -40 -40  
1 120 468086.4756 468861.836 135.5261 -39 -39  
1 125 468085.2799 468866.6138 136.433 -39 -40  
1 130 468084.0213 468871.3996 137.274 -40 -40  
1 135 468082.7748 468876.0835 138.3848 -39 -40  
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1 140 468081.6014 468880.8016 139.4393 -36 -38  
1 145 468080.2337 468885.5351 140.4465 -40 -40  
1 150 468078.9851 468889.8875 142.8811 -41 -40  
1 155 468077.6231 468894.4865 144.2199 -40 -40  
1 160 468076.1126 468899.1148 145.4722 -40   

2 Base 468135.9495 468755.1029 107.0568 -26 -28 
start11:29 

finish12:33 
2 0 468124.9125 468752.1407 106.8613 -27 -26  
2 5 468123.5901 468756.5167 107.8302 -26 -28  
2 10 468122.4447 468761.4177 108.9604 -27 -29  
2 15 468121.2781 468766.1261 110.1365 -25 -28  
2 20 468120.2715 468770.8073 111.4297 -29 -30  
2 25 468118.7805 468775.4506 112.8147 -29 -31  
2 30 468117.7563 468780.0581 114.1317 -29 -32  
2 35 468116.3616 468784.5965 115.8217 -33 -33  
2 40 468115.3909 468789.2616 117.2395 -32 -33  
2 45 468114.049 468793.9673 118.6339 -32 -32  
2 50 468112.7783 468798.4825 119.8386 -30 -31  
2 55 468111.6705 468802.9703 121.5657 -30 -30  
2 60 468110.3478 468807.5294 123.5001 -32 -31  
2 65 468109.2941 468812.0201 124.8613 -33 -32  
2 70 468108.0288 468816.8681 125.9715 -32 -31  
2 75 468106.6509 468821.5346 127.3347 -29 -29  
2 80 468105.4275 468826.1641 128.6336 -32 -32  
2 85 468103.9514 468830.9731 129.4337 -34 -34  
2 90 468102.6833 468835.7546 130.0039 -33 -33  
2 95 468101.3873 468840.4629 130.8132 -34 -34  
2 100 468099.8253 468845.1097 132.0902 -33 -33  
2 105 468098.2793 468849.6533 133.344 -33 -33  
2 110 468097.0065 468854.4069 134.1572 -33 -34  
2 115 468095.5422 468859.1681 134.8252 -34 -34  
2 120 468094.1198 468863.7926 136.1329 -35 -35  
2 125 468092.365 468868.5034 136.6746 -36 -36  
2 130 468090.9169 468873.1246 137.515 -33 -32  
2 135 468089.376 468877.6817 138.7379 -33 -34  
2 140 468088.0466 468882.4005 140.0657 -34 -34  
2 145 468086.4944 468887.0416 140.4708 -34 -34  
2 150 468084.9171 468891.6023 140.8492 -34 -35  
2 155 468083.2334 468895.9436 144.1921 -35 -35  
2 160 468081.4486 468900.4078 145.3759 -36   

3 Base 468135.9495 468755.1029 107.0568 -28 -33 
Start12:33 

finish13:28 
3 0 468134.4819 468754.7169 107.0492 -30 -31  
3 5 468133.5677 468759.3717 108.0827 -29 -30  
3 10 468132.2478 468764.0866 109.209 -30 -30  
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3 15 468130.8252 468768.7055 110.4478 -28 -30  
3 20 468129.4778 468773.3394 111.6609 -30 -31  
3 25 468128.1643 468777.9945 112.8979 -32 -33  
3 30 468126.9425 468782.6543 114.0702 -31 -32  
3 35 468125.7201 468787.2729 115.4206 -31 -33  
3 40 468124.5339 468791.9495 116.7264 -31 -33  
3 45 468123.121 468796.6636 118.0315 -31 -33  
3 50 468121.9157 468801.2848 119.3741 -31 -33  
3 55 468120.675 468805.8912 120.7967 -32 -33  
3 60 468119.4589 468810.5497 122.3298 -33 -34  
3 65 468118.2273 468815.0761 123.7404 -33 -34  
3 70 468117.0597 468819.7256 125.1849 -33 -34  
3 75 468115.7712 468824.3426 126.6413 -33 -34  
3 80 468114.5486 468829.0108 127.935 -34 -35  
3 85 468113.3615 468833.7312 129.1307 -34 -35  
3 90 468112.129 468838.3755 130.3435 -33 -36  
3 95 468110.7891 468843.1277 131.467 -33 -36  
3 100 468109.5223 468847.8308 132.2637 -33 -36  
3 105 468108.1327 468852.4742 133.749 -34 -35  
3 110 468106.7842 468857.1989 134.3606 -35 -36  
3 115 468105.3556 468861.7311 134.7243 -36 -37  
3 120 468104.0995 468866.5195 136.3044 -36 -37  
3 125 468102.4531 468871.2131 137.1989 -36 -37  
3 130 468101.182 468875.9129 137.4453 -38 -36  
3 135 468099.579 468880.7198 138.1375 -37 -38  
3 140 468098.3537 468885.4513 139.3402 -37 -37  
3 145 468097.1862 468890.0685 140.0686 -37 -37  
3 150 468095.7528 468894.8988 141.1542 -37 -37  
3 155 468094.4889 468899.8225 141.8056 -39 -39  
3 160 468093.2989 468903.3178 144.8528 -39   

4 Base 468135.9495 468755.1029 107.0568 -30 -32 
start14:24 

finish 15:30 
4 0 468143.7711 468757.1905 107.2302 -33 -35  
4 5 468142.3089 468761.742 108.3163 -33 -34  
4 10 468141.0269 468766.4563 109.5385 -34 -35  
4 15 468139.7552 468771.1118 110.7991 -35 -37  
4 20 468138.4464 468775.7355 112.1238 -35 -37  
4 25 468136.9962 468780.3776 113.3316 -35 -37  
4 30 468135.7419 468785.0627 114.5166 -35 -36  
4 35 468134.4861 468789.7774 115.7573 -36 -36  
4 40 468133.1865 468794.4135 117.0411 -35 -36  
4 45 468131.9093 468798.9851 118.4134 -35 -35  
4 50 468130.5793 468803.658 119.8526 -37 -36  
4 55 468129.2979 468808.2181 121.3873 -36 -37  
4 60 468128.0415 468812.8009 123.0491 -37 -37  
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4 65 468126.7086 468817.255 124.5587 -39 -37  
4 70 468125.4338 468821.8351 126.1945 -39 -39  
4 75 468124.1981 468826.6122 127.1203 -38 -39  
4 80 468122.9598 468831.4008 128.0702 -39 -39  
4 85 468121.7765 468836.1454 128.9507 -40 -40  
4 90 468120.63 468840.9013 129.8884 -40 -40  
4 95 468119.3718 468845.6343 130.6518 -39 -40  
4 100 468118.1783 468850.3871 131.6417 -40 -40  
4 105 468116.9945 468855.2315 133.0396 -39 -40  
4 110 468115.7861 468859.87 134.0693 -39 -40  
4 115 468114.2131 468864.6096 134.7467 -40 -41  
4 120 468112.4302 468869.3072 135.3659 -41 -42  
4 125 468111.3532 468873.9762 136.1683 -41 -43  
4 130 468109.7541 468878.7108 136.9864 -40 -42  
4 135 468108.496 468883.4641 137.7235 -41 -42  
4 140 468107.1035 468888.1529 138.4816 -39 -41  
4 145 468105.6957 468892.9504 139.2253 -40 -41  
4 150 468103.9379 468897.629 139.9634 -41 -41  
4 155 468102.7469 468901.9885 142.772 -41 -41  
4 160 468101.3115 468906.4085 144.4054 -42   

5 Base 468135.9495 468755.1029 107.0568 -28 -32 
start15:36 

finish16:34 
5 0 468152.5853 468759.5512 108.1244 -34 -35  
5 5 468151.6254 468764.2259 109.3084 -35 -35  
5 10 468150.3444 468768.9547 110.5338 -36 -37  
5 15 468149.1162 468773.5953 111.794 -37 -37  
5 20 468147.9611 468778.2535 113.2365 -36 -36  
5 25 468146.7103 468782.9168 114.504 -37 -37  
5 30 468145.5919 468787.6032 115.6594 -37 -38  
5 35 468144.3093 468793.0953 118.1565 -40 -40  
5 40 468143.2941 468796.8474 118.9869 -37 -38  
5 45 468142.225 468801.4702 120.2644 -39 -39  
5 50 468140.9941 468806.2117 121.9321 -39 -39  
5 55 468139.7593 468810.8332 122.9858 -39 -39  
5 60 468138.4286 468815.428 124.4393 -38 -39  
5 65 468137.2137 468820.0754 126.1483 -39 -38  
5 70 468135.8936 468824.7775 126.5354 -39 -39  
5 75 468134.715 468829.5639 127.8282 -36 -36  
5 80 468133.2786 468834.3578 127.8422 -40 -41  
5 85 468132.132 468839.119 128.2859 -40 -41  
5 90 468130.8219 468843.8884 129.1712 -40 -41  
5 95 468129.6241 468848.7829 130.3922 -36 -37  
5 100 468128.5352 468853.5811 131.4744 -39 -40  
5 105 468127.1586 468858.0024 132.4238 -41 -42  
5 110 468126.0685 468862.8234 133.2612 -39 -40  



 

 
 

232 

5 115 468124.8761 468867.4746 134.7282 -41 -41  
5 120 468123.525 468872.3573 135.0371 -42 -43  
5 125 468122.1359 468877.0287 136.15 -40 -41  
5 130 468120.6621 468881.7404 136.9064 -40 -40  
5 135 468119.2279 468886.4822 137.1505 -42 -42  
5 140 468117.7941 468891.2894 137.4657 -43 -43  
5 145 468116.2783 468895.9606 138.5705 -40 -40  
5 150 468115.0445 468900.7 138.7076 -42 -42  
5 155 468113.6022 468905.245 140.9015 -41 -41  
5 160 468112.4243 468909.546 142.848 -41 -35  
5 165 468111.0125 468913.9879 144.9307 -34   

 

14/06/2018      
 

ID Coordinate SP  
Line No Easting Northing Elevation Forward Backward Time (base) 

1 Base 468135.9495 468755.1029 107.0568 0.6 1.9 
start17:30 

Finish18:00 
1 0 468115.9553 468749.7825 106.587 -3 -2.6  
1 5 468114.7888 468754.406 107.5246 -2.4 -2.2  
1 10 468113.4972 468759.0612 108.6098 -2.2 -1.8  
1 15 468112.2003 468763.7865 109.8029 -2.9 -1.9  
1 20 468111.0222 468768.3513 111.3495 -1.2 -1.2  
1 25 468109.9995 468772.9689 113.0457 -0.4 -0.2  
1 30 468109.3242 468777.6333 114.8846 -1.1 -0.9  
1 35 468108.0926 468782.1972 116.629 0.1 0.7  
1 40 468106.8641 468786.7925 118.1554 -4.7 -3.2  
1 45 468105.5444 468791.2795 119.8854 -4.1 -3.1  
1 50 468104.4005 468795.8013 121.6683 -4.1 -2.9  
1 55 468103.0356 468800.4007 123.2187 -4.3 -3.3  
1 60 468101.5575 468805.0224 124.1443 -3.2 -2.7  
1 65 468100.1499 468809.7058 125.267 -2.8 -2.5  
1 70 468098.7574 468814.4086 126.4621 -3.2 -3  
1 75 468097.4168 468819.0919 127.4623 -3.9 -3.7  
1 80 468096.0806 468823.841 128.1633 -3.7 -3.5  
1 85 468094.8678 468828.6362 128.6347 -3.7 -3.7  
1 90 468093.4993 468833.4115 129.4711 -3.6 -3.4  
1 95 468092.2547 468838.1197 130.6009 -4.1 -3.7  
1 100 468091.1619 468842.889 131.6033 -2.9 -3.1  
1 105 468089.9387 468847.5785 132.7932 -3.7 -3.7  
1 110 468088.8216 468852.2833 134.0623 -3.1 -3.1  
1 115 468087.7263 468857.048 134.4577 -3.1 -3.8  
1 120 468086.4756 468861.836 135.5261 -4 -4.3  



 

 
 

233 

1 125 468085.2799 468866.6138 136.433 -3.3 -4.1  
1 130 468084.0213 468871.3996 137.274 -4.3 -4.8  
1 135 468082.7748 468876.0835 138.3848 -4.3 -3.9  
1 140 468081.6014 468880.8016 139.4393 -4.4 -4.3  
1 145 468080.2337 468885.5351 140.4465 -4.5 -4.1  
1 150 468078.9851 468889.8875 142.8811 -4.1 -4.5  
1 155 468077.6231 468894.4865 144.2199 -3.5 -3.5  
1 160 468076.1126 468899.1148 145.4722 -3.6   

2 Base 468135.9495 468755.1029 107.0568 -2.2 0.8 
start16:34 

finish17:06 
2 0 468124.9125 468752.1407 106.8613 -1.1 -0.5  
2 5 468123.5901 468756.5167 107.8302 -1.8 -0.9  
2 10 468122.4447 468761.4177 108.9604 -1.2 -1.1  
2 15 468121.2781 468766.1261 110.1365 -1.1 -1.7  
2 20 468120.2715 468770.8073 111.4297 -2.7 -1.7  
2 25 468118.7805 468775.4506 112.8147 -0.6 -0.3  
2 30 468117.7563 468780.0581 114.1317 -2.8 -2.4  
2 35 468116.3616 468784.5965 115.8217 -1.2 -1.3  
2 40 468115.3909 468789.2616 117.2395 -1.7 -3.9  
2 45 468114.049 468793.9673 118.6339 -0.9 -3.7  
2 50 468112.7783 468798.4825 119.8386 -3.2 -6.6  
2 55 468111.6705 468802.9703 121.5657 -4.1 -7.1  
2 60 468110.3478 468807.5294 123.5001 -4 -7.7  
2 65 468109.2941 468812.0201 124.8613 -3.7 -6.6  
2 70 468108.0288 468816.8681 125.9715 -2.7 -5.5  
2 75 468106.6509 468821.5346 127.3347 -3.5 -6  
2 80 468105.4275 468826.1641 128.6336 -3.3 -3.2  
2 85 468103.9514 468830.9731 129.4337 -3.1 -3.2  
2 90 468102.6833 468835.7546 130.0039 -4.8 -5.9  
2 95 468101.3873 468840.4629 130.8132 -4.4 -6.2  
2 100 468099.8253 468845.1097 132.0902 -4.5 -4.4  
2 105 468098.2793 468849.6533 133.344 -4.6 -4.7  
2 110 468097.0065 468854.4069 134.1572 -4.6 -4.5  
2 115 468095.5422 468859.1681 134.8252 -4.3 -5.2  
2 120 468094.1198 468863.7926 136.1329 -4.5 -6.2  
2 125 468092.365 468868.5034 136.6746 -5.6 -7.2  
2 130 468090.9169 468873.1246 137.515 -5.5 -7.1  
2 135 468089.376 468877.6817 138.7379 -4.8 -4.2  
2 140 468088.0466 468882.4005 140.0657 -4.3 -5.4  
2 145 468086.4944 468887.0416 140.4708 -4.1 -5.5  
2 150 468084.9171 468891.6023 140.8492 -4.7 -4.9  
2 155 468083.2334 468895.9436 144.1921 -4.5 -5.1  
2 160 468081.4486 468900.4078 145.3759 -4.9   

3 Base 468135.9495 468755.1029 107.0568 -1.5 1.2 
Start15:30 

finish16:05 



 

 
 

234 

3 0 468134.4819 468754.7169 107.0492 1.4 2.3  
3 5 468133.5677 468759.3717 108.0827 0.3 1.7  
3 10 468132.2478 468764.0866 109.209 -0.3 -0.8  
3 15 468130.8252 468768.7055 110.4478 -0.7 -0.9  
3 20 468129.4778 468773.3394 111.6609 0.7 -0.2  
3 25 468128.1643 468777.9945 112.8979 -2.2 -2.7  
3 30 468126.9425 468782.6543 114.0702 -1 -1.2  
3 35 468125.7201 468787.2729 115.4206 0.1 -0.8  
3 40 468124.5339 468791.9495 116.7264 -0.2 -0.6  
3 45 468123.121 468796.6636 118.0315 -1.8 -2.2  
3 50 468121.9157 468801.2848 119.3741 -3 -3.6  
3 55 468120.675 468805.8912 120.7967 -4.5 -4.1  
3 60 468119.4589 468810.5497 122.3298 -4.7 -4.4  
3 65 468118.2273 468815.0761 123.7404 -4.4 -4.7  
3 70 468117.0597 468819.7256 125.1849 -3.9 -4.0  
3 75 468115.7712 468824.3426 126.6413 -4.6 -4.7  
3 80 468114.5486 468829.0108 127.935 -4.4 -4.9  
3 85 468113.3615 468833.7312 129.1307 -3.5 -3.8  
3 90 468112.129 468838.3755 130.3435 -4.7 -5.1  
3 95 468110.7891 468843.1277 131.467 -5.3 -5.0  
3 100 468109.5223 468847.8308 132.2637 -3.6 -3.3  
3 105 468108.1327 468852.4742 133.749 -2.8 -2.5  
3 110 468106.7842 468857.1989 134.3606 -5.7 -5.5  
3 115 468105.3556 468861.7311 134.7243 -5 -5.6  
3 120 468104.0995 468866.5195 136.3044 -3.7 -4.0  
3 125 468102.4531 468871.2131 137.1989 -5.3 -5.4  
3 130 468101.182 468875.9129 137.4453 -4.9 -5.9  
3 135 468099.579 468880.7198 138.1375 -5.1 -5.7  
3 140 468098.3537 468885.4513 139.3402 -4.6 -4.3  
3 145 468097.1862 468890.0685 140.0686 -4.7 -5.1  
3 150 468095.7528 468894.8988 141.1542 -4.2 -4.5  
3 155 468094.4889 468899.8225 141.8056 -4.4 -4.7  
3 160 468093.2989 468903.3178 144.8528 -3.2   

4 Base 468135.9495 468755.1029 107.0568 0.3 0.8 
start13:44 

finish 14:39 
4 0 468143.7711 468757.1905 107.2302 0 0.2  
4 5 468142.3089 468761.742 108.3163 0.5 -0.2  
4 10 468141.0269 468766.4563 109.5385 -1.1 -1.9  
4 15 468139.7552 468771.1118 110.7991 -2.2 -2.9  
4 20 468138.4464 468775.7355 112.1238 -1.6 -2.1  
4 25 468136.9962 468780.3776 113.3316 -1.6 -2  
4 30 468135.7419 468785.0627 114.5166 -1.5 -1.8  
4 35 468134.4861 468789.7774 115.7573 -1.9 -2.3  
4 40 468133.1865 468794.4135 117.0411 -3.1 -3.3  
4 45 468131.9093 468798.9851 118.4134 -1.5 -2.3  



 

 
 

235 

4 50 468130.5793 468803.658 119.8526 -1.8 -2.3  
4 55 468129.2979 468808.2181 121.3873 -3.9 -3.7  
4 60 468128.0415 468812.8009 123.0491 -5 -4.7  
4 65 468126.7086 468817.255 124.5587 -4.1 -4.2  
4 70 468125.4338 468821.8351 126.1945 -4.3 -4.1  
4 75 468124.1981 468826.6122 127.1203 -4.4 -4.8  
4 80 468122.9598 468831.4008 128.0702 -5.4 -4.9  
4 85 468121.7765 468836.1454 128.9507 -5.5 -4.8  
4 90 468120.63 468840.9013 129.8884 -5 -4.5  
4 95 468119.3718 468845.6343 130.6518 -3.5 -3  
4 100 468118.1783 468850.3871 131.6417 -4 -4.3  
4 105 468116.9945 468855.2315 133.0396 -5.2 -4.3  
4 110 468115.7861 468859.87 134.0693 -5.5 -4.7  
4 115 468114.2131 468864.6096 134.7467 -4.7 -4  
4 120 468112.4302 468869.3072 135.3659 -6.1 -5.3  
4 125 468111.3532 468873.9762 136.1683 -7.8 -7.4  
4 130 468109.7541 468878.7108 136.9864 -5.4 -5.2  
4 135 468108.496 468883.4641 137.7235 -6.1 -6  
4 140 468107.1035 468888.1529 138.4816 -5.8 -5.3  
4 145 468105.6957 468892.9504 139.2253 -5.5 -5.6  
4 150 468103.9379 468897.629 139.9634 -3.8 -3.6  
4 155 468102.7469 468901.9885 142.772 -2.8 -2.9  
4 160 468101.3115 468906.4085 144.4054 -2.6   

5 Base 468135.9495 468755.1029 107.0568 0.2 1.9 
start11:33 

finish12:33 
5 0 468152.5853 468759.5512 108.1244 -1.8 -1.5  
5 5 468151.6254 468764.2259 109.3084 -2.3 -2.6  
5 10 468150.3444 468768.9547 110.5338 -2.4 -3.2  
5 15 468149.1162 468773.5953 111.794 -2.8 -3.8  
5 20 468147.9611 468778.2535 113.2365 -3.1 -3.9  
5 25 468146.7103 468782.9168 114.504 -4.4 -4.1  
5 30 468145.5919 468787.6032 115.6594 -3.8 -3.6  
5 35 468144.3093 468793.0953 118.1565 -2.9 -2.6  
5 40 468143.2941 468796.8474 118.9869 -5.5 -4.9  
5 45 468142.225 468801.4702 120.2644 -2.1 -1.2  
5 50 468140.9941 468806.2117 121.9321 -5.8 -5.4  
5 55 468139.7593 468810.8332 122.9858 -4.5 -3.4  
5 60 468138.4286 468815.428 124.4393 -2.7 -1.9  
5 65 468137.2137 468820.0754 126.1483 -4.7 -3.7  
5 70 468135.8936 468824.7775 126.5354 -6.1 -5.6  
5 75 468134.715 468829.5639 127.8282 -5.6 -5  
5 80 468133.2786 468834.3578 127.8422 -5.9 -5.4  
5 85 468132.132 468839.119 128.2859 -5.7 -5.4  
5 90 468130.8219 468843.8884 129.1712 -5.8 -5.4  
5 95 468129.6241 468848.7829 130.3922 -4 -3.6  



 

 
 

236 

5 100 468128.5352 468853.5811 131.4744 -4.6 -4.3  
5 105 468127.1586 468858.0024 132.4238 -6.3 -5.8  
5 110 468126.0685 468862.8234 133.2612 -5.2 -4.7  
5 115 468124.8761 468867.4746 134.7282 -4.6 -4  
5 120 468123.525 468872.3573 135.0371 -6.9 -6.7  
5 125 468122.1359 468877.0287 136.15 -5.5 -5.3  
5 130 468120.6621 468881.7404 136.9064 -9.8 -7.4  
5 135 468119.2279 468886.4822 137.1505 -5.6 -5.4  
5 140 468117.7941 468891.2894 137.4657 -5.1 -4.8  
5 145 468116.2783 468895.9606 138.5705 -4.2 -4.1  
5 150 468115.0445 468900.7 138.7076 -3.8 -3.9  
5 155 468113.6022 468905.245 140.9015 -4.3 -4.1  
5 160 468112.4243 468909.546 142.848 -3.6 -1.5  
5 165 468111.0125 468913.9879 144.9307 -1.8   

 

09/08/2018      
 

ID Coordinate SP  
Line No Easting Northing Elevation Forward Backward Time (base) 

1 Base 468135.9495 468755.1029 107.0568 -0.1 -0.9 
Start09:40 

Finish10:20 
1 0 468115.9553 468749.7825 106.587 -6.6 -7.8  
1 5 468114.7888 468754.406 107.5246 -9.3 -8.3  
1 10 468113.4972 468759.0612 108.6098 -9.6 -6.5  
1 15 468112.2003 468763.7865 109.8029 -7.7 -9.5  
1 20 468111.0222 468768.3513 111.3495 -11.2 -13.9  
1 25 468109.9995 468772.9689 113.0457 -10.7 -12.5  
1 30 468109.3242 468777.6333 114.8846 -7 -9.7  
1 35 468108.0926 468782.1972 116.629 -12.6 -11.6  
1 40 468106.8641 468786.7925 118.1554 -13.2 -12.5  
1 45 468105.5444 468791.2795 119.8854 -13.3 -12.1  
1 50 468104.4005 468795.8013 121.6683 -13.4 -13.6  
1 55 468103.0356 468800.4007 123.2187 -12.7 -13.1  
1 60 468101.5575 468805.0224 124.1443 -13 -14.4  
1 65 468100.1499 468809.7058 125.267 -10.7 -8.4  
1 70 468098.7574 468814.4086 126.4621 -16 -11.1  
1 75 468097.4168 468819.0919 127.4623 -14.7 -10.9  
1 80 468096.0806 468823.841 128.1633 -14.7 -15.5  
1 85 468094.8678 468828.6362 128.6347 -14.8 -15.6  
1 90 468093.4993 468833.4115 129.4711 -14.8 -14.7  
1 95 468092.2547 468838.1197 130.6009 -14.2 -13.1  
1 100 468091.1619 468842.889 131.6033 -14.5 -15.9  
1 105 468089.9387 468847.5785 132.7932 -9.6 -10.6  



 

 
 

237 

1 110 468088.8216 468852.2833 134.0623 -14.6 -15.7  
1 115 468087.7263 468857.048 134.4577 -16.1 -19  
1 120 468086.4756 468861.836 135.5261 -17.9 -20.3  
1 125 468085.2799 468866.6138 136.433 -16.6 -19  
1 130 468084.0213 468871.3996 137.274 -17.8 -19.8  
1 135 468082.7748 468876.0835 138.3848 -16.7 -8.4  
1 140 468081.6014 468880.8016 139.4393 -17.4 -19.6  
1 145 468080.2337 468885.5351 140.4465 -20.9 -21.8  
1 150 468078.9851 468889.8875 142.8811 -16.7 -18.6  
1 155 468077.6231 468894.4865 144.2199 -16.4 -17.1  
1 160 468076.1126 468899.1148 145.4722 -16.8   

2 Base 468135.9495 468755.1029 107.0568 -0.8 -0.8 
start10:43 

finish11:24 
2 0 468124.9125 468752.1407 106.8613 -4.4 -3.1  
2 5 468123.5901 468756.5167 107.8302 -7.3 -4.5  
2 10 468122.4447 468761.4177 108.9604 -6.4 -3.2  
2 15 468121.2781 468766.1261 110.1365 -11.8 -8.3  
2 20 468120.2715 468770.8073 111.4297 -6.1 6.2  
2 25 468118.7805 468775.4506 112.8147 -9.1 -8.3  
2 30 468117.7563 468780.0581 114.1317 -8.1 -7  
2 35 468116.3616 468784.5965 115.8217 -6.4 -5.2  
2 40 468115.3909 468789.2616 117.2395 -10.4 -10.9  
2 45 468114.049 468793.9673 118.6339 -12.9 -11.7  
2 50 468112.7783 468798.4825 119.8386 -13.1 -11.6  
2 55 468111.6705 468802.9703 121.5657 -10.7 -10.6  
2 60 468110.3478 468807.5294 123.5001 -10.8 -11.2  
2 65 468109.2941 468812.0201 124.8613 -10.7 -12  
2 70 468108.0288 468816.8681 125.9715 -8.1 -8.4  
2 75 468106.6509 468821.5346 127.3347 -7.5 -6.6  
2 80 468105.4275 468826.1641 128.6336 -4.4 -5  
2 85 468103.9514 468830.9731 129.4337 -7.8 -8.3  
2 90 468102.6833 468835.7546 130.0039 -13.5 -12.9  
2 95 468101.3873 468840.4629 130.8132 -10.7 -11.6  
2 100 468099.8253 468845.1097 132.0902 -10.1 -9.7  
2 105 468098.2793 468849.6533 133.344 -6.7 -6.2  
2 110 468097.0065 468854.4069 134.1572 -14.1 -12.8  
2 115 468095.5422 468859.1681 134.8252 -15.6 -16.2  
2 120 468094.1198 468863.7926 136.1329 -11.7 -11.7  
2 125 468092.365 468868.5034 136.6746 -14.7 -15  
2 130 468090.9169 468873.1246 137.515 -16.9 -17.5  
2 135 468089.376 468877.6817 138.7379 -11.5 -11.7  
2 140 468088.0466 468882.4005 140.0657 -10.9 -10.9  
2 145 468086.4944 468887.0416 140.4708 -11.3 -11.8  
2 150 468084.9171 468891.6023 140.8492 -19.4 -18.3  
2 155 468083.2334 468895.9436 144.1921 -12.7 -11.6  



 

 
 

238 

2 160 468081.4486 468900.4078 145.3759 -11.1   

3 Base 468135.9495 468755.1029 107.0568 -0.8 -1.4 
Start11:38 

finish12:12 
3 0 468134.4819 468754.7169 107.0492 -5 -3.5  
3 5 468133.5677 468759.3717 108.0827 -2.7 -2.8  
3 10 468132.2478 468764.0866 109.209 -2 -2.8  
3 15 468130.8252 468768.7055 110.4478 -2.2 -2.1  
3 20 468129.4778 468773.3394 111.6609 -2.5 -2.3  
3 25 468128.1643 468777.9945 112.8979 -2.9 -2.4  
3 30 468126.9425 468782.6543 114.0702 -5.7 -3.7  
3 35 468125.7201 468787.2729 115.4206 -5.5 -5.3  
3 40 468124.5339 468791.9495 116.7264 -7.4 -7  
3 45 468123.121 468796.6636 118.0315 -3.5 -3.9  
3 50 468121.9157 468801.2848 119.3741 -4.9 -4.5  
3 55 468120.675 468805.8912 120.7967 -9.5 -9.1  
3 60 468119.4589 468810.5497 122.3298 -8.9 -9.4  
3 65 468118.2273 468815.0761 123.7404 -7.9 -9.2  
3 70 468117.0597 468819.7256 125.1849 -9.1 -10.1  
3 75 468115.7712 468824.3426 126.6413 -9.3 -10.4  
3 80 468114.5486 468829.0108 127.935 -6.5 -8.7  
3 85 468113.3615 468833.7312 129.1307 -5.7 -7.4  
3 90 468112.129 468838.3755 130.3435 -9.1 -9.2  
3 95 468110.7891 468843.1277 131.467 -8.7 -9.4  
3 100 468109.5223 468847.8308 132.2637 -9.1 -8.7  
3 105 468108.1327 468852.4742 133.749 -8.7 -9  
3 110 468106.7842 468857.1989 134.3606 -13.4 -14.7  
3 115 468105.3556 468861.7311 134.7243 -12.4 -13.8  
3 120 468104.0995 468866.5195 136.3044 -13.1 -13.2  
3 125 468102.4531 468871.2131 137.1989 -11.6 -10.8  
3 130 468101.182 468875.9129 137.4453 -17.1 -16.5  
3 135 468099.579 468880.7198 138.1375 -14.8 -14  
3 140 468098.3537 468885.4513 139.3402 -9 -9  
3 145 468097.1862 468890.0685 140.0686 -12.2 -11.6  
3 150 468095.7528 468894.8988 141.1542 -10 -10.7  
3 155 468094.4889 468899.8225 141.8056 -19.4 -20.5  
3 160 468093.2989 468903.3178 144.8528 -5.9   

4 Base 468135.9495 468755.1029 107.0568 -1.3 -1.7 
start13:43 

finish 14:40 
4 0 468143.7711 468757.1905 107.2302 -8.5 -4.8  
4 5 468142.3089 468761.742 108.3163 -6 -4.5  
4 10 468141.0269 468766.4563 109.5385 -12.1 -11.3  
4 15 468139.7552 468771.1118 110.7991 -12.2 -10.3  
4 20 468138.4464 468775.7355 112.1238 -11.6 -12.2  
4 25 468136.9962 468780.3776 113.3316 -8.8 -8.9  
4 30 468135.7419 468785.0627 114.5166 -7.8 -6.9  



 

 
 

239 

4 35 468134.4861 468789.7774 115.7573 -8.1 -8.5  
4 40 468133.1865 468794.4135 117.0411 -10.7 -10.5  
4 45 468131.9093 468798.9851 118.4134 -10.3 -11  
4 50 468130.5793 468803.658 119.8526 -11.3 -10.3  
4 55 468129.2979 468808.2181 121.3873 -13.6 -13.2  
4 60 468128.0415 468812.8009 123.0491 -15.9 -16.7  
4 65 468126.7086 468817.255 124.5587 -8.2 -9  
4 70 468125.4338 468821.8351 126.1945 -12.9 -13.5  
4 75 468124.1981 468826.6122 127.1203 -11.6 -11.7  
4 80 468122.9598 468831.4008 128.0702 -13.1 -14.1  
4 85 468121.7765 468836.1454 128.9507 -15.6 -15.4  
4 90 468120.63 468840.9013 129.8884 -15.9 -15.5  
4 95 468119.3718 468845.6343 130.6518 -15.6 -15.3  
4 100 468118.1783 468850.3871 131.6417 -13.1 -12.7  
4 105 468116.9945 468855.2315 133.0396 -13.7 -14.4  
4 110 468115.7861 468859.87 134.0693 -9.3 -13  
4 115 468114.2131 468864.6096 134.7467 -9.2 -9.8  
4 120 468112.4302 468869.3072 135.3659 -14.3 -12.6  
4 125 468111.3532 468873.9762 136.1683 -19.2 -18.8  
4 130 468109.7541 468878.7108 136.9864 -17.3 -17.5  
4 135 468108.496 468883.4641 137.7235 -17.5 -17.5  
4 140 468107.1035 468888.1529 138.4816 -12.2 -12.7  
4 145 468105.6957 468892.9504 139.2253 -14 -14.3  
4 150 468103.9379 468897.629 139.9634 -17.2 -16  
4 155 468102.7469 468901.9885 142.772 -11.5 -12.4  
4 160 468101.3115 468906.4085 144.4054 -16.5   

5 Base 468135.9495 468755.1029 107.0568 -1.2 -2.3 
start14:29 

finish15:20 
5 0 468152.5853 468759.5512 108.1244 -8.9 -11.2  
5 5 468151.6254 468764.2259 109.3084 -10.2 -13.6  
5 10 468150.3444 468768.9547 110.5338 -13.5 -14.1  
5 15 468149.1162 468773.5953 111.794 -14.4 -13.9  
5 20 468147.9611 468778.2535 113.2365 -13 -15.3  
5 25 468146.7103 468782.9168 114.504 -10.1 -12.3  
5 30 468145.5919 468787.6032 115.6594 -12.1 -13.1  
5 35 468144.3093 468793.0953 118.1565 -8.1 -6.6  
5 40 468143.2941 468796.8474 118.9869 -15.9 -14.9  
5 45 468142.225 468801.4702 120.2644 -12.3 -11.9  
5 50 468140.9941 468806.2117 121.9321 -13 -12.8  
5 55 468139.7593 468810.8332 122.9858 -9.6 -9.8  
5 60 468138.4286 468815.428 124.4393 -12.9 -12.4  
5 65 468137.2137 468820.0754 126.1483 -12 -10.7  
5 70 468135.8936 468824.7775 126.5354 -20.6 -19.2  
5 75 468134.715 468829.5639 127.8282 -15.6 -16.5  
5 80 468133.2786 468834.3578 127.8422 -15.7 -13.1  



 

 
 

240 

5 85 468132.132 468839.119 128.2859 -15.3 -14.3  
5 90 468130.8219 468843.8884 129.1712 -15.2 -13.4  
5 95 468129.6241 468848.7829 130.3922 -12.5 -12.3  
5 100 468128.5352 468853.5811 131.4744 -10.4 -12.5  
5 105 468127.1586 468858.0024 132.4238 -11.9 -13.1  
5 110 468126.0685 468862.8234 133.2612 -14.2 -12.6  
5 115 468124.8761 468867.4746 134.7282 -15.5 -14.7  
5 120 468123.525 468872.3573 135.0371 -17.9 -17.8  
5 125 468122.1359 468877.0287 136.15 -15.4 -14.8  
5 130 468120.6621 468881.7404 136.9064 -18.9 -16.9  
5 135 468119.2279 468886.4822 137.1505 -16.8 -15.3  
5 140 468117.7941 468891.2894 137.4657 -21.2 -18.8  
5 145 468116.2783 468895.9606 138.5705 -14.4 -13.9  
5 150 468115.0445 468900.7 138.7076 -15.8 -16.6  
5 155 468113.6022 468905.245 140.9015 -9.9 -8.2  
5 160 468112.4243 468909.546 142.848 -17.9 -11.2  
5 165 468111.0125 468913.9879 144.9307 -8.9   

 

04/10/2018      
 

ID Coordinate SP  
Line No Easting Northing Elevation Forward Backward Time (base) 

1 Base 468135.9495 468755.1029 107.0568 -1.9 -0.5 
Start15:55 

Finish16:22 
1 0 468115.9553 468749.7825 106.587 -3.7 -3.3  
1 5 468114.7888 468754.406 107.5246 -1.2 -2.3  
1 10 468113.4972 468759.0612 108.6098 -1.3 -2.5  
1 15 468112.2003 468763.7865 109.8029 -0.8 -1.7  
1 20 468111.0222 468768.3513 111.3495 -2.7 -3.1  
1 25 468109.9995 468772.9689 113.0457 -0.8 -1.2  
1 30 468109.3242 468777.6333 114.8846 -3.1 -3.8  
1 35 468108.0926 468782.1972 116.629 -0.5 -1.5  
1 40 468106.8641 468786.7925 118.1554 -1.1 -2.5  
1 45 468105.5444 468791.2795 119.8854 -2.0 -3.0  
1 50 468104.4005 468795.8013 121.6683 -3.2 -3.8  
1 55 468103.0356 468800.4007 123.2187 -1.5 -2.7  
1 60 468101.5575 468805.0224 124.1443 -2.9 -3.6  
1 65 468100.1499 468809.7058 125.267 1.6 0.4  
1 70 468098.7574 468814.4086 126.4621 1.2 -0.1  
1 75 468097.4168 468819.0919 127.4623 -4.0 -4.0  
1 80 468096.0806 468823.841 128.1633 -4.9 -5.0  
1 85 468094.8678 468828.6362 128.6347 -8.4 -8.4  
1 90 468093.4993 468833.4115 129.4711 -7.4 -7.5  



 

 
 

241 

1 95 468092.2547 468838.1197 130.6009 -1.6 -2.1  
1 100 468091.1619 468842.889 131.6033 -3.6 -3.0  
1 105 468089.9387 468847.5785 132.7932 -4.2 -3.8  
1 110 468088.8216 468852.2833 134.0623 -3.4 -2.9  
1 115 468087.7263 468857.048 134.4577 -8.0 -7.6  
1 120 468086.4756 468861.836 135.5261 -9.1 -8.7  
1 125 468085.2799 468866.6138 136.433 -7.5 -7.1  
1 130 468084.0213 468871.3996 137.274 -9.0 -8.6  
1 135 468082.7748 468876.0835 138.3848 -6.2 -6.0  
1 140 468081.6014 468880.8016 139.4393 -8.7 -8.5  
1 145 468080.2337 468885.5351 140.4465 -8.1 -8.1  
1 150 468078.9851 468889.8875 142.8811 -7.5 -7.2  
1 155 468077.6231 468894.4865 144.2199 -7.2 -7.0  
1 160 468076.1126 468899.1148 145.4722 -6.1   

2 Base 468135.9495 468755.1029 107.0568 -30.0 -28.6 
start14:27 

finish15:35 
2 0 468124.9125 468752.1407 106.8613 -31.4 -31.2  
2 5 468123.5901 468756.5167 107.8302 -31.4 -29.4  
2 10 468122.4447 468761.4177 108.9604 -29.4 -29.2  
2 15 468121.2781 468766.1261 110.1365 -28.7 -31.0  
2 20 468120.2715 468770.8073 111.4297 -30.9 -27.2  
2 25 468118.7805 468775.4506 112.8147 -25.8 -28.8  
2 30 468117.7563 468780.0581 114.1317 -28.7 -28.4  
2 35 468116.3616 468784.5965 115.8217 -28.3 -28.2  
2 40 468115.3909 468789.2616 117.2395 -28.4 -28.5  
2 45 468114.049 468793.9673 118.6339 -30.5 -30.7  
2 50 468112.7783 468798.4825 119.8386 -32.0 -32.0  
2 55 468111.6705 468802.9703 121.5657 -31.5 -31.6  
2 60 468110.3478 468807.5294 123.5001 -29.1 -29.4  
2 65 468109.2941 468812.0201 124.8613 -32.1 -32.7  
2 70 468108.0288 468816.8681 125.9715 -28.5 -28.7  
2 75 468106.6509 468821.5346 127.3347 -30.2 -30.0  
2 80 468105.4275 468826.1641 128.6336 -27.5 -28.2  
2 85 468103.9514 468830.9731 129.4337 -32.5 -31.7  
2 90 468102.6833 468835.7546 130.0039 -31.5 -31.8  
2 95 468101.3873 468840.4629 130.8132 -30.8 -31.6  
2 100 468099.8253 468845.1097 132.0902 -29.0 -29.2  
2 105 468098.2793 468849.6533 133.344 -27.4 -28.2  
2 110 468097.0065 468854.4069 134.1572 -32.5 -33.4  
2 115 468095.5422 468859.1681 134.8252 -28.7 -28.9  
2 120 468094.1198 468863.7926 136.1329 -33.8 -33.5  
2 125 468092.365 468868.5034 136.6746 -36.6 -35.9  
2 130 468090.9169 468873.1246 137.515 -33.9 -34.6  
2 135 468089.376 468877.6817 138.7379 -28.0 -28.0  
2 140 468088.0466 468882.4005 140.0657 -34.1 -34.1  



 

 
 

242 

2 145 468086.4944 468887.0416 140.4708 -33.0 -35.0  
2 150 468084.9171 468891.6023 140.8492 -33.2 -32.7  
2 155 468083.2334 468895.9436 144.1921 -35.1 -35.1  
2 160 468081.4486 468900.4078 145.3759 -31.1   

3 Base 468135.9495 468755.1029 107.0568 -34.3 -33.0 
Start13:27 

finish14:08 
3 0 468134.4819 468754.7169 107.0492 -34.7 -35.9  
3 5 468133.5677 468759.3717 108.0827 -34.9 -34.6  
3 10 468132.2478 468764.0866 109.209 -36.7 -36.3  
3 15 468130.8252 468768.7055 110.4478 -38.9 -37.8  
3 20 468129.4778 468773.3394 111.6609 -37.7 -36.1  
3 25 468128.1643 468777.9945 112.8979 -38.0 -36.4  
3 30 468126.9425 468782.6543 114.0702 -40.1 -39.9  
3 35 468125.7201 468787.2729 115.4206 -39.4 -36.9  
3 40 468124.5339 468791.9495 116.7264 -38.3 -37.0  
3 45 468123.121 468796.6636 118.0315 -39.7 -38.7  
3 50 468121.9157 468801.2848 119.3741 -41.9 -41.6  
3 55 468120.675 468805.8912 120.7967 -40.1 -39.4  
3 60 468119.4589 468810.5497 122.3298 -40.7 -40.7  
3 65 468118.2273 468815.0761 123.7404 -40.3 -39.9  
3 70 468117.0597 468819.7256 125.1849 -38.7 -38.1  
3 75 468115.7712 468824.3426 126.6413 -39.6 -39.5  
3 80 468114.5486 468829.0108 127.935 -37.2 -36.5  
3 85 468113.3615 468833.7312 129.1307 -38.2 -37.9  
3 90 468112.129 468838.3755 130.3435 -41.4 -40.9  
3 95 468110.7891 468843.1277 131.467 -39.7 -39.4  
3 100 468109.5223 468847.8308 132.2637 -40.4 -40.6  
3 105 468108.1327 468852.4742 133.749 -37.3 -37.3  
3 110 468106.7842 468857.1989 134.3606 -42.0 -41.6  
3 115 468105.3556 468861.7311 134.7243 -41.3 -41.4  
3 120 468104.0995 468866.5195 136.3044 -40.7 -41.2  
3 125 468102.4531 468871.2131 137.1989 -42.8 -43.9  
3 130 468101.182 468875.9129 137.4453 -43.3 -44.2  
3 135 468099.579 468880.7198 138.1375 -40.3 -40.5  
3 140 468098.3537 468885.4513 139.3402 -40.1 -41.0  
3 145 468097.1862 468890.0685 140.0686 -40.7 -40.9  
3 150 468095.7528 468894.8988 141.1542 -42.1 -42.2  
3 155 468094.4889 468899.8225 141.8056 -41.5 -42.6  
3 160 468093.2989 468903.3178 144.8528 -43.3   

4 Base 468135.9495 468755.1029 107.0568 -33.4 -34.3 
start12:44 

finish 13:25 
4 0 468143.7711 468757.1905 107.2302 -43.9 -43.5  
4 5 468142.3089 468761.742 108.3163 -46.5 -44.4  
4 10 468141.0269 468766.4563 109.5385 -47.8 -45.1  
4 15 468139.7552 468771.1118 110.7991 -47.1 -43.8  



 

 
 

243 

4 20 468138.4464 468775.7355 112.1238 -45.9 -42.6  
4 25 468136.9962 468780.3776 113.3316 -47.5 -44.7  
4 30 468135.7419 468785.0627 114.5166 -46.6 -43.3  
4 35 468134.4861 468789.7774 115.7573 -47.4 -44.6  
4 40 468133.1865 468794.4135 117.0411 -48.6 -45.3  
4 45 468131.9093 468798.9851 118.4134 -48.0 -44.7  
4 50 468130.5793 468803.658 119.8526 -50.1 -46.9  
4 55 468129.2979 468808.2181 121.3873 -50.2 -47.1  
4 60 468128.0415 468812.8009 123.0491 -51.0 -48.0  
4 65 468126.7086 468817.255 124.5587 -45.1 -42.8  
4 70 468125.4338 468821.8351 126.1945 -41.9 -46.7  
4 75 468124.1981 468826.6122 127.1203 -48.4 -46.0  
4 80 468122.9598 468831.4008 128.0702 -48.8 -46.6  
4 85 468121.7765 468836.1454 128.9507 -48.9 -46.6  
4 90 468120.63 468840.9013 129.8884 -48.7 -46.7  
4 95 468119.3718 468845.6343 130.6518 -48.7 -46.8  
4 100 468118.1783 468850.3871 131.6417 -48.5 -47.4  
4 105 468116.9945 468855.2315 133.0396 -47.9 -47.2  
4 110 468115.7861 468859.87 134.0693 -46.9 -46.0  
4 115 468114.2131 468864.6096 134.7467 -47.1 -45.1  
4 120 468112.4302 468869.3072 135.3659 -47.8 -46.4  
4 125 468111.3532 468873.9762 136.1683 -52.0 -50.9  
4 130 468109.7541 468878.7108 136.9864 -48.1 -47.1  
4 135 468108.496 468883.4641 137.7235 -50.1 -49.0  
4 140 468107.1035 468888.1529 138.4816 -48.5 -47.5  
4 145 468105.6957 468892.9504 139.2253 -49.0 -48.6  
4 150 468103.9379 468897.629 139.9634 -47.3 -46.6  
4 155 468102.7469 468901.9885 142.772 -45.7 -46.3  
4 160 468101.3115 468906.4085 144.4054 -45.5   

5 Base 468135.9495 468755.1029 107.0568 -34.3 -34.2 
start11:41 

finish12:43 
5 0 468152.5853 468759.5512 108.1244 -35.1 -47.4  
5 5 468151.6254 468764.2259 109.3084 -34.7 -48.6  
5 10 468150.3444 468768.9547 110.5338 -37.6 -48.9  
5 15 468149.1162 468773.5953 111.794 -39.1 -48.4  
5 20 468147.9611 468778.2535 113.2365 -37.4 -45.8  
5 25 468146.7103 468782.9168 114.504 -37.1 -45.5  
5 30 468145.5919 468787.6032 115.6594 -40.5 -47.6  
5 35 468144.3093 468793.0953 118.1565 -43.4 -49.3  
5 40 468143.2941 468796.8474 118.9869 -44.6 -50.7  
5 45 468142.225 468801.4702 120.2644 -41.8 -47.1  
5 50 468140.9941 468806.2117 121.9321 -44.4 -49.3  
5 55 468139.7593 468810.8332 122.9858 -40.0 -48.2  
5 60 468138.4286 468815.428 124.4393 -42.9 -46.7  
5 65 468137.2137 468820.0754 126.1483 -39.6 -43.2  



 

 
 

244 

5 70 468135.8936 468824.7775 126.5354 -44.3 -49.1  
5 75 468134.715 468829.5639 127.8282 -46.2 -50.6  
5 80 468133.2786 468834.3578 127.8422 -50.0 -54.3  
5 85 468132.132 468839.119 128.2859 -50.2 -53.2  
5 90 468130.8219 468843.8884 129.1712 -48.1 -50.8  
5 95 468129.6241 468848.7829 130.3922 -46.6 -49.9  
5 100 468128.5352 468853.5811 131.4744 -47.5 -50.9  
5 105 468127.1586 468858.0024 132.4238 -50.2 -52.1  
5 110 468126.0685 468862.8234 133.2612 -49.0 -51.6  
5 115 468124.8761 468867.4746 134.7282 -47.3 -49.6  
5 120 468123.525 468872.3573 135.0371 -53.1 -55.4  
5 125 468122.1359 468877.0287 136.15 -49.7 -50.9  
5 130 468120.6621 468881.7404 136.9064 -50.2 -52.4  
5 135 468119.2279 468886.4822 137.1505 -51.8 -51.9  
5 140 468117.7941 468891.2894 137.4657 -50.6 -52.1  
5 145 468116.2783 468895.9606 138.5705 -50.5 -51.7  
5 150 468115.0445 468900.7 138.7076 -52.2 -51.6  
5 155 468113.6022 468905.245 140.9015 -51.1 -51.0  
5 160 468112.4243 468909.546 142.848 -50.0 -47.4  
5 165 468111.0125 468913.9879 144.9307 -35.1   

 

11/12/2018      
 

ID Coordinate SP  
Line No Easting Northing Elevation Forward Backward Time (base) 

1 Base 468135.9495 468755.1029 107.0568 -36.7 -44.6 
Start09:27 

Finish10:43 
1 0 468115.9553 468749.7825 106.587 -37.5 -42.8  
1 5 468114.7888 468754.406 107.5246 -40.1 -42.5  
1 10 468113.4972 468759.0612 108.6098 -37.7 -39.6  
1 15 468112.2003 468763.7865 109.8029 -38.9 -41.7  
1 20 468111.0222 468768.3513 111.3495 -42.3 -43.7  
1 25 468109.9995 468772.9689 113.0457 -43.3 -44.9  
1 30 468109.3242 468777.6333 114.8846 -43 -44.3  
1 35 468108.0926 468782.1972 116.629 -42.2 -43.5  
1 40 468106.8641 468786.7925 118.1554 -44.1 -45.9  
1 45 468105.5444 468791.2795 119.8854 -45.6 -47.1  
1 50 468104.4005 468795.8013 121.6683 -44.9 -46.6  
1 55 468103.0356 468800.4007 123.2187 -46.1 -47.1  
1 60 468101.5575 468805.0224 124.1443 -44.1 -45.7  
1 65 468100.1499 468809.7058 125.267 -44.4 -45.8  
1 70 468098.7574 468814.4086 126.4621 -43.8 -45.4  
1 75 468097.4168 468819.0919 127.4623 -44.3 -46.9  



 

 
 

245 

1 80 468096.0806 468823.841 128.1633 -45.7 -47.7  
1 85 468094.8678 468828.6362 128.6347 -43.8 -46.3  
1 90 468093.4993 468833.4115 129.4711 -46 -46  
1 95 468092.2547 468838.1197 130.6009 -45.9 -45.8  
1 100 468091.1619 468842.889 131.6033 -46.7 -45.8  
1 105 468089.9387 468847.5785 132.7932 -46.7 -45.9  
1 110 468088.8216 468852.2833 134.0623 -46.5 -45.7  
1 115 468087.7263 468857.048 134.4577 -46.1 -45.3  
1 120 468086.4756 468861.836 135.5261 -46.9 -46.6  
1 125 468085.2799 468866.6138 136.433 -48.2 -48.1  
1 130 468084.0213 468871.3996 137.274 -47 -47.5  
1 135 468082.7748 468876.0835 138.3848 -45.5 -45.4  
1 140 468081.6014 468880.8016 139.4393 -45.2 -45.5  
1 145 468080.2337 468885.5351 140.4465 -48.3 -48.3  
1 150 468078.9851 468889.8875 142.8811 -47.1 -46.2  
1 155 468077.6231 468894.4865 144.2199 -47.4 -47.9  
1 160 468076.1126 468899.1148 145.4722 -49.7   

2 Base 468135.9495 468755.1029 107.0568 -43.8 -47.8 
start10:45 

finish11:57 
2 0 468124.9125 468752.1407 106.8613 -43.4 -40.3  
2 5 468123.5901 468756.5167 107.8302 -41 -43.7  
2 10 468122.4447 468761.4177 108.9604 -41.4 -43.4  
2 15 468121.2781 468766.1261 110.1365 -46.5 -47.5  
2 20 468120.2715 468770.8073 111.4297 -42.2 -44.3  
2 25 468118.7805 468775.4506 112.8147 -43.9 -45.5  
2 30 468117.7563 468780.0581 114.1317 -43.7 -45.7  
2 35 468116.3616 468784.5965 115.8217 -45.6 -47  
2 40 468115.3909 468789.2616 117.2395 -46.4 -46.7  
2 45 468114.049 468793.9673 118.6339 -45.1 -46.2  
2 50 468112.7783 468798.4825 119.8386 -45.9 -46.4  
2 55 468111.6705 468802.9703 121.5657 -48.2 -48.7  
2 60 468110.3478 468807.5294 123.5001 -47.8 -48.1  
2 65 468109.2941 468812.0201 124.8613 -48.2 -48.6  
2 70 468108.0288 468816.8681 125.9715 -47.2 -47.6  
2 75 468106.6509 468821.5346 127.3347 -48.3 -48.6  
2 80 468105.4275 468826.1641 128.6336 -48.7 -49.9  
2 85 468103.9514 468830.9731 129.4337 -47 -47.9  
2 90 468102.6833 468835.7546 130.0039 -47.9 -48.6  
2 95 468101.3873 468840.4629 130.8132 -50 -50.8  
2 100 468099.8253 468845.1097 132.0902 -47.5 -48.5  
2 105 468098.2793 468849.6533 133.344 -48.2 -49.2  
2 110 468097.0065 468854.4069 134.1572 -47.4 -47.6  
2 115 468095.5422 468859.1681 134.8252 -49.4 -49.5  
2 120 468094.1198 468863.7926 136.1329 -48 -47.8  
2 125 468092.365 468868.5034 136.6746 -47.6 -47.4  
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2 130 468090.9169 468873.1246 137.515 -48.7 -48.7  
2 135 468089.376 468877.6817 138.7379 -48.8 -48.4  
2 140 468088.0466 468882.4005 140.0657 -48.2 -48.1  
2 145 468086.4944 468887.0416 140.4708 -49.2 -48.9  
2 150 468084.9171 468891.6023 140.8492 -49.3 -49.5  
2 155 468083.2334 468895.9436 144.1921 -48.9 -49  
2 160 468081.4486 468900.4078 145.3759 -52.2   

3 Base 468135.9495 468755.1029 107.0568 -46.8 -40.1 
Start12:00 

finish13:04 
3 0 468134.4819 468754.7169 107.0492 -46.8 -40.1  
3 5 468133.5677 468759.3717 108.0827 -41.4 -34.5  
3 10 468132.2478 468764.0866 109.209 -41.6 -36.1  
3 15 468130.8252 468768.7055 110.4478 -42.4 -36.6  
3 20 468129.4778 468773.3394 111.6609 -44.5 -38  
3 25 468128.1643 468777.9945 112.8979 -47.1 -40.8  
3 30 468126.9425 468782.6543 114.0702 -43.2 -37.3  
3 35 468125.7201 468787.2729 115.4206 -45.2 -39.2  
3 40 468124.5339 468791.9495 116.7264 -45.7 -40.8  
3 45 468123.121 468796.6636 118.0315 -44.4 -40.1  
3 50 468121.9157 468801.2848 119.3741 -45.8 -41.3  
3 55 468120.675 468805.8912 120.7967 -46.2 -42.3  
3 60 468119.4589 468810.5497 122.3298 -47.8 -43.2  
3 65 468118.2273 468815.0761 123.7404 -48.7 -44.6  
3 70 468117.0597 468819.7256 125.1849 -47.9 -43.4  
3 75 468115.7712 468824.3426 126.6413 -48.5 -44.6  
3 80 468114.5486 468829.0108 127.935 -48.2 -44.9  
3 85 468113.3615 468833.7312 129.1307 -49.1 -45.9  
3 90 468112.129 468838.3755 130.3435 -49.5 -46.5  
3 95 468110.7891 468843.1277 131.467 -49.9 -46.8  
3 100 468109.5223 468847.8308 132.2637 -48.5 -45.6  
3 105 468108.1327 468852.4742 133.749 -48.7 -46.3  
3 110 468106.7842 468857.1989 134.3606 -49.4 -47.1  
3 115 468105.3556 468861.7311 134.7243 -51.3 -49.1  
3 120 468104.0995 468866.5195 136.3044 -48.4 -48.1  
3 125 468102.4531 468871.2131 137.1989 -49.5 -49.8  
3 130 468101.182 468875.9129 137.4453 -51.3 -51.5  
3 135 468099.579 468880.7198 138.1375 -49.1 -49.1  
3 140 468098.3537 468885.4513 139.3402 -49.6 -49.6  
3 145 468097.1862 468890.0685 140.0686 -49.5 -49.4  
3 150 468095.7528 468894.8988 141.1542 -48.7 -48.9  
3 155 468094.4889 468899.8225 141.8056 -50.2 -50.4  
3 160 468093.2989 468903.3178 144.8528 -53.3   

4 Base 468135.9495 468755.1029 107.0568 -30.2 -25.2 
start13:41 

finish 14:45 
4 0 468143.7711 468757.1905 107.2302 -28.5 -23.6  
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4 5 468142.3089 468761.742 108.3163 -29 -24.5  
4 10 468141.0269 468766.4563 109.5385 -29.7 -25.4  
4 15 468139.7552 468771.1118 110.7991 -29.5 -25.2  
4 20 468138.4464 468775.7355 112.1238 -29.2 -25.5  
4 25 468136.9962 468780.3776 113.3316 -29.5 -26  
4 30 468135.7419 468785.0627 114.5166 -28.4 -24.9  
4 35 468134.4861 468789.7774 115.7573 -29.2 -25.8  
4 40 468133.1865 468794.4135 117.0411 -30 -26.9  
4 45 468131.9093 468798.9851 118.4134 -29 -26.7  
4 50 468130.5793 468803.658 119.8526 -29.6 -27.1  
4 55 468129.2979 468808.2181 121.3873 -31.1 -28.8  
4 60 468128.0415 468812.8009 123.0491 -29.8 -27.4  
4 65 468126.7086 468817.255 124.5587 -30.8 -28.7  
4 70 468125.4338 468821.8351 126.1945 -31.1 -30  
4 75 468124.1981 468826.6122 127.1203 -30.4 -29.2  
4 80 468122.9598 468831.4008 128.0702 -31.3 -30.1  
4 85 468121.7765 468836.1454 128.9507 -30.5 -29.5  
4 90 468120.63 468840.9013 129.8884 -31.4 -30.5  
4 95 468119.3718 468845.6343 130.6518 -30.8 -30.2  
4 100 468118.1783 468850.3871 131.6417 -31.8 -30.4  
4 105 468116.9945 468855.2315 133.0396 -29.9 -29.8  
4 110 468115.7861 468859.87 134.0693 -28.2 -28.6  
4 115 468114.2131 468864.6096 134.7467 -30.2 -30.6  
4 120 468112.4302 468869.3072 135.3659 -32.9 -32.9  
4 125 468111.3532 468873.9762 136.1683 -31.3 -31.7  
4 130 468109.7541 468878.7108 136.9864 -29.9 -30.5  
4 135 468108.496 468883.4641 137.7235 -32.9 -33  
4 140 468107.1035 468888.1529 138.4816 -29.4 -31.5  
4 145 468105.6957 468892.9504 139.2253 -29.1 -30.3  
4 150 468103.9379 468897.629 139.9634 -31.3 -30.3  
4 155 468102.7469 468901.9885 142.772 -31.6 -31.3  
4 160 468101.3115 468906.4085 144.4054 -32.8   

5 Base 468135.9495 468755.1029 107.0568 -25.2 -24.5 
start14:51 

finish15:37 
5 0 468152.5853 468759.5512 108.1244 -23.7 -23.6  
5 5 468151.6254 468764.2259 109.3084 -25.2 -24.5  
5 10 468150.3444 468768.9547 110.5338 -26.7 -25.9  
5 15 468149.1162 468773.5953 111.794 -25.9 -24.3  
5 20 468147.9611 468778.2535 113.2365 -27.4 -26.6  
5 25 468146.7103 468782.9168 114.504 -26.4 -25.7  
5 30 468145.5919 468787.6032 115.6594 -27.2 -26.8  
5 35 468144.3093 468793.0953 118.1565 -27.4 -26.8  
5 40 468143.2941 468796.8474 118.9869 -28.1 -26.7  
5 45 468142.225 468801.4702 120.2644 -27.3 -25.7  
5 50 468140.9941 468806.2117 121.9321 -29.2 -27.9  
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5 55 468139.7593 468810.8332 122.9858 -27.6 -26.9  
5 60 468138.4286 468815.428 124.4393 -27.3 -26.3  
5 65 468137.2137 468820.0754 126.1483 -27.1 -25.3  
5 70 468135.8936 468824.7775 126.5354 -31.5 -30.5  
5 75 468134.715 468829.5639 127.8282 -27.4 -26.2  
5 80 468133.2786 468834.3578 127.8422 -28.8 -28.5  
5 85 468132.132 468839.119 128.2859 -28.9 -27.4  
5 90 468130.8219 468843.8884 129.1712 -28 -27.7  
5 95 468129.6241 468848.7829 130.3922 -26.3 -25.9  
5 100 468128.5352 468853.5811 131.4744 -27.7 -27.7  
5 105 468127.1586 468858.0024 132.4238 -28.3 -27.4  
5 110 468126.0685 468862.8234 133.2612 -28.7 -28.4  
5 115 468124.8761 468867.4746 134.7282 -28.7 -28.9  
5 120 468123.525 468872.3573 135.0371 -30.2 -30.5  
5 125 468122.1359 468877.0287 136.15 -28.4 -29.3  
5 130 468120.6621 468881.7404 136.9064 -27 -28  
5 135 468119.2279 468886.4822 137.1505 -29.3 -29.1  
5 140 468117.7941 468891.2894 137.4657 -28.8 -29  
5 145 468116.2783 468895.9606 138.5705 -28.4 -28.4  
5 150 468115.0445 468900.7 138.7076 -28.8 -28.6  
5 155 468113.6022 468905.245 140.9015 -29.7 -29.6  
5 160 468112.4243 468909.546 142.848 -29.5 -23.6  
5 165 468111.0125 468913.9879 144.9307 -23.7   

 

17/04/2019      
 

ID Coordinate SP  
Line No Easting Northing Elevation Forward Backward Time (base) 

1 Base 468135.9495 468755.1029 107.0568 -5.4 -10.8 
Start12:16 

Finish12:46 
1 0 468115.9553 468749.7825 106.587 -7.5 -10.8  
1 5 468114.7888 468754.406 107.5246 -8.1 -9.7  
1 10 468113.4972 468759.0612 108.6098 -11.7 -13.9  
1 15 468112.2003 468763.7865 109.8029 -9.4 -12.2  
1 20 468111.0222 468768.3513 111.3495 -11.3 -13.2  
1 25 468109.9995 468772.9689 113.0457 -8.3 -11.1  
1 30 468109.3242 468777.6333 114.8846 -8.1 -11.1  
1 35 468108.0926 468782.1972 116.629 -8.8 -11.5  
1 40 468106.8641 468786.7925 118.1554 -5.8 -8.8  
1 45 468105.5444 468791.2795 119.8854 -4.7 -7.9  
1 50 468104.4005 468795.8013 121.6683 -10.5 -12.3  
1 55 468103.0356 468800.4007 123.2187 -10.4 -12.4  
1 60 468101.5575 468805.0224 124.1443 -9.6 -11.8  
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1 65 468100.1499 468809.7058 125.267 -10 -11.2  
1 70 468098.7574 468814.4086 126.4621 -10.8 -12.2  
1 75 468097.4168 468819.0919 127.4623 -10.4 -11.9  
1 80 468096.0806 468823.841 128.1633 -13.9 -13.5  
1 85 468094.8678 468828.6362 128.6347 -12.2 -12.7  
1 90 468093.4993 468833.4115 129.4711 -11.7 -12.2  
1 95 468092.2547 468838.1197 130.6009 -10.8 -11.5  
1 100 468091.1619 468842.889 131.6033 -11.3 -11.9  
1 105 468089.9387 468847.5785 132.7932 -11.4 -12  
1 110 468088.8216 468852.2833 134.0623 -11.2 -11.4  
1 115 468087.7263 468857.048 134.4577 -17 -15.8  
1 120 468086.4756 468861.836 135.5261 -11.7 -11.8  
1 125 468085.2799 468866.6138 136.433 -11 -11.5  
1 130 468084.0213 468871.3996 137.274 -12.7 -12.5  
1 135 468082.7748 468876.0835 138.3848 -11.4 -12  
1 140 468081.6014 468880.8016 139.4393 -8.5 -9.2  
1 145 468080.2337 468885.5351 140.4465 -10.1 -10.2  
1 150 468078.9851 468889.8875 142.8811 -10.9 -10.8  
1 155 468077.6231 468894.4865 144.2199 -11.8 -11.3  
1 160 468076.1126 468899.1148 145.4722 -9.7   

2 Base 468135.9495 468755.1029 107.0568 -7.4 -10.2 
start11:48 

finish12:13 
2 0 468124.9125 468752.1407 106.8613 -6.4 -8.3  
2 5 468123.5901 468756.5167 107.8302 -10.4 -11  
2 10 468122.4447 468761.4177 108.9604 -7.9 -9.7  
2 15 468121.2781 468766.1261 110.1365 -9.9 -11.3  
2 20 468120.2715 468770.8073 111.4297 -10 -11.4  
2 25 468118.7805 468775.4506 112.8147 -10.7 -12.2  
2 30 468117.7563 468780.0581 114.1317 -11.2 -12.7  
2 35 468116.3616 468784.5965 115.8217 -11.1 -13.2  
2 40 468115.3909 468789.2616 117.2395 -11.3 -13.4  
2 45 468114.049 468793.9673 118.6339 -11.4 -12.7  
2 50 468112.7783 468798.4825 119.8386 -11.8 -12.9  
2 55 468111.6705 468802.9703 121.5657 -11.8 -13.3  
2 60 468110.3478 468807.5294 123.5001 -13.3 -17.2  
2 65 468109.2941 468812.0201 124.8613 -13.5 -14.4  
2 70 468108.0288 468816.8681 125.9715 -12.9 -13.9  
2 75 468106.6509 468821.5346 127.3347 -12.7 -13.9  
2 80 468105.4275 468826.1641 128.6336 -13.5 -14.4  
2 85 468103.9514 468830.9731 129.4337 -13.4 -14.4  
2 90 468102.6833 468835.7546 130.0039 -14.2 -14.6  
2 95 468101.3873 468840.4629 130.8132 -12.4 -13.3  
2 100 468099.8253 468845.1097 132.0902 -13.3 -14.1  
2 105 468098.2793 468849.6533 133.344 -12.4 -12.9  
2 110 468097.0065 468854.4069 134.1572 -15.2 -15.6  
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2 115 468095.5422 468859.1681 134.8252 -13.1 -13.3  
2 120 468094.1198 468863.7926 136.1329 -13.4 -13.7  
2 125 468092.365 468868.5034 136.6746 -13.6 -13.7  
2 130 468090.9169 468873.1246 137.515 -12.6 -13.4  
2 135 468089.376 468877.6817 138.7379 -10.8 -11.7  
2 140 468088.0466 468882.4005 140.0657 -12.8 -13.1  
2 145 468086.4944 468887.0416 140.4708 -12.7 -11.5  
2 150 468084.9171 468891.6023 140.8492 -11 -11.2  
2 155 468083.2334 468895.9436 144.1921 -11.9 -12.2  
2 160 468081.4486 468900.4078 145.3759 -13.3   

3 Base 468135.9495 468755.1029 107.0568 -7.4 -10.8 
Start11:23 

finish11:47 
3 0 468134.4819 468754.7169 107.0492 -9.2 -10.2  
3 5 468133.5677 468759.3717 108.0827 -12.2 -11.2  
3 10 468132.2478 468764.0866 109.209 -11.7 -11  
3 15 468130.8252 468768.7055 110.4478 -12.8 -12.1  
3 20 468129.4778 468773.3394 111.6609 -10.4 -10.4  
3 25 468128.1643 468777.9945 112.8979 -12.8 -11.8  
3 30 468126.9425 468782.6543 114.0702 -13 -11.9  
3 35 468125.7201 468787.2729 115.4206 -12.6 -11.1  
3 40 468124.5339 468791.9495 116.7264 -12.1 -11.9  
3 45 468123.121 468796.6636 118.0315 -13.8 -13  
3 50 468121.9157 468801.2848 119.3741 -14.7 -13.4  
3 55 468120.675 468805.8912 120.7967 -13.3 -13.1  
3 60 468119.4589 468810.5497 122.3298 -12.9 -12.7  
3 65 468118.2273 468815.0761 123.7404 -13.7 -13.2  
3 70 468117.0597 468819.7256 125.1849 -13.8 -13.1  
3 75 468115.7712 468824.3426 126.6413 -13.8 -13.1  
3 80 468114.5486 468829.0108 127.935 -14.9 -14.3  
3 85 468113.3615 468833.7312 129.1307 -14.4 -13.9  
3 90 468112.129 468838.3755 130.3435 -14.6 -13.9  
3 95 468110.7891 468843.1277 131.467 -14.1 -13.1  
3 100 468109.5223 468847.8308 132.2637 -13.8 -12.6  
3 105 468108.1327 468852.4742 133.749 -11.8 -12.4  
3 110 468106.7842 468857.1989 134.3606 -13.4 -12.5  
3 115 468105.3556 468861.7311 134.7243 -14.1 -13.4  
3 120 468104.0995 468866.5195 136.3044 -13.5 -12.9  
3 125 468102.4531 468871.2131 137.1989 -13.7 -13.4  
3 130 468101.182 468875.9129 137.4453 -14.9 -14.4  
3 135 468099.579 468880.7198 138.1375 -13.6 -13  
3 140 468098.3537 468885.4513 139.3402 -11.3 -11  
3 145 468097.1862 468890.0685 140.0686 -13.5 -12.6  
3 150 468095.7528 468894.8988 141.1542 -14 -13.3  
3 155 468094.4889 468899.8225 141.8056 -11.7 -11.1  
3 160 468093.2989 468903.3178 144.8528 -11.6   
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4 Base 468135.9495 468755.1029 107.0568 -10.8 -14.0 
start10:56 

finish 11:20 
4 0 468143.7711 468757.1905 107.2302 -15 -14.6  
4 5 468142.3089 468761.742 108.3163 -14.8 -14.9  
4 10 468141.0269 468766.4563 109.5385 -15.6 -15.5  
4 15 468139.7552 468771.1118 110.7991 -15.3 -14.5  
4 20 468138.4464 468775.7355 112.1238 -15.9 -14.8  
4 25 468136.9962 468780.3776 113.3316 -15.4 -14.8  
4 30 468135.7419 468785.0627 114.5166 -15.5 -15.3  
4 35 468134.4861 468789.7774 115.7573 -15.6 -14.8  
4 40 468133.1865 468794.4135 117.0411 -15.4 -15.1  
4 45 468131.9093 468798.9851 118.4134 -15.8 -15.7  
4 50 468130.5793 468803.658 119.8526 -16.2 -15.6  
4 55 468129.2979 468808.2181 121.3873 -16.3 -15.7  
4 60 468128.0415 468812.8009 123.0491 -17.3 -16.9  
4 65 468126.7086 468817.255 124.5587 -16.2 -16  
4 70 468125.4338 468821.8351 126.1945 -16.4 -16.7  
4 75 468124.1981 468826.6122 127.1203 -16.6 -16.6  
4 80 468122.9598 468831.4008 128.0702 -17.5 -17  
4 85 468121.7765 468836.1454 128.9507 -17.2 -17.2  
4 90 468120.63 468840.9013 129.8884 -16.9 -16.7  
4 95 468119.3718 468845.6343 130.6518 -16 -16  
4 100 468118.1783 468850.3871 131.6417 -16.2 -16.3  
4 105 468116.9945 468855.2315 133.0396 -16 -16  
4 110 468115.7861 468859.87 134.0693 -16.7 -16.4  
4 115 468114.2131 468864.6096 134.7467 -16.5 -16.2  
4 120 468112.4302 468869.3072 135.3659 -17.4 -16.8  
4 125 468111.3532 468873.9762 136.1683 -18.1 -17.7  
4 130 468109.7541 468878.7108 136.9864 -16.8 -16.7  
4 135 468108.496 468883.4641 137.7235 -17.2 -16.9  
4 140 468107.1035 468888.1529 138.4816 -15.1 -14.6  
4 145 468105.6957 468892.9504 139.2253 -16.6 -16  
4 150 468103.9379 468897.629 139.9634 -12.5 -12.7  
4 155 468102.7469 468901.9885 142.772 -14.4 -14.5  
4 160 468101.3115 468906.4085 144.4054 -15.1   

5 Base 468135.9495 468755.1029 107.0568 -1.2 -14.8 
start10:30 

finish10:54 
5 0 468152.5853 468759.5512 108.1244 -4.6 -16.9  
5 5 468151.6254 468764.2259 109.3084 -4.5 -16.7  
5 10 468150.3444 468768.9547 110.5338 -6.7 -18.6  
5 15 468149.1162 468773.5953 111.794 -6.8 -18.4  
5 20 468147.9611 468778.2535 113.2365 -7.7 -19.1  
5 25 468146.7103 468782.9168 114.504 -7.7 -19.1  
5 30 468145.5919 468787.6032 115.6594 -7.1 -18.6  
5 35 468144.3093 468793.0953 118.1565 -6.8 -18.5  
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5 40 468143.2941 468796.8474 118.9869 -8 -19.2  
5 45 468142.225 468801.4702 120.2644 -6.1 -17.4  
5 50 468140.9941 468806.2117 121.9321 -7 -18.5  
5 55 468139.7593 468810.8332 122.9858 -7.4 -19  
5 60 468138.4286 468815.428 124.4393 -5.2 -16.5  
5 65 468137.2137 468820.0754 126.1483 -8.4 -19.6  
5 70 468135.8936 468824.7775 126.5354 -7.9 -19.7  
5 75 468134.715 468829.5639 127.8282 -8.3 -20.1  
5 80 468133.2786 468834.3578 127.8422 -8.5 -20.1  
5 85 468132.132 468839.119 128.2859 -8.5 -19.9  
5 90 468130.8219 468843.8884 129.1712 -8.7 -19.7  
5 95 468129.6241 468848.7829 130.3922 -8.6 -19.4  
5 100 468128.5352 468853.5811 131.4744 -7.7 -18.4  
5 105 468127.1586 468858.0024 132.4238 -8.7 -19.3  
5 110 468126.0685 468862.8234 133.2612 -7.5 -18.6  
5 115 468124.8761 468867.4746 134.7282 -7.3 -19.3  
5 120 468123.525 468872.3573 135.0371 -9.7 -20.6  
5 125 468122.1359 468877.0287 136.15 -9.5 -19.7  
5 130 468120.6621 468881.7404 136.9064 -9.6 -19  
5 135 468119.2279 468886.4822 137.1505 -22.1 -20.1  
5 140 468117.7941 468891.2894 137.4657 -21.9 -19.1  
5 145 468116.2783 468895.9606 138.5705 -20.7 -19.5  
5 150 468115.0445 468900.7 138.7076 -20.5 -19.7  
5 155 468113.6022 468905.245 140.9015 -20.3 -20.1  
5 160 468112.4243 468909.546 142.848 -11.8 -16.9  
5 165 468111.0125 468913.9879 144.9307 -4.6   

 

16/07/2019      
 

ID Coordinate SP  
Line No Easting Northing Elevation Forward Backward Time (base) 

1 Base 468135.9495 468755.1029 107.0568 -7.6 -9.0 
Start11:55 

Finish12:31 
1 0 468115.9553 468749.7825 106.587 -8.9 -9.9  
1 5 468114.7888 468754.406 107.5246 -10.2 -10.7  
1 10 468113.4972 468759.0612 108.6098 -8.8 -9  
1 15 468112.2003 468763.7865 109.8029 -9.3 -9.4  
1 20 468111.0222 468768.3513 111.3495 -14.1 -14.8  
1 25 468109.9995 468772.9689 113.0457 -9.1 -10.1  
1 30 468109.3242 468777.6333 114.8846 -10.5 -11.9  
1 35 468108.0926 468782.1972 116.629 -13.5 -13.9  
1 40 468106.8641 468786.7925 118.1554 -11.2 -11.5  
1 45 468105.5444 468791.2795 119.8854 -13.2 -13.3  
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1 50 468104.4005 468795.8013 121.6683 -14.8 -15.9  
1 55 468103.0356 468800.4007 123.2187 -12.3 -13  
1 60 468101.5575 468805.0224 124.1443 -16 -17  
1 65 468100.1499 468809.7058 125.267 -13 -14.1  
1 70 468098.7574 468814.4086 126.4621 -11.8 -12.4  
1 75 468097.4168 468819.0919 127.4623 -10.6 -10.9  
1 80 468096.0806 468823.841 128.1633 -14.7 -15.3  
1 85 468094.8678 468828.6362 128.6347 -15.8 -16.5  
1 90 468093.4993 468833.4115 129.4711 -15.9 -16.3  
1 95 468092.2547 468838.1197 130.6009 -5.3 -7.4  
1 100 468091.1619 468842.889 131.6033 -14.8 -15.2  
1 105 468089.9387 468847.5785 132.7932 -12.5 -13.5  
1 110 468088.8216 468852.2833 134.0623 -14.1 -14.8  
1 115 468087.7263 468857.048 134.4577 -16 -16.4  
1 120 468086.4756 468861.836 135.5261 -14.9 -15.9  
1 125 468085.2799 468866.6138 136.433 -13.1 -13.9  
1 130 468084.0213 468871.3996 137.274 -15.1 -15.4  
1 135 468082.7748 468876.0835 138.3848 -15.3 -15.5  
1 140 468081.6014 468880.8016 139.4393 -16.1 -16.1  
1 145 468080.2337 468885.5351 140.4465 -14.1 -14.8  
1 150 468078.9851 468889.8875 142.8811 -12.7 -13.1  
1 155 468077.6231 468894.4865 144.2199 -14.2 -14.3  
1 160 468076.1126 468899.1148 145.4722 -14.7   

2 Base 468135.9495 468755.1029 107.0568 -15.3 -15.0 
start12:38 

finish13:18 
2 0 468124.9125 468752.1407 106.8613 -17.8 -13.9  
2 5 468123.5901 468756.5167 107.8302 -14.7 -12  
2 10 468122.4447 468761.4177 108.9604 -13.1 -10.5  
2 15 468121.2781 468766.1261 110.1365 -13.5 -11.2  
2 20 468120.2715 468770.8073 111.4297 -14.4 -11.9  
2 25 468118.7805 468775.4506 112.8147 -14.3 -12  
2 30 468117.7563 468780.0581 114.1317 -13.8 -12.2  
2 35 468116.3616 468784.5965 115.8217 -14 -12.7  
2 40 468115.3909 468789.2616 117.2395 -13.4 -13.9  
2 45 468114.049 468793.9673 118.6339 -17.6 -16.9  
2 50 468112.7783 468798.4825 119.8386 -16.9 -16.2  
2 55 468111.6705 468802.9703 121.5657 -19.5 -19  
2 60 468110.3478 468807.5294 123.5001 -19.3 -18.9  
2 65 468109.2941 468812.0201 124.8613 -17.8 -17.4  
2 70 468108.0288 468816.8681 125.9715 -17 -16.6  
2 75 468106.6509 468821.5346 127.3347 -17.8 -17.5  
2 80 468105.4275 468826.1641 128.6336 -14.3 -14.6  
2 85 468103.9514 468830.9731 129.4337 -14.4 -15  
2 90 468102.6833 468835.7546 130.0039 -17.6 -17.2  
2 95 468101.3873 468840.4629 130.8132 -17 -17  
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2 100 468099.8253 468845.1097 132.0902 -16 -16.2  
2 105 468098.2793 468849.6533 133.344 -13 -14  
2 110 468097.0065 468854.4069 134.1572 -16.8 -16.9  
2 115 468095.5422 468859.1681 134.8252 -12.7 -13.8  
2 120 468094.1198 468863.7926 136.1329 -17.9 -18  
2 125 468092.365 468868.5034 136.6746 -18.9 -19  
2 130 468090.9169 468873.1246 137.515 -18.8 -18.9  
2 135 468089.376 468877.6817 138.7379 -15.8 -16.3  
2 140 468088.0466 468882.4005 140.0657 -18.1 -18.7  
2 145 468086.4944 468887.0416 140.4708 -17.5 -18.2  
2 150 468084.9171 468891.6023 140.8492 -19 -19.9  
2 155 468083.2334 468895.9436 144.1921 -18.6 -18.4  
2 160 468081.4486 468900.4078 145.3759 -18.4   

3 Base 468135.9495 468755.1029 107.0568 -13.9 -14.3 
Start13:20 

finish13:44 
3 0 468134.4819 468754.7169 107.0492 -15.4 -15.9  
3 5 468133.5677 468759.3717 108.0827 -11 -9.9  
3 10 468132.2478 468764.0866 109.209 -12.3 -11.7  
3 15 468130.8252 468768.7055 110.4478 -14 -13.6  
3 20 468129.4778 468773.3394 111.6609 -14.6 -13.9  
3 25 468128.1643 468777.9945 112.8979 -14.6 -14.2  
3 30 468126.9425 468782.6543 114.0702 -14.2 -13.5  
3 35 468125.7201 468787.2729 115.4206 -15.6 -15.3  
3 40 468124.5339 468791.9495 116.7264 -15.3 -14.6  
3 45 468123.121 468796.6636 118.0315 -16 -14.9  
3 50 468121.9157 468801.2848 119.3741 -16.7 -15.8  
3 55 468120.675 468805.8912 120.7967 -17.6 -16.9  
3 60 468119.4589 468810.5497 122.3298 -18.3 -18.1  
3 65 468118.2273 468815.0761 123.7404 -18.4 -18  
3 70 468117.0597 468819.7256 125.1849 -15.3 -14.9  
3 75 468115.7712 468824.3426 126.6413 -18.1 -18.1  
3 80 468114.5486 468829.0108 127.935 -17.8 -17.4  
3 85 468113.3615 468833.7312 129.1307 -17.7 -17.6  
3 90 468112.129 468838.3755 130.3435 -19.4 -19.3  
3 95 468110.7891 468843.1277 131.467 -18 -18  
3 100 468109.5223 468847.8308 132.2637 -19.4 -19.4  
3 105 468108.1327 468852.4742 133.749 -14.9 -14.7  
3 110 468106.7842 468857.1989 134.3606 -19 -18.8  
3 115 468105.3556 468861.7311 134.7243 -18.5 -19.2  
3 120 468104.0995 468866.5195 136.3044 -19.2 -19  
3 125 468102.4531 468871.2131 137.1989 -20.4 -20.4  
3 130 468101.182 468875.9129 137.4453 -20 -19.9  
3 135 468099.579 468880.7198 138.1375 -18.6 -18.3  
3 140 468098.3537 468885.4513 139.3402 -16.2 -16.4  
3 145 468097.1862 468890.0685 140.0686 -19.2 -19.5  
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3 150 468095.7528 468894.8988 141.1542 -18.6 -18.6  
3 155 468094.4889 468899.8225 141.8056 -23.8 -24  
3 160 468093.2989 468903.3178 144.8528 -20.5   

4 Base 468135.9495 468755.1029 107.0568 -13.8 -15.2 
start15:25 

finish 15:47 
4 0 468143.7711 468757.1905 107.2302 -13.4 -14.6  
4 5 468142.3089 468761.742 108.3163 -14.9 -16.2  
4 10 468141.0269 468766.4563 109.5385 -16.2 -16.7  
4 15 468139.7552 468771.1118 110.7991 -15.9 -16.5  
4 20 468138.4464 468775.7355 112.1238 -16.2 -17  
4 25 468136.9962 468780.3776 113.3316 -15.3 -15.7  
4 30 468135.7419 468785.0627 114.5166 -15.7 -15.9  
4 35 468134.4861 468789.7774 115.7573 -15.6 -16  
4 40 468133.1865 468794.4135 117.0411 -18.2 -18.6  
4 45 468131.9093 468798.9851 118.4134 -16.9 -17.2  
4 50 468130.5793 468803.658 119.8526 -17.4 -17.6  
4 55 468129.2979 468808.2181 121.3873 -17 -16.9  
4 60 468128.0415 468812.8009 123.0491 -20.5 -20.7  
4 65 468126.7086 468817.255 124.5587 -13.9 -14.8  
4 70 468125.4338 468821.8351 126.1945 -7.3 -9.6  
4 75 468124.1981 468826.6122 127.1203 -17.3 -18  
4 80 468122.9598 468831.4008 128.0702 -21.5 -21.8  
4 85 468121.7765 468836.1454 128.9507 -19.8 -19.8  
4 90 468120.63 468840.9013 129.8884 -19.9 -19.9  
4 95 468119.3718 468845.6343 130.6518 -20.1 -19.9  
4 100 468118.1783 468850.3871 131.6417 -19.9 -19.5  
4 105 468116.9945 468855.2315 133.0396 -19.9 -19  
4 110 468115.7861 468859.87 134.0693 -19.1 -18.2  
4 115 468114.2131 468864.6096 134.7467 -19 -19.1  
4 120 468112.4302 468869.3072 135.3659 -20.3 -20.1  
4 125 468111.3532 468873.9762 136.1683 -21.8 -21.6  
4 130 468109.7541 468878.7108 136.9864 -20.1 -20  
4 135 468108.496 468883.4641 137.7235 -22.5 -21.9  
4 140 468107.1035 468888.1529 138.4816 -15.7 -15.3  
4 145 468105.6957 468892.9504 139.2253 -20.5 -20.1  
4 150 468103.9379 468897.629 139.9634 -19.5 -19.3  
4 155 468102.7469 468901.9885 142.772 -18 -17.8  
4 160 468101.3115 468906.4085 144.4054 -18.5   

5 Base 468135.9495 468755.1029 107.0568 -15.0 -14.1 
start15:49 

finish16:19 
5 0 468152.5853 468759.5512 108.1244 -15.8 -17  
5 5 468151.6254 468764.2259 109.3084 -14.4 -15.7  
5 10 468150.3444 468768.9547 110.5338 -15.2 -17  
5 15 468149.1162 468773.5953 111.794 -17 -17.1  
5 20 468147.9611 468778.2535 113.2365 -15.8 -16.1  
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5 25 468146.7103 468782.9168 114.504 -15.1 -15.8  
5 30 468145.5919 468787.6032 115.6594 -16.4 -15.7  
5 35 468144.3093 468793.0953 118.1565 -19.6 -20  
5 40 468143.2941 468796.8474 118.9869 -18.5 -18.6  
5 45 468142.225 468801.4702 120.2644 -18.1 -17.6  
5 50 468140.9941 468806.2117 121.9321 -18.3 -18.2  
5 55 468139.7593 468810.8332 122.9858 -15.5 -14.8  
5 60 468138.4286 468815.428 124.4393 -16.1 -15.6  
5 65 468137.2137 468820.0754 126.1483 -15.6 -15.3  
5 70 468135.8936 468824.7775 126.5354 -19 -18.9  
5 75 468134.715 468829.5639 127.8282 -19.8 -19.6  
5 80 468133.2786 468834.3578 127.8422 -20.1 -20.4  
5 85 468132.132 468839.119 128.2859 -19.6 -19.8  
5 90 468130.8219 468843.8884 129.1712 -19.3 -19.7  
5 95 468129.6241 468848.7829 130.3922 -19.2 -19  
5 100 468128.5352 468853.5811 131.4744 -18.8 -19.5  
5 105 468127.1586 468858.0024 132.4238 -20 -20.7  
5 110 468126.0685 468862.8234 133.2612 -16.8 -17.8  
5 115 468124.8761 468867.4746 134.7282 -16.5 -16.8  
5 120 468123.525 468872.3573 135.0371 -20.2 -20.4  
5 125 468122.1359 468877.0287 136.15 -18.6 -19.6  
5 130 468120.6621 468881.7404 136.9064 -19.4 -19.9  
5 135 468119.2279 468886.4822 137.1505 -19.8 -20.3  
5 140 468117.7941 468891.2894 137.4657 -20.7 -21.6  
5 145 468116.2783 468895.9606 138.5705 -19.6 -18.2  
5 150 468115.0445 468900.7 138.7076 -18.4 -18.7  
5 155 468113.6022 468905.245 140.9015 -18.5 -18.7  
5 160 468112.4243 468909.546 142.848 -17.5 -17  
5 165 468111.0125 468913.9879 144.9307 -15.8   
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Summary 
Landslides are complex and heterogeneous phenomena involving properties of the subsurface. To study landslide 
processes, we use the self-potential (SP) method to investigate physical characteristics of the subsurface and 
monitor the accumulation and movement of groundwater associated with reactivated landslides at Hollin Hill, UK. 
The SP measurements consist of SP mapping in 2D and monitoring SP profiling. Six SP mappings are acquired in 
different climatic conditions. They show positive charges carried in the direction of the fluid flow, producing positive 
anomalies on the surface located at water discharge area and negative anomalies on infiltration area. The anomaly 
pattern reveals strong relationship between landslide morphology and flow regions particularly in the back scarp 
and secondary scarp. Moreover, the mappings are compared to precipitation data. They show the significant 
seasonal variations that SP signature possibly links to rainfall. However, it is still a bit unclear. Consequently, an 
analysis of the continuous SP monitoring are applied for high temporal resolution. The monitoring result shows that 
most of SP variations with time are linked to rainfall events and soil moisture contents. Consequently, the SP could 
be a possible method to monitor groundwater conditions and provides precursory information as an early warning 
of landslides. 

Landslide Investigation and Monitoring Using Self-Potential 
Methods 
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Introduction 
 

A landslide can be a major natural disaster causing tremendous living losses and property damages 
(Uhlemann et al., 2016a), including impact on infrastructure and disruption in transportation systems. 
Landslides are extremely complex and heterogeneous phenomena (Merritt et al., 2013) and can be 
triggered by human activities (e.g., deforestation, soil erosion, land use changes, infrastructural works) 
and natural causes (e.g., eruptions of volcanos, earthquakes, rainfall, etc.). In particular, the movement 
of groundwater plays an important role in slope failure because it fluctuates moisture content and 
directly effects on pore water pressure resulting in a reduction of shear strength in the subsurface. 

 
To understand landslide processes, the loss of strength and slope failure of landslides are directly linked 
to the increasing of the moisture content and pore water pressures in the subsurface particularly during 
heavy rainfall events. Self-potential (SP) method is, thus, suitable to investigate the accumulation and 
movement of groundwater flows associated with the reactivation of landslides, because the rainfall 
could exert a major control on the SP, given that the streaming potential is likely to be the principal SP 
mechanism at the site study. Consequently, it should be helpful to identify the main control on SP in 
the landslide area and will be interesting to see if SP signature is perturbing before or during significant 
landslide movements that influence drainage pattern in a slope and how the SP signature varies with 
position on the slope. 

 
Here, the SP method is applied at Hollin Hill, a site located near the village of Terrington, North 
Yorkshire, UK. The Hollin Hill slope is underlain by four geological formations: Dogger Formation 
(DF), Whitby Mudstone Formation (WMF), Staithes Sandstone Formation (SSF), and Redcar Mudstone 
Formation (RMF) (Figure 1a). The WMF is the main source of slope failure and comprises grey to dark 
grey mudstone and siltstone with scattered bands of calcareous and concretions. The combination of 
analysis of aerial LiDAR data, stereophotogrammetry, and ground-based measurement can be used to 
a map (Figure 1b) that shows features of the landslide, such as the back scarp, secondary scarp, convex 
and concave break of slope, rotational failure, landslide main body, active flow, and historic flow region. 
Therefore, the landslide is composed of three domains of slope instability. The upper parts of slope 
show the shallow rotational deformations cumulated in progress through deformations in the translation 
domain at the middle parts. As a result, it reveals the movements towards the WMF-SSF boundary, 
which lead to flow-dominant deformations down to the toe of the slope (Chambers et al., 2011; 
Uhlemann et al., 2016b). 

 
Measurement of self-potential and field procedures 

 
The basic equipment for a self-potential survey consists of electrodes connected to a high impedance 
voltmeter. The electrodes must be non-polarizing electrodes as simple metal spikes would generate their 
own SP signals. This study used the Petiau Pb/PbCl2 electrode with fixed-base configuration, using a 
reference electrode as base station and a measuring electrode moved along a line or a series of transects. 
The SP measurements applied to the Hollin Hill landslide consist of SP mapping in 2D and permanent 
SP profiling in 1D. The mapping is used to study and investigate fluid flow and identify the zones of 
negative and positive charge related to the infiltration and accumulation of ground water in the 
subsurface. Time-series SP monitoring is used to monitor the reactivated landslides along a profile. 

 
The mapping was undertaken in August 2017, in March 2018, in June 2018, in August 2018, in October 
2018, and in December 2018. It consists of five parallel lines along the axis of the survey area with a 
10-m line interval and a 5-m spacing of measured points (Figure 1b). Data were collected with the two 
Petiau Pb/PbCl2 electrodes used as a moving and reference electrode, respectively. The reference 
electrode (red dot in Figure 1b) was fixed at the first measurement of centre line at the bottom of the 
slope and the roving electrode was used to measure at a set of positions along the five lines (Figure 1b). 
Each point measurement was made by hand-auguring holes down to a <0.1m of depth and filled with 
bentonite mud to assure the good contact between the ground and electrode. Before the survey, the pair 
of electrodes were placed into a water bath for the correction. During the survey, the prepared point was 
measured twice by forward and immediately reverse each line in a closed loop. For the measurement, 
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the time drift of the SP value could be corrected to compensate for the cumulative errors by calculating 
the linearly temporal errors along each line. Furthermore, the SP values for the mapping are relative to 
the base station. Consequently, they are added the readings after the SP value at the base point is set to 
an arbitrary zero value. Eventually, the SP mapping was established by a 2D contour plot. 

 
The Continuous SP monitoring was carried along with a single line profile with 33 measurement points 
of spacing every 5m (Figure 1b). The Probe 1 and Probe 33 were located at bottom and top of the slope. 
Each point was measured relative to a single reference electrode located at the bottom of slope (red dot 
in Figure 1b). Moreover, weather station and ground-based measurements were also permanently 
installed for landslide monitoring as part of the ALERT system of the British Geological Survey (BGS). 

 

Figure 1 The map of study area: a) geological setting (modified from Uhlemann et al., 2016b). b) 
Geomorphological and overview map of the study site showing the fieldwork array and ground-based 
monitoring location, such as tilt meter, weather station, SP monitoring profile, and SP mapping (yellow 
dots). 

 
Results and discussion 

 
Six SP mapping results show in Figure 2. They are overlaid on geomorphological map to study 
relationship between SP signature and geomorphological structures and compared to precipitation data 
in terms of daily absolute rainfall and weekly effective rainfall. The SP contour maps (Figure 2) show 
the values that range increases from -16 mV at the top to 4 mV at the bottom of slope as a stronger 
positive zone in the accumulated areas (valley) and a less positive zone in the recharged area on the top 
of the slide. 

b 
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Figure 2 The six SP mappings are overlaid on geomorphological structures (see Figure 1b for 
explanation) and compared to rainfall data and temperature. 

 
In this pattern, positive charges are carried in the direction of the fluid flow, producing positive 
anomalies on the surface where water discharge is located and negative anomalies in the area of 
infiltration. The pattern reveals close relationship between landslide morphology and flow that indicates 
the distribution of the most positive anomalies associated with accumulation at the front of active flow 
regions and in the gully region between the two active regions and the most negative anomalies 
associated with infiltration at the rotational failure and landslide main body regions particularly in the 
back scarp and secondary scarp. The trend of positive downslope values is consistent with the streaming 
potential theory where the negative SP values are probably due to water infiltration in the source area 
at the top of the slope and the positive values are accumulated at the base of the slope (Sharma 1997). 

 
Moreover, the six SP mappings are acquired in different climatic conditions and compared to the daily 
absolute rainfall, weekly effective rainfall, and temperature (Figure 2). They show the significant 
seasonal variations that SP signature possibly links to rainfall. The SP mappings in wet period, such as 
in March show highest positive SP anomalies in accumulated downslope. On the other hand, the SP 
mapping shows less both negative and positive values in the very dry summer in June due to no fluid 
flow in the period. The migration and reduction downward of the positive SP area after summer period 
could reflect the lowering of groundwater level inside the landslide body after the dry summer period. 
Although the SP mapping seem to be a correlation with rainfall, it is still a bit unclear. Consequently, 
an analysis of the continuous SP monitoring could reveal more clearly in terms of the correlation with 
rainfall, because a higher temporal resolution would allow an influence of individual rainfall events on 
SP value characterizations particularly in the accumulation area where SP value can show significant 
variations. 

 
In part of SP monitoring, the SP electrodes will separate into 3 zones that consist of electrodes located 
in rotational failure (top slope), electrodes located in area of main body of landslide (middle slope), and 
electrodes located in accumulation area (bottom slope). Figure 3 shows the average SP values of all 
parts from the permanent measurement period from 23rd March 2018 to 25th November 2018. The values 
have range between -32 to 3 mV. The result shows that most of variations of SP values with time are 
clearly linked to rainfall events, evapotranspiration and soil moisture contents. For example, the period 
of wet season in March and April show high SP values corresponding with high soil moisture content. 
This increase might be due to the elevated pore water pressure and moisture content (Figure 3). 
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Figure 3 The continuous SP monitoring compared to rainfall data and soil moistures. 

 
Conclusion 

 
A SP survey has been undertaken at the Hollin Hill landslide with the purpose to study the pattern of 
groundwater flow. The results show that the SP value corresponds with the geomorphology and geology 
of the study site. Furthermore, permanent SP monitoring has been installed at this site to study how 
reactivated landslides correlate with SP variations. The monitoring results show more clearly 
relationship between the SP values and precipitation during these two periods. For instance, in the wet 
season, the SP value is high due to the increasing of pore water pressure in the subsurface. However, 
some variations of SP are inconsistent with rainfall events. Thus, other environmental and ground-based 
monitoring data, soil suction, water level, tilt meter, GPS ground movement, and pore pressure, would 
be compared, so that the SP could be a possible method to monitor groundwater conditions and provides 
precursory information as an early warning of landslides. 
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